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Abstract
Using Anderson’s Mill in the Victorian goldfield township of Smeaton as a case study,
this thesis examines how the process of colonisation can be understood through the study
of local history in the context of its imperial heritage. It also examines the transition of
Crown sovereignty to colonial sovereignty in Victoria during the second half of the
nineteenth century. This thesis explores the proposition that by discovering the history of
Smeaton through the era of John Anderson, it is possible to trace how the Victorian gold
rushes and the imperial legacy shaped the emerging Australian nation and constructions
of identity during the era when the doctrine of terra nullius prevailed.
The thesis sets out the argument that the history of Anderson's Mill and the township of
Smeaton provides an original perspective into the Australian colonisation process,
particularly in the colony of Victorian. It also contends that the Victorian gold rushes
altered the balance of an imperial power struggle that influenced the colonial foundations
of notions of sovereignty. This was underpinned by finance and trade, which were the
driving forces that transferred the notion of empire through to local colonial communities.
What emerges in this thesis is a critical narrative of colonial Victoria, which highlights
the particular dynamic tension that was present between the colony and the imperial
centre through a sharp focus on Anderson’s Mill and Smeaton, its associated townships.
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Prologue
Standing outside the Australasian Bank head office at 4 Threadneedle Street near the Bank of
England on Friday 4 September 2015, I knew I was at the imperial centre of the British
Empire (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. View of the Bank of England from near the Australasian bank site in Threadneedle Street, London.

On 19 July 1881, Edmund Parkes, the colonial-based superintendent had written to the court
at the London head office: ‘Our very old customers Messrs Anderson Brs, Freeholders and
Saw Mill owners, are old traders in Smeaton, and the National are not likely to draw much
business from us.’1 The wealth of the Anderson brothers had been created by providing
timber for mines in the local goldfields. Their wealth had stemmed from an 1855 timber
licence for the Dean Forest. By the time Parkes had written his report, the rushes had long
passed and the Anderson brothers’ business was in decline. An extract from the Parks
Victoria book states:
In January 1879 the Anderson’s saw mill and tramway licences were not renewed.
Operations were allowed to resume in May and the mill work continued for another
five years. By this time the Anderson Bros, like many other Wombat Forest saw
millers, had finally cut themselves out of business.2

1.
2.

E. S. Parkes (Superintendent) to P. Selby (Secretary), File No. 2002, A/8/55, Superintendent’s Letters July
19, 1881, Bank of Australasia, ANZ Archives.
Parks Victoria, Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton (Melbourne: Department of Conservation and Environment,
1990), 13.
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What did such correspondence, written from Collins Street, Melbourne, to Threadneedle
Street, London, regarding a bank branch in Smeaton illustrate about the colonial–imperial
relationship?
Eleven months after visiting London, I was in the National Australia Bank Limited archives,
reading the diaries of Frank Grey Smith. When I turned the page in one of his numerous
diaries, having been absorbed reading the detailed entries recording his daily meetings, I
came across a blank page for Tuesday 2 May 1893: the bank had closed its doors and
suspended its operations the previous day, 1 May 1893. I stared at the blank page. The
absence of words could convey such meaning. What events could have led to this moment in
the colony?
It was these two questions, based on documents from two different bank archives that formed
the starting points for the research topic of this thesis: Discovering Smeaton: People, Trade,
and Finance, a Study of Imperialism and its Heritage. The thesis explores the proposition
that in discovering the history of Smeaton, through the era of John Anderson, it is possible to
trace how the Victorian gold rushes and the process of colonisation results in an emerging
Australian nation and identity distinct from its imperial origins.
The Anderson brothers’ business shifted to the mill, built in 1862, and to a diverse range of
goldmining investments. In the Colony of Victoria, the tenure of land or property with the
freedom to dispose of it at will had given the Anderson brothers status. After the conquest of
the continent by the British Crown came the contest of ideas regarding the direction of
change for the colony.
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After the conquest of the continent by the British Crown came the contest of ideas that
mainly involved British-born men. The dominant culture at the time was based on British
imperial heritage, which had given form to the evolving Victorian colony, which included the
settlement of Smeaton. This influence had emanated from places such as Glasgow, Ireland,
London, Manchester, Liverpool, Durham and Singapore. The changing institutional
structures resulted in the growth of an independent colonial identity. The process of nation
building was based on the doctrine of terra nullius, which meant that each step of colonial
development would affect the rights and lives of First Nations peoples.
The principle of British sovereign power was used to grant imperial authority over the land in
Australia. In time, British sovereignty was granted to the colonies who then began to exercise
power over their local populations. The critical historical narrative of this thesis, with its
focus on John Anderson, Anderson’s Mill (see Figure 2) and Smeaton, documents the contest
of ideas that was taking place at the time and as colonial sovereignty was establishing the
form of its authority.
The shortage of food on the goldfields had created a demand for locally processed flour and
oats but profits for this trade had already peaked by 1865 and wheat was increasingly being
grown in the Wimmera and Mallee. During the era of the formal Victorian colony, between
1851 and 1901, new arrivals had transformed a sovereign state into a cultured society that
had a capital city of international fame.

Figure 2. Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton
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In 1862 Anderson's Mill opened on Dja Dja Wurrung land in order to meet the colonial
demand for flour. "It's true that as Dja Dja Wurrung People, we have always known that we
are Traditional Owners of this land and it has been a painful process to prove this to others.
To prove that we belong to the land and that this land belongs to us."1 This claim resulted in
"The Recognition and Settlement between the Dja Dja Wurrung People and the State of
Victoria was signed on 15 November 2013. This means Dja Dja culture, traditional practices
and the unique relationship between Djara to djandak are recognised." 2
A local journalist was impressed with the new mill:
The fine large stone mill belonging to Messrs Anderson Brothers deserves special
notice. It is situated in the valley on the right of the embankment and bridge recently
constructed by the government on the main road to Castlemaine from Ballarat to
Creswick. The flour mill, which they have erected, is built of bluestone, and is four
storeys high, having five floors and a present stock of 20,000 bushels of grain. The
building was erected by Messrs Hunter and Co., of Ballarat.3

They noted the ‘iron waterwheel of some 35 horse power, steadily performing its three
revolutions per minute. We are informed that this is the largest wheel in the colony.’4 The
Anderson family owned and operated the mill until it was closed in 1947. The Anderson's
Mill complex (not including the homestead) was purchased by the Victorian Government as a
part of the nation’s 1988 Bicentennial program and now hosts the National Trust Anderson’s
Mill Heritage Weekend.
Captain John Hepburn has been recognised as the colonial founder of the township of
Smeaton. His obituary in August 1860 stated: ‘When the Captain again reached Smeaton
with his flock on the 15th April, 1838, he found that Messrs Birch were to be his future
neighbours. We need not allude to the struggle sustained by years in laying the foundations of
that wealth that has since been of so much service to the district.’5 During the funeral, ‘horses
were decorated with funeral rosettes, while passing through Smeaton.’6 The local agricultural
and pastoral interests existed alongside the deep lead gold mines which operated in the latter

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Djaara (Dja Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation), accessed January 15, 2022,
https://djadjawurrung.com.au
Ibid.
Ballarat Star’, Saturday A Ride to Smeaton, May 3, 1862.
Ibid.
Mount Alexander Mail, Death of Captain John Hepburn August 1,3 1860.
Ibid.
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decades of the 19th century. The narrative is focused here, it is the setting and will feature as
events and themes unfold throughout the thesis.
The Colony of Victoria, like the rest of the British Empire, was a land that had Queen
Victoria as its head of state and was dominated, according to written histories, by Britishborn men. The colony was an integral part of the Empire, ruled by force, institutions and
technology. Trade and finance expanded and were governed by the British gold standard,
which had controlled the flow of money throughout the Empire. London, located on the
Thames River, was the capital of trade and finance. However, this period of the mid- to late
1800s also became a time of First Nation Peoples' destruction, pioneering communities and
environmental damage that had been caused by wealth creation, turmoil and, for some,
individual autonomy achievement.
Historiography
Histories and understanding of the British Empire project have tended to be dominated by
figures from Britain. The views of Empire have been predominantly from a British, or
particularly English, perspective. Many significant theorists had been making observations on
the concept of empire based on contemporary events at that time. They differed in their
judgements but all worked on defining the role that Britain should play within the Empire.
British histories have also examined the position that cities such as London, Liverpool,
Manchester, Belfast and Glasgow occupied within the Empire. Some recent British historians
have proposed the moral justification for the Empire based on the benefit of its legacy, but
many others have examined the destructive impact on the people of the colonies. In Australia
this has produced viewpoints from the perspective of First Nations peoples and from the
aspect of colonial achievement.
This thesis is aware that a case study of the colonial township of Smeaton is not central to the
imperial project. Lloyd Carpenter, in his examination of the Bendigo Historic Reserve in the
Central Otago District of New Zealand, was challenged by a similar dilemma. He described
the visual heritage as follows:
It has intrinsic value as an untouched, abandoned, unaltered ‘ghost-town’ landscape
managed in a state of perpetual ‘arrested decay’ by its government owners, but the
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fact remains that the architecture is a utilitarian vernacular at best, with simple
cottages scattered across a landscape which has been silent for over a century.7

He raised the question of whether the site ‘is therefore worthy of consideration, whether
Bendigo is worthy of further examination, perhaps as part of a greater landscape story of the
goldfields, or whether, having elucidated its story here, it should be suggested as an exemplar
site to understand the greater goldfields narrative.’8 This thesis argues that the focus on
Smeaton does present an important integrated example of the mechanics of Empire in
practice in a particular colonial setting. In this respect the thesis provides a fresh perspective
that moves beyond local history to provide a broader historical discussion regarding the
transmission of ideas and everyday life and practice.
The approach taken by Keir Reeves, Lionel Frost and Charles Fahey provides an example of
how to integrate historiography. They argue that ‘the gold discoveries of the nineteenth
century were not a series of random, localised, exogenous shocks but rather a process that
was facilitated by exogenous characteristics of the world economy.’9 More specifically, they
believed that ‘the economic history of this increase in the world’s gold supply should
integrate historiographies of globalisation, migration, technological change, investment, and
colonisation.’10 They concluded that ‘these factors also shaped how the benefits of gold
mining were distributed.’11 This thesis builds on this approach to integrating historiography
by focusing on the changing role of sovereignty through its examination of the interplay of
these factors in the Victorian colonial township of Smeaton.
The development of Smeaton during the Anderson era attracted British capital and
government interest because of the fabulous wealth that gold extraction could generate. When
the rushes and the deep-lead mining era finished in the Smeaton district, the Empire’s interest
in the region waned and over time disappeared. In defining Smeaton as the focus point, it
provides a view of the colonisation process from an original, fresh perspective that comes up
with a method for local histories to discover their imperial connections. The Smeaton story

7.

Lloyd Carpenter, Rich in Myth, Gold and Narrative: Aspects of the Central Otago Gold Rush, 1862–2012
(Christchurch: University of Canterbury, 2013), 333.
8. Ibid.
9. Keir Reeves, Lionel Frost, and Charles Fahey, ‘Integrating the Historiography of the Nineteenth-Century
Gold Rushes,’ Australian Economic History Review 50, no. 3 (2010): 125.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
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traces the evolution of Crown sovereignty into colonial sovereignty which integrates
imperial, colonial and First Nations historiography.
British Empire historiography has been founded on the works of a number of contemporary
commentators. What they share is a presumption that it will be the British who will determine
the form of the colonisation process.
Edmund Burke, in his 1778 Speech on Conciliation with America in the House of Commons,
was clear that his interest was in the use of power: ‘My idea of Empire is this: that an empire
is the aggregate of many states under one common head.’12 This hierarchic structure must
exhibit some tolerance to colonial rights and rejects as unfair ‘for the head of the empire to
insist, that if any privilege is pleaded, it is pleaded against his will or his acts, his whole
authority is denied; instantly to proclaim a rebellion.’13 This was practical analysis meant to
influence policy in Westminster. Thomas Macaulay, in his 1833 Speech on the Government
of India in the House, was advancing the moral purpose of spreading British culture to the
colonies. He believed ‘that Empire is the imperishable empire of our arts and our morals, our
literature and our laws.’14 Macaulay was aiming to, again, influence policy at Westminster.
Thomas Carlyle in his 1843 Past and Present Speech in the House of Commons was outlining
the benefits to Britain provided by the Empire in opening up opportunity for the mother
country: ‘Our little isle has grown too narrow for us; but the world is wide enough yet for six
thousand years. England’s sure markets will be among new colonies of Englishmen in all
quarters of the globe.’15 His aim was to appeal to the public to support the Empire. This was
necessary as others, such as Sir Charles Dilke, were against the cost to the public of
managing the Empire. In 1868 Dilke's Greater Britain text argued that ‘there is something
ludicrous in the idea of taxing St Giles for support of Melbourne and making Dorsetshire
agricultural labourers pay the cost of defending New Zealand colonists in the (New Zealand)
Maori wars.’16 This domestic criticism of the Empire was further developed by J. A. Hobson
in his 1902 Imperialism: A Study. His analysis identified the Empire with capitalism: ‘The
12. Edmund Burke, ‘1788 Speech on Conciliation with America,’ in The Concept of Empire: Burke to Atlee,
1774–1947, ed. George Bennett (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1953), 40.
13. Ibid., 41.
14. Thomas Macaulay, ‘1833 Speech on the Government of India,’ in The Concept of Empire: Burke to Atlee,
1774–1947, ed. George Bennett (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1953), 75.
15. Thomas Carlyle, ‘1843 Speech on Past and Present,’ in The Concept of Empire: Burke to Atlee, 1774–
1947, ed. George Bennett (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1953), 140.
16. Charles Dilke, ‘Greater Britain Text 1868,’ in The Concept of Empire: Burke to Atlee, 1774–1947, ed.
George Bennett (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1953), 234.
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economic root of imperialism is the desire of strong organised industrial and financial
interests to secure at the public expense and by public force private markets for their surplus
goods and their surplus capital.’17 This position placed colonial exploitation and class
interests on the agenda.
British Empire historiography was questioned as historians examined the colonisation
process from the perspective of First Nation Peoples. Texts, such as Henry Reynolds’ The
Other Side of the Frontier: Aboriginal Resistance to the European Invasion of Australia,18
were fundamental in challenging the basic premise of terra nullius, as espoused by imperial
and Australian colonial history, which led to the rejection of such a doctrine in the Mabo
High Court judgement in 1992. Further studies, such as Richard Broome’s Aboriginal
Victorians: A History Since 1800,19 have examined the human consequences of colonisation
on First Nations peoples. The legal complexities of land tenure, mining rights and connection
to country were explained in David Lawrence’s Kakadu: The Making of a National Park.20
Earlier histories, such as Aldo Massola’s Coranderrk: A History of the Aboriginal Station,
paint a portrait of lives of displaced First Nations peoples, which has provided a foundation
for more recent research. 21 The focus of this thesis is on primary resources such as acts of
parliament that convey how sovereign power has been used to restrict the rights of First
Nation Peoples.
Recent texts have examined specific examples of the impact of colonisation. The history of
the local Dja Dja Wurrung has been recorded by Jessica Hodgens’ Djuwima Djarra Dja Dja
Wurrung Families of Dja Dja Wurrung.22 She used primary sources to document the often
tragic consequences of colonial policy and practices. Fred Cahir, in his My Country All Gone,
the White Men Have Stolen It: The Invasion of the Wadawurrung Country 1800-1870,23
argued that the First Nations peoples experienced the initial invasion, the squatting invasion,
and then the gold-rush invasion. His analysis of primary source texts reveals the diversity of
17. J. A Hobson, ‘Imperialism: A Study 1902,’ in The Concept of Empire: Burke to Atlee, 1774–1947, ed.
George Bennett (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1953), 368.
18. Henry Reynolds, The Other Side of the Frontier. Aboriginal Resistance to the European Invasion of
Australia (Sydney: UNSW Press, 1981).
19. Richard Broome, Aboriginal Victorians: A History since 1800 (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2005).
20. David Lawrence, Kakudu: The Making of a National Park (Melbourne: Miegunyan Press, 2000).
21. Aldo Massola, Coranderrk: A History of the Aboriginal Station (Melbourne: Lowden Publishing Co.,
1975).
22. Jessica Hodgens, Djuwima Djarra Dja Dja Wurrung Families of Dja Dja Wurrung (Bendigo, Vic: Dja Dja
Wurrung Clan Aboriginal Corporation, 2014).
23. Fred Cahir, My Country All Gone, the White Men Have Stolen It: The Invasion of the Wadawurrung
Country 1800–1870 (Ballarat, Vic: Australian History Matters, 2019).
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contact between the settlers and the Wadawurrung people, including the constructive ways
they met the challenges to their relationship to country. Ian Hoskins, in his Rivers: The
Lifeblood of Australia,24 examines the development of water use by integrating it with the
impact on First Nations peoples and the natural environment.
These compelling texts challenge the premise of the moral question posed by Niall Ferguson
in his Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World, where he reflects on the value of the
empire: ‘The question is not whether British imperialism was without a blemish. The
question is whether there could have been a less bloody path to modernity.’25 In contrast to
many colonial interpretations, particularly from the perspective of First Nations peoples, he
concludes: ‘Perhaps in theory there could have been. But in practice? What follows will, I
hope, enable the reader to decide.’26 He then went on to list the valued features of imperial
rule, with his argument being based on the civilising force of imperial control. The challenge
in forging an imperial interpretation of Smeaton is for British Empire historiography to be
built around its epic moments. Ferguson’s conclusion has not been grounded in a local
colonial or First Nations peoples’ historical narrative or analysis. The text is overwhelmingly
based on British rule in India and the United States of America. Australian colonies and New
Zealand are barely mentioned and the Colony of Victoria is not referenced. Similar to the
Colonial Office, Ferguson appears to have shared the tendency of focusing on momentous
imperial events while being indifferent to the rights of those people being colonised.
British Empire historiography is based on the legality of Crown sovereignty. A classic study
of the British system is detailed in Alpheus Todd’s 1867 Parliamentary Government in
England Volume 1.27 This meticulous explanation on the workings of the British Crown and
Westminster is in contrast to the more provocative argument on The English Constitution
written by Walter Bagehot in the same year.28 These classic imperial texts provide an
explanation of the imperial constitutional principles that formed the basis of the colonial
system of government. This legacy is described in Victoria’s Constitution: The Constitution
of Victoria with Notes on How It Works, where the commentary covers both the Victorian

24. Ian Hoskins, Rivers: The Lifeblood of Australia (Canberra: National Library of Australia Publishing,
2020).
25. Niall Ferguson, Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World (London: Penguin Books, 2003), xxxviii.
26. Ibid.
27. Alpheus Todd, Parliamentary Government in England, vol. 1 (London: Longman’s, Green and Co., 1867).
28. Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (1867; repr. Los Angeles: The Fontana Library, 1964).
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State Constitution and the colonial constitution of 1856.29 The difficulties of reaching an
agreement between Westminster and the colonies on a federal constitution is detailed in
Federation Fathers, edited by L. F. Crisp.30 These texts describe the different forms of
constitutional rule by highlighting the complexities of sovereignty.
Henry Reynolds examines this imperial legal framework in his work, Truth –Telling: History,
Sovereignty and the Uluru Statement, published in 2021. He notes that the Uluru Statement
‘declared that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders were the first sovereign nations to
possess it [sovereignty] under their own laws and customs.’31 He also quotes the claim that
sovereignty ‘has never been ceded or extinguished and co-exists with the sovereignty of the
Crown.’32 Reynolds states that the legal significance of this argument is that ‘the Statement
contains a challenge to legal doctrine more unsettling than the jurisprudential revolution
ushered in by the High Court’s Mabo judgement to re-examine the traditional doctrine of
sovereignty.’33 These debates have been ongoing but are not central to the notion of Crown
sovereignty that was generally accepted during the era of colonial Smeaton.
The issues raised by British Empire historiography focus both on the ruler and the ruled. The
historiography of the Colony of Victoria includes local histories and colonial nation-building
histories. These texts are key to the case study of Smeaton and raise the question of where
self-ruling colonists fit into the imperial hierarchy.The core local text is Parks Victoria’s
publication, Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton.34 This book is based on the original research by
Charles Fahey and Mary Clarke, which is contained in the unpublished manuscript, The
Andersons: The Scottish Entrepreneurs in Central Victoria.35 These original works are based
on archival research and conversations with members of the Anderson family. They include
references to the Scottish heritage of the Andersons, their journey to the colonies, their
business operations, the engineering details of their timber trading, and Anderson’s Mill. The
narrative describes the family history from their arrival in South Australia to the closure of
Anderson’s Mill. These publications provided the foundation stone for this thesis. The history
29. John Waugh, Victoria’s Constitution: The Constitution of Victoria with Notes on How It Works
(Melbourne: Law Press, 1995).
30. L. F. Crisp, Federation Fathers (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1990).
31. Henry Reynolds, Truth-Telling: History, Sovereignty and the Uluru Statement (Sydney: NewSouth
Publishing, 2021), 14.
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid.
34. Parks Victoria, Anderson’s Mill.
35. Charles Fahey and Mary Clarke, The Andersons: The Scottish Entrepreneurs in Central Victoria,
Anderson Mill and family unpublished manuscript, Department of Conservation and Environment.
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of both Anderson’s Mill and Hepburn’s mill has been documented in Lewis and Peggy Jones’
The Flour Mills of Victoria. An Historical Record 1840–1990.36 This text documents the
many mills in Victoria, revealing the central role they played in local communities. The fact
that many of these mills are no longer standing highlights the unique value of Anderson’s
Mill.
Nation-building histories represent the tone of much colonial historiography and have been
referenced in this thesis to objectively represent the tone of Smeaton localism. Lucille
Quinlan’s biography of John Hepburn, Here My Home: The Life and Times of John Stuart
Hepburn 1803–1860,37 conveys a broad picture of Hepburn as the founder of Smeaton. It
describes his Scottish background and his life as a sea captain, explorer and squatter. It also
includes a description of colonial Smeaton, with sections on contact with First Nations
peoples. The story is expressed as a celebration of the pioneering spirit of the time. John
Graham’s book, Early Creswick,38 contains many details of local history without a
comprehensive analysis. It has been written with a sense of admiration rather than critical
analysis. A nostalgic, detailed portrait of Smeaton’s people and its institutions is presented in
J. F. Sewell’s Smeaton 150 Years after Captain Hepburn.39 This genre of local history
provides an understanding of the early years of these goldfields towns. Another example is
the Smeaton Centenary 1838–1938.40 This booklet was written in a spirit of pride as it
records memories and memoirs of the pioneering time of early Smeaton.
The colonial-mining historiography ranges from the first-hand experiences of the alluvial
goldfields portrayed by William Howitt in Land Labour & Gold or Two Years in Victoria
with visits to Sydney and Van Diemen’s Land41 to specific studies of individual mine site
histories. Cheryl Just, in Smeaton Reserve United Gold Mine,42 presents archival research
into the connection between the fate of its chairman, John Anderson, and the rise and fall of
this mine in Smeaton. It explores the mining engineering works that attempted to produce a
36. Lewis and Peggy Jones, The Flour Mills of Victoria: An Historical Record 1840–1990 (Melbourne: The
Flour Millers’ Council of Victoria, 1990).
37. Lucille M. Quinlan, Here My Home: The Life and Times of John Stuart Hepburn 1803–1860 (Melbourne:
Oxford University Press, 1967).
38. John A. Graham, Early Creswick (Creswick, Vic: Creswick Historical Museum, 1987).
39. J. F. Sewell, Smeaton 150 Years after Captain Hepburn¸ ed. J. Brumby (Daylesford, Vic: Daylesford and
District Historical Society Inc., 1997).
40 Smeaton Centenary Committee, Smeaton Centenary 1838–1938: A Souvenir Booklet (Creswick, Vic:
Creswick Advertiser, 1938).
41. William Howitt, Land, Labour and Gold: Two Years in Victoria, With Visits to Sydney and Van Diemen’s
Land (1855; repr., Kilmore, Vic: Lowden, 1972).
42. Just, Smeaton Reserve.
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profitable mine before the market and bank turned against it. Another local history, J. H. W.
McGeorge’s Buried Rivers of Gold,43 presents commercial insights into the working of the
deep-lead mines in Smeaton and the surrounding area. It details the significance and the
wealth created by the gold discoveries, thereby depicting the area when it was most
economically promising. Ralph Birrell, in his book Staking A Claim: Gold and Development
of Victorian Mining Law,44 focuses on the evolving legal framework, where he provides
insights into the social and political forces that were shaping reform. An example of the field
work conducted in the area by David Bannear is detailed on the E-Gold webpage, Mining
Technology: Overview.45
These studies provide an essential understanding of the history of numerous mining sites
throughout the Victorian goldfields. The relationship between the Victorian and New Zealand
goldfields is explored in Lloyd Carpenter and Lyndon Fraser’s Rushing for Gold: Life and
Commerce on the Goldfields of New Zealand and Australia.46 The shared heritage of people
and the goldfields culture, from mines around Smeaton to the Bendigo Historic Reserve in
Otago, presents a powerful expression of the driving determination of miners to endure
hardship in pursuit of their ambitions.
The mining historiography of Victoria includes the growth of the mining unions, which had
leaders and members in Smeaton and the surrounding goldfields. In his autobiography,
Australia Awakening: Thirty Years in the Life of an Australian Agitator, William Spence
describes the chronological events that resulted in a powerful Australian labour movement.47
His narrative provides a unionist view of the years of struggle as the contest of ideas between
employers and employees resulted in conflict. The role of Spence and the Australian Miners
Association is given context in Edgar Ross’s A History of the Miners’ Federation of
Australia,48 which documents the growing strength of the union, especially in the coalmining
industry. These texts provide details of the British origin of miners, mining practices and the
increasing power of unions. This information has been supported by British-mining
43. J. H. W. McGeorge, Buried Rivers of Gold (Melbourne: Hallcraft Printers Pty Ltd, 1996).
44. Ralph W. Birrell, Staking a Claim: Gold and Development of Victorian Mining Law (Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 1998).
45. David Bannear, ‘Mining Technology: Overview,’ A Nation’s Heritage, accessed June 5, 2019,
https://www.egold.net.au/biogs/EG00009b.htm
46. Lloyd Carpenter and Lyndon Fraser, eds., Rushing for Gold: Life and Commerce on the Goldfields of New
Zealand and Australia (Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2016).
47. William G. Spence, Australia’s Awakening: Thirty Years in the Life of an Australian Agitator (Sydney:
The Worker Trustees, 1909).
48. Edgar Ross, A History of the Miners’ Federation of Australia (Sydney: Halstead Press, 1970).
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historiographies such as that of Richard Fynes in his book, The Miners of Northumberland
and Durham: A History of Their Social and Political Progress.49 Fynes documents the
origins of the struggle of coalminers for better conditions through organisation and united
struggle, which was transplanted to the colony by emigrant miners from these regions in the
north of England.
The historiography of colonial finance has been traced through the history of the banks.
Geoffrey Blainey, who wrote Gold and Paper: A History of the National Bank of Australasia
Limited,50 and S. J. Butlin, who wrote Australia and New Zealand Bank: The Bank of
Australasia and the Union Bank of Australia Limited 1828-1951,51 were given extensive
access to the relevant bank archives, thus opening up the parameters for my research using
these two archival sources. I was able to focus on the role of two leading bankers during the
colonial era: Edmund Parkes, superintendent of the Bank of Australasia, and Frank Grey
Smith, manager of the National Australasia Bank. Insights into the growth and support for
public rather than private banking is detailed by Robert Murray and Kate White in their book
A Bank for the People. A History of the State Bank of Victoria.52 The connection between
Scottish banking history and colonial finance is outlined in J. D Bailey’s A Hundred Years of
Pastoral Banking: A History of the Australian Mercantile Land and Finance Company,
1863–1963.53 The relationship between the collapse of the Scottish Bank of Glasgow and its
colonial impact in both New Zealand and Australia is detailed by Noel Crawford in
Antipodean Empire: The New Zealand and Australian Land Company in New Zealand.54
David Kynaston, in his book The City of London Volume 1: A World of Its Own 1815–1890,55
documents the financial machinations that were occurring in London and the implications
they had for the colonial markets. These texts have been referenced in my thesis to document
the relationship between Smeaton’s banking and the imperial financial system.

49. Richard Fynes, The Miners of Northumberland and Durham: A History of Their Social and Political
Progress (London: John Robinson, 1873).
50. Geoffrey Blainey, Gold and Paper: A History of the National Bank of Australasia Limited (Melbourne:
Georgian House, 1958).
51. S. J. Butlin, Australia and New Zealand Bank: The Bank of Australasia and the Union Bank of Australia
Limited, 1828–1951 (London: Longman, 1961).
52. Robert Murray and Kate White, A Bank for the People: A History of the State Bank of Victoria
(Melbourne: Hargreen Publishing Company, 1992).
53. J. D. Bailey, A Hundred Years of Pastoral Banking: A History of the Australian Mercantile Land and
Finance Company, 1863–1963 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966).
54. Noel Crawford, Antipodean Empire: The New Zealand and Australian Land Company in New Zealand
(Timaru, NZ: Henry Elworthy Publishers, 2018).
55. David Kynaston, The City of London Volume 1: A World of Its Own, 1815–1890 (London: Pimlico, 1994).
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Some texts were referenced for specific evidence on a particularly relevant topic. Geoffrey
Serle’s The Rush to Be Rich: A History of the Colony of Victoria 1883–189356 provides an
insightful examination of the contest of cultural ideas during the boom years of the colony.
The significance of the Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880 is celebrated in Victorian
Icon: The Royal Exhibition Building, Melbourne, edited by David Dunstan. 57 It also includes
details of the work of architect Joseph Reed for both this heritage-listed building and a
Smeaton bank. The elitism of the squatters is documented in Ronald McNicoll’s Number 36
Collins Street: The Melbourne Club 1838–1988, which is a history of the Melbourne Club. 58
This book includes details of the work undertaken by architect Leonard Terry, who also
designed a Smeaton Bank. A range of colonial military history books, such as Australians at
War in New Zealand59 by Frank Glen, not only documents troop involvement in foreign
conflicts but also reveals the connection between the war in New Zealand the emergence of a
Victorian colonial defence capacity. In his book, Country Victoria’s Own: 150-Year History
of the 8th/7th Battalion Royal Victoria Regiment and Its Predecessors 1858–2008,60 Neil
Leckie documents the emerging presence of defence units in the goldfields region. The
business profiles are detailed in Robert Butrims’ and David Macartney’s The Phoenix
Foundry Locomotive Builders of Ballarat, which provide insight into the relationship
between Anderson’s Mill and the Phoenix Foundry.61 Wynford Vaughan-Thomas’s Dalgety:
The Romance of a Business62 outlines a chronological portrait of the career of the merchant
Dalgety, which has been supplemented by unpublished archival research. These texts have
been used to integrate the different factors that were at play during the era of colonial
Smeaton.
The colonial historiography includes a focus on settlers with different British backgrounds.
The stories and achievements of Scottish emigrants is noted with pride in Malcolm Prentis’s

56. Geoffrey Serle, The Rush to Be Rich: A History of the Colony of Victoria, 1883–1893 (Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 1971).
57. David Dunstan, Victorian Icon: The Royal Exhibition Building, Melbourne (Melbourne: The Exhibition
Trustees in association with Australian Scholarly Publishing, 1996).
58. Ronald McNicoll, Number 36 Collins Street: Melbourne Club, 1838–1988 (Sydney: Allen &
Unwin/Haynes in conjunction with the Melbourne Club, 1988).
59. Frank Glen, Australians at War in New Zealand (Christchurch: Willsonscott Publishing International
Limited, 2011).
60. Neil Leckie, Country Victoria’s Own: 150-Year History of the 8th/7th Battalion Royal Victoria Regiment
and Its Predecessors 1858–2008 (Loftus, NSW: Australian Military History Publications, 2008).
61. Robert Butrims and David Macartney, The Phoenix Foundry Locomotive Builders of Ballarat: The History
of a Ballarat Engineering Company (Melbourne: Australian Railway Historical Society, 2013).
62. Wynford Vaughan-Thomas, Dalgety: The Romance of a Business (London: Henry Melland, 1984).
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The Scots in Australia.63 The role of the Scottish in the history of the Western District of
Victoria is highlighted in Margaret Kiddle’s Men of Yesterday: A Social History of the
Western District 1834–189064, which includes key sections on the controversial Land Acts.
The definitive text that identifies Scottish heritage in Australia is Caledonia Australis:
Scottish Highlanders on the Frontier of Australia by Don Watson.65 In contrast, A History of
the Catholic Church in Australasia66 by Cardinal Patrick Moran documents discrimination
against the Catholic Church, while evidence of Irish achievement is described in Keith
Pescod’s The Emerald Strand: Nineteenth-Century Irish-Born Manufacturers.67
The colonial historiography also includes texts on the Australian and New Zealand colonies.
In his book Paradise of Dissent: South Australia 1829–1857,68 Douglas Pike documents the
struggle to implement the principles of Edward Wakefield. The resulting colonial policies led
to the Anderson family arriving in South Australia as part of the assisted immigration
process. A contrast is provided in Helen Riddiford’s biography of George Evans, A Blighted
Fame: George S. Evans 1802–1868, a Life69. An early follower of Wakefield, Evans played a
prominent role in the settlement of Wellington, New Zealand, before he left to become a
member of parliament in colonial Victoria. These texts outline a planned approach to colonial
development that was strikingly different to the formation of the Colony of Victoria. These
connections between colonies is highlighted in Norman Ledgerwood’s biography of architect
Robert Lawson – R. A. Lawson: Victorian Architect of Dunedin.70 It records the life of the
Scottish-trained architect, who moved to the Steiglitz goldfields before designing epic
European-style buildings based on the wealth of gold that had been generated in Ballarat and
Melbourne as well as in Dunedin and throughout the South Island of New Zealand. His
63. Malcolm D. Prentis, The Scots in Australia (Sydney: UNSW University Press, 2008). Cf recent work by
Benjamin Wilke, The Scots in Australia 1788–1938 (London: Boyden & Brewer Ltd, 2017). It examines
the Scottish colonial settler experience and its relationship to the British Empire.
64. Margaret Kiddle, Men of Yesterday: A Social History of the Western District 1834–1890 (Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 1983).
65. Don Watson, Caledonia Australis: Scottish Highlanders on the Frontier of Australia (Sydney: William
Collins Pty Ltd, 1984).
66. Cardinal Patrick F. Moran, A History of the Catholic Church in Australasia (Sydney: The Oceanic
Publishing Company Limited, 1896).
67. Keith Pescod, The Emerald Strand: Nineteenth-Century Irish-Born Manufacturers (Melbourne: Australia
Scholarly Publishing Pty Ltd, 2007).
68. Douglas Pike, Paradise of Dissent: South Australia, 1829–1857 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press,
1957).
69. Helen Riddiford, A Blighted Fame: George S. Evans 1802–1868, a Life (Wellington: Victoria University
Press, 2014).
70. Norman Ledgerwood, R. A. Lawson: Victorian Architect of Dunedin (Dunedin, NZ: Historic Cemeteries
Conservation Trust of New Zealand, 2013).
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legacy is an illustration of how imperial ideas had travelled in diverse forms between the
colonies. These texts reflect the different colonial constitutional developments that were
incorporated into the policies of the Colonial Office as outlined in John Ward’s Earl Grey
and the Australian Colonies 1846–1857: A Study of Self-Government and Self-Interest.71
These histories explain the manner in which finance, trade and national identity had evolved
from a shared imperial heritage but had then moved in separate directions.
British historiography also includes texts that focus on individuals and issues that were
relevant to the Empire. The conflicting beliefs of British prime ministers Gladstone and
Disraeli are revealed in the biography Gladstone by Roy Jenkins. 72 The changing policy
directions at Westminster did set the agenda for colonial policy. A powerful view of the harsh
living conditions in industrial Manchester is outlined by Friedrich Engels in his book The
Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844.73 This text provides an historical context
for the operations of Anderson’s Mill and the nature of the Smeaton community. The
turbulent times on the Liverpool docks is portrayed from a unionist perspective by David
Douglass in his book A History of the Liverpool Waterfront 1850–1890: The Struggle for
Organisation.74 In his booklet, The Tenant League and Irish Politics in the Eighteen-Fifties,75
John Whyte presents a perspective of the Irish struggle for rights and provides colonial
relevance in relation to its portrayal of the role played by Gavan Duffy. The influence of the
Scottish theorists is articulated in Arthur Herman’s How the Scots Invented the Modern
World,76 and Scottish culture and the significance of Scottish emigration is analysed in T. M.
Devine’s To the End of The Earth: Scotland’s Global Diaspora, 1750–2010.77
The historiography of imperial architecture offers an understanding of the key role of cultural
sites in conveying heritage. In her book Manchester, Clare Hartwell provides detailed
information regarding the significance and symbolism of the Manchester Town Hall. 78 The
71. John M. Ward, Earl Grey and the Australian Colonies 1846–1857: A Study of Self-Government and SelfInterest (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1958).
72. Roy Jenkins, Gladstone (London: Pan MacMillan, 1995).
73. Friedrich Engels, The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844 (1845; repr., London: Penguin
Books, 1987).
74. David J. Douglass, History of the Liverpool Waterfront 1850–1890: The Struggle for Organisation
(Stroud, UK: Fonthill, 2013).
75. John H. Whyte, The Tenant League and Irish Politics in the Eighteen-Fifties (Dublin: Dublin Historical
Association, 1972).
76. Arthur Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World (London: Three Rivers Press, 2001).
77. T. M. Devine, To the End of the Earth: Scotland’s Global Diaspora, 1750–2010 (London: Penguin Books,
2012).
78. Clare Hartwell, Manchester (London: Yale University Press, 2002).
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engineering innovations at the Liverpool docks are also given historical context by Joseph
Sharples in his book Liverpool.79 The explanation of the development of the port to meet the
changing requirements of trade and emigration gave an understanding of its contribution to
growth of the colonies. Exploring Glasgow by Robin Ward identifies the Clyde River as the
site of the emergence of Glasgow as a world industrial city, which had an impact on colonial
trade policies in Victoria and thus on Anderson’s Mill in Smeaton.
British historiography also includes texts on imperial cultural sites such as museums. In his
book Beamish: The Living Museum of the North,80 Jamieson Eley provides the background
history to the heritage park, which includes a miners’ village and a coalmine. In moving
around the site with its authentic displays, I was reminded of Ballarat’s Sovereign Hill
goldmining heritage park. The book Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester:
Souvenir Guide81 details the history of the earliest steam trains and their use to facilitate
trade. The heritage station and warehouse are similar to buildings built in country towns
around the Colony of Victoria. A display of the operation of the cotton mill machinery at the
Quarry Bank Mill provides an insight into the working conditions of a heritage mill. The
book Quarry Bank and Styal Estate: A Souvenir Guide82 supplements this experience with
descriptions of the lives of the workers and the technology of changing waterwheels. All
these cultural sites and their written texts provide an insight into the realities of Smeaton’s
colonial life and Anderson’s Mill.
The historiography of this era was dominated by the words and actions of British-born men.
The primary source documents reinforce this lack of gender and race balance. A singular
contrast to this bias can be found in the work of Charles Fahey and Mary Clarke,83 who have
documented the key role played by women in the Anderson family’s history. However, it was
the monarchy itself at the time that contrasted with this male dominance given that Queen
Victoria was the head of the United Kingdom and the British Empire. Indeed, the Colony of
Victoria was named in her honour. Queen Victoria herself gave recognition to the
contribution made by women. In January 1856, she wrote to Florence Nightingale:

79. Joseph Sharples, Liverpool (London: Yale University Press, 1961).
80. Jamieson Eley, Beamish: The Living Museum of the North (Peterborough, UK: Jarrold Publishing, 2014).
81. J. Patrick Greene, Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester: Souvenir Guide (Manchester, UK:
Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester, 1999).
82. National Trust, Quarry Bank Mill and Styal Estate: A Souvenir Guide (London: National Trust, 2007).
83. Fahey and Clarke, The Andersons.
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You are well aware of the high sense I entertain of the Christian devotion which you
have displayed during this great and bloody war. My admiration is for your services,
which are fully equal to those of my dear and brave soldiers.84

The Queen wished to personally give praise to her as well: ‘It will be a very great satisfaction
to me, when you return to these shores, to make the acquaintance of one who has set so bright
an example to our sex.’85
The recognition of Florence Nightingale by the ruling monarch of the British Empire was
contrary to the tone of the exclusiveness of the referenced historiography. Positions were
filled sometimes based on patronage rather than merit, which excluded many on the basis of
gender, religion, race, caste or disability. The authors of these texts are reflecting the power
relations of the times. The changing focus of current research will present a more inclusive
view of this period in the future.
The thesis narrative includes quotes from Queen Victoria during her reign. These provide
evidence of the thoughts of the sovereign as distinct from the Crown. This is in recognition of
the fact that the colony had given loyalty to both sovereign institutions and to the monarch
herself. All sections of this historiography have a concentration on Smeaton as an integrated
case study. This approach was exciting in its ability to identify fresh insights into the
mechanics of the colonisation process in the context of its imperial heritage in Smeaton.
Structure of the Thesis
The chapters are structured in a loose chronological historical narrative form that covers the
years of the Colony of Victoria during the second half of the nineteenth century and events in
the life of John Anderson. The objective of the structure is to present a framework for a range
of themes that provide different perspectives on the key arguments. The focus throughout is
on Smeaton, the Empire, the process of colonisation, finance, trade and the role played by a
range of people. A central integrating proposition is that after the conquest of the continent
there was an ongoing contest between competing ideas that determined the growth of the
colony. Each chapter includes critical references relating to the impact of the gold
discoveries, the consequences of terra nullius on First Nations peoples and the movement
towards an independent colonial identity. There are ongoing references to specific British

84. Christopher Hibbert, Queen Victoria in Her Letters and Journals (London: John Murray, 1984), 135.
85. Ibid.
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locations that were relevant in the transference of the imperial legacy within the context of
the colonisation process.
Chapter 1 identifies the British origins of the colonisation process within Victoria. Chapters
2-6 provide a critical analysis of the stages and elements of colonisation with a focus on
Anderson's Mill in Smeaton. Chapter 7 presents an overview of the years of the Colony of
Victoria to describe how a nationality beyond sovereignty emerged. Each chapter has its own
introduction and conclusion which will outline the purpose, relevance and point of the
chapter.
Methodology
The philosophical foundation of this thesis has been to base the narrative and arguments in
evidence. This means that the empirical research method was used to assess texts and to
analyse cultural sites. The strategic objective of the methodology was to refine the vast scope
of the topic into a form that would be manageable. This process involved moving from the
specific to the general over a range of times, events and themes. The secondary texts would
provide the historical context for primary-source evidence. Research undertaken at the ANZ
Group’s archives and the National Australia Bank Limited’s archives unearthed key
documents and facilitated original insights into the workings of colonial banking. Research at
the National Library of Australia uncovered significant documents that related to Gavan
Duffy. A personal history by William Spence was discovered at the Noel Butlin Centre at the
Australian National University, which directly linked Spence to John Anderson in Smeaton.
The extensive Anderson family collection at the Melbourne University archives also provided
an insider view into the working operations of Anderson’s Mill. This archival primary
research was supplemented by digital documents such as newspapers, minutes and letters.
The Cheryl Just library contains a multitude of key historical texts that relate to the topic.
Specific documents were identified from selected sites in Victoria, South Australia, the
United Kingdom, Singapore, and other international locations. These texts were selected
because they contained evidence that was related to the theme of that particular location. The
texts ranged from a waterfront union history in Liverpool to a portrait of Adelaide’s early
port. Access to these diverse texts provided a historiography that went beyond the scope of
the recognised secondary-source texts. The methodology adopted of closely reading primary
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source archival texts shaped the formulation and historical of the evidence used in
constructive the argument and narrative of this thesis.
Field research and site visits to both colonial and imperial locations were able to provide
specific observations that related to a general argument. Observations from the veranda steps
of Anderson’s Mill include the office, the homestead next door, and the bridge over the creek
where bullocks once moved the bags of flour with the waterwheel behind. The words of the
texts and the sights depicted in the old images convey a picture of a working mill. An
understanding of the financial bustle that would have occurred in Melbourne was able to be
gained from standing outside the Australasian Bank head office on the corner of Collins and
Queen streets. It was here that Edmund Parkes wrote his six-monthly report to the London
Court. Across the road was the office of his favoured architect, Joseph Reed, while on the
other side of Elizabeth Street was the head of the National Australasian Bank, where his
competitor, Grey Smith, formulated plans for branch expansion. The use of this research
methodology facilitated an understanding of the times that had provided context for the
secondary and primary texts.
The methodology in presenting the themes of gold, trade and finance confronts the
complexity of the statistical, table, and graph form of evidence. The examination of the role
played by people and the illustration of the contest of ideas streamlined the thread of the
narrative. The approach was to place gold discoveries, trade, and finance into a physical
location. Visits to goldmines, gold towns, heritage banks and post office buildings in main
streets, and bridges all formed a picture of commerce in action. The research for the thesis
has been generally based on empirical evidence but the expression of the times is related in
language that is free of specialist technicalities. This adopted method has produced a
comprehensive set of arguments in a clear objective manner.
The methodology entailed narrating the colonial story while at the same time being cognisant
of recognising the story’s impact on Australia’s First Nations peoples through dispossession,
the loss of rights and deaths. As I was writing this thesis, I became aware of my inability to
express in words or thoughts an understanding of the First Nations peoples’ experience of
colonisation. The approach adopted was to document the colonial framework that had been
put in place and which determined the fate of First Nation peoples under sovereign rule.
Embedded within the chapters are my reflections on the connections between the cultural
sites I visited and the themes that have been woven throughout the thesis. This writing is
20
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based on primary and secondary research material. The intent of these pieces is to introduce
an imaginative perspective that is a link between the international and colonial histories
associated with Smeaton, thus providing an original voice.
These references vary from the connection between the bold scale of deep-lead mining in the
Bendigo mines sites in Otago New Zealand, to those at the Smeaton Reserve United
goldmine, from children swinging cricket bats in India to the cricket played on the ground at
the Smeaton Reserve, and the financial web that spread from a Scottish village to the local
bank branches in Smeaton. The visits to these sites involved conducting research for this
thesis as well as assisting in the early formation of the themes that are explored in this work.
In essence, these sections highlight the way ideas permeated through the imperial structure,
how isolation was vanquished and how the imported culture was shared between the
Australian colonies.
The research methodology was based on a general plan but did allow for unexpected
discoveries. A visit to the national marine museum in Greenwich, UK, produced a surprise
experience of walking on the world imperial map on the floor from imperial port to port, thus
illustrating the logistical network that had operated in the British Empire. The methodology
provided a framework whereby the historical connections radiated out from Anderson’s Mill
rather than from London, the capital of the British Empire.
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Chapter 1
Great Britain and the Empire
That the pretended power of suspending laws, or the execution of laws, by legal
authority, without the consent of Parliament is illegal.1
—Declaration of Rights, 13 February 1689, Convention Parliament, London.

The purpose of this chapter is to historically contextualise the imperial origins of the
colonisation of the Australian colonies. It was the power of Crown sovereignty that acted as
the dominating force throughout the Empire through its transference to the colonies. This
narrative discussion begins in Great Britain and deliberately highlights the factors that
facilitated the expansion of the Empire to the colonies. This chapter also provides an
historical glimpse of the Glasgow that John Anderson left behind before his migration to the
Australian colonies where he finally settled at Smeaton in central Victoria.
The British monarchy had changed its form over time with the independence of parliament
and the judiciary, for example, and had become enshrined in the Glorious Revolution of
1688. The establishment of Crown sovereignty came with an imperial legacy of beliefs and
practices that resulted in the doctrine of terra nullius being applied to the Australian colonies.
The Uluru Statement from the Heart addressed the consequences of colonisation and called
for ‘a process of agreement-making between governments and First Nations peoples and
truth-telling about our history.’2 A part of that history is the contest of ideas that came to
define the Colony of Victoria. This critical narrative traces that contest and its outcomes.
The Rise of Sovereignty
Crown sovereignty was not only the thread that held together the British Empire; it is also the
thread that binds together the themes in this case study of Smeaton.
When I saw the ceremonial opulence of the Crown Jewels in the Tower of London, together
with its brutal history (see Figure 3), the jewels expressed the symbol of sovereignty and the
actuality of the British Crown’s power: the pageantry and traditions of monarchy were
accessible to the public; however, the constitutional arrangements of the Crown were opaque
1.
2.

Maurice Ashley, The Glorious Revolution of 1688 (London: Panther History, 1968), 279.
Referendum Council, Final Report of the Referendum Council: Uluru Statement from the Heart,
https://www.referendumcouncil.org.au/sites/default/files/report_attachments/Referendum_Council_Final_
Report.pdf.
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to First Nations peoples and to colonists. Whatever its form, the power of the Crown had
come to the land, and for the people and country, it would never be the same.

Figure 3. Tower of London: Home of the Crown Jewels.

The implications of Crown sovereignty had been established before non-Indigenous people,
imperial trade and finance had arrived on the land that was to be named the township of
Smeaton. The reign of Queen Victoria represented a key period of the British Empire, but the
means by which the Crown asserted its sovereignty was not universal but varied according to
local circumstances. For the settler John Anderson, who arrived in the Colony of Victoria in
1852, it meant that the land was governed by the doctrine of terra nullius. The gold, buried
deep below what would become the township of Smeaton and where the Scottish Anderson
family would settle to build Anderson’s Mill, was the property of the Crown.
The increasingly vexed idea of Crown sovereignty occurred in 1770 when Captain James
Cook wrote in his journal: ‘At 6 possession was taken of this country in His Majesty’s name
and under his colours; fired several volleys of small arms on the occasion, and cheer’d 3
times, which was answer’d from the ship.’3 The doctrine of terra nullius meant that the land
belonged to no one at the time when British sovereign authority had been established. The
Australian High Court Mabo decision in 1992 rejected this doctrine. This judgement on terra
nullius does alter its impact on the development of the Australian colonies during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when the doctrine was granted imperial legitimacy.
3.

Charles Manning H. Clark, ed., ‘Cook Takes Possession of New South Wales,’ in Select Documents in
Australian History, 1788–1850 (1950; Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1975), 26. 1770 Lieut. Cook’s
Official Log. H.R.N.S.W., Vol. 1, Pt. 1, p. 157.
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Justice Dawson, in his dissenting judgement in the High Court on 3 June 1992, stated that ‘a
change in view does not of itself mean a change in the law.’4 He argued that a political
response could be taken on terra nullius: ‘It requires the implementation of a new policy to do
that and that is a matter for government rather than the court.’5 Crucially, Dawson made the
point that ‘in the meantime it would be wrong to attempt to revise history or fail to recognise
its legal impact, however unpalatable it may now seem.’6 The proclamations by Captain
Cook, together with governors Phillip and Burke, had enshrined the principle of Crown land,
meaning the sovereignty of the continent rested with the British Crown. An English law
passed during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I vested gold and silver as the property of the
Crown, and that land sold by the Crown did not carry with it the ownership of these
minerals. 7
This resulted in Lieutenant-Governor La Trobe making ‘a proclamation declaring the rights
of the Crown, in respect of gold found in its natural place of deposit, with the Colony of
Victoria; they will take effect on September 1.’8 This proclamation was an example of the
British Empire in action, basing itself on ‘the “Roman” system, a doctrine that for a thousand
years supported the assertion of title to all mines.’9 British control of gold and other mineral
resources was key to the working wealth of the Empire. As Blainey wrote:
The arrival in Liverpool and London of the screw steamers and clippers with their
gold from Australia was eagerly awaited by the great financial houses of Britain, for
the gold was the basis of the expansion of the British economy. 10

The Victorian goldfields, including the mines around Smeaton and the district were vital to
the finance model that held the British financial and trade system in place. This was centred
on the gold standard.
Graham states that ‘it was sovereignty that enabled John Hepburn to claim property which in
time he came to own: “I took up Smeaton Hill on the 15th April, 1838. Messrs Irvine and

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mabo and Others v. Queensland (No. 2), HCA 23, 175 CLR 1, (1992).
Ibid.
Ibid.
Birrell, Staking a Claim, 5.
Centenary Celebrations Council (Victoria), Victoria, the First Century: An Historical Survey (Melbourne:
Robertson & Mullens, 1934), 179. Lieutenant-Governor Latrobe’s letter to Colonial Secretary Earl Grey
25 August 1851.
9. Anthony Scott, ‘Mineral Disposal and Mining Rights to 1850,’ in The Evolution of Resource Property
Rights, accessed March 6, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780198286035.003.0005.
10. Blainey, Gold and Paper, 1.
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Birch sat down between Smeaton and Glendonald, and called the station Seven Hills”.’11 The
site of the township of ‘Smeaton was named by Captain Hepburn after Smeaton in the south
of Scotland.’12 The Smeaton Centenary 1838–1938 book supports this view and provides
details of the Scottish heritage. Quinlan notes that the ‘Hepburns of Smeaton, Australia,
derive from a branch of the family, which in 1534 obtained the lands of Smeaton, East
Lothian.’13
Edmund Parkes had used the term ‘freeholders’ to describe the Andersons. This was an
expression in the language of sovereignty, meaning that the term assumed the concept of
private property rights over land, granted by the Crown and based upon the notion of terra
nullius. The term related to Deeds of Settlement, which could be used as securities for loans.
This process of nation building meant that each step of colonial development affected the
rights and lives of First Nation Peoples. The principle of responsible government was used to
grant imperial authority over the land. In time, British sovereignty was granted to the
colonies, which then exercised power themselves over their populations.
In this way Crown land was being managed through imperial delegation that involved acts
from the Palace of Westminster and the powers of the sovereign. The legal justification for
these acts was based on a ‘principle of constitutional or parliamentary government,’14 which
is based on the following belief:
A constitutional king is not responsible to the people, but he is bound by the laws; he
is not free to govern as he pleases but must rule in conformity to recognised usages of
the constitution, and in subjection to the fundamental laws of the realm, which
regulate and define the rights and privileges of all classes and estates therein. 15

The source underlying the British Empire, and ‘An Act to constitute the Commonwealth of
Australia’16 (9 July 1900 Westminster), is based on the concept of ‘a divine appointment; and
headship, in either case, has a divine origin.’17 The legitimacy of the Crown is absolute:

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Graham, Early Creswick, 17.
Smeaton Centenary Committee, Smeaton Centenary, 13.
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Todd, Parliamentary Government in England, 1.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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It has always been a leading maxim of the British Constitution that the king can do no
wrong. He is to be accounted as responsible to God alone for the righteous exercise of
authority over the people of his realm. 18

Alpheus Todd, in his textbook on imperial rule and colonial institutions written at the time,
states that ‘executive authority [covers] all matters, civil and military, together with
jurisdiction and supremacy over all causes and persons ecclesiastical in the realm’ 19 because
the monarch is ‘the sovereign of the Empire.’20 The tortuous historical background of the
doctrine of divine rule cannot hide the reality that it was used to morally justify the power
intrinsic to Crown sovereignty.
This status provided the basis for all the laws that affected Smeaton and the Colony of
Victoria: ‘The sovereign is also the head of the Imperial Legislature, which derives its
existence from the Crown, and a component part of every local legislature throughout the
dominions.’21 The defence and governing of the Empire ‘in all that concerns the outward life
of the Empire, and its relations with other countries or provinces, the sovereign is the visible
representative of the state.’22 Colonies do not have the right to an independent foreign policy
because the sovereign has the ‘special prerogative to declare war and to make peace, and also
to contract alliances with foreign nations.’23 Todd also states that ‘while the power of the
sovereign is supreme in point of jurisdiction, it is neither absolute nor unlimited in extent; for
it is a maxim of the common law, that although the king is under no man, yet he is in
subjection.’24
The opaqueness and complexity of British constitutional theory was being experienced in
practice by the settlers who were already living under the British monarchy. In 1867, Walter
Bagehot argued that the role of the monarch could be used to give credibility to government
decision-making: ‘The use of the Queen, in a dignified capacity, is incalculable. Without her
in England, the present English Government would fail and pass away.’25 He believed that
the monarch made parliamentary rule comprehensible and acceptable to the electorate: ‘The
best reason why the monarchy is a strong government is that it is an intelligible government.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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The mass of people understand it, and they hardly anywhere in the world understand any
other.’26 Bagehot goes further by questioning democracy and seeing that ‘constitutional
royalty has the function,’27 which keeps the system working: ‘It acts as a disguise. It enables
real rulers to change without heedless people knowing it.’28
The Palace of Westminster was in the process of granting sovereignty through colonial
constitutions:
A constitution bill was prepared by a select committee for the Legislative Council,
passed by the Council in 1854, and, with some amendments required by the British
Government, assented to by Queen Victoria in 1855. The Constitution Act was
proclaimed on 23 November 1855. It gave the people of Victoria responsible as well
as representative government and the new Parliament met for the first time in
November 1856, in the partly-built Parliament House in Spring Street, Melbourne.29

The early drafts did not include control over waste land, which had been opposed by
Viscount Howick, 3rd Earl Grey, who had been the colonial secretary since 1831.
Land policy in Westminster was influenced by the developments in the colonies that were
beyond their control: ‘It was the discovery of gold that had highlighted the difficulties of
control from London and ultimately determined the form of sovereignty that would be
granted to the Australian colonies.’30 Quick and decisive action by the colonial authorities
was necessary for the administration of the goldfields, but as Robert Lowe pointed out in the
Times: ‘This centralised system of imperial administration was as incompetent as it was
unreasonable. The colonial legislature, which has the knowledge has not the power; the
imperial parliament, which has the power, has not the knowledge.’31 The Colonial Office
conceded that the gold rush meant that ‘it had become more urgently necessary than therefore
to place full powers of self-government in the hands of a people thus advanced in wealth and
prosperity.’32 The consequences of these demographic shifts were reflected in the
amendments to the Legislative Council once the Parliament had been opened.
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The management of the British Empire was vested in the Colonial Office, which was
responsible for land settlement and population growth. The imperial and colonial acts relating
to Crown land established the foundations of land law in the colonies and the
Commonwealth. The Mabo case made it clear that ‘the Crown’s acquisition of sovereignty
over the several parts of Australia cannot be challenged in an Australian municipal court.’33
This meant that native title did not apply ‘where their title has not been extinguished by
legislation or any action of the executive arm of the government inconsistent with that title.’34
It was the authority and power of Crown sovereignty that held together the territorial legality
of the Empire.
William Gladstone, one of the leading British politicians during the years of the Colony of
Victoria, articulated a vision for the Australian and New Zealand colonies. His speech to
Parliament on 21 May 1852 argued that emigrants to these colonies should aspire to ‘a state
of high civilisation.’35 Gladstone argued that ‘despotism, where it is adapted to the habits of a
country’36 was for ‘freeborn Englishmen, is most monstrous and most irrational.’37 He
continues, explaining the problem:
You have been unable to get superior classes of the community to emigrate; for the
high-minded, well-educated men, who would have been themselves the centres of a
valuable social influence, have been reluctant to leave the shores of England because
they are unwilling to forfeit the advantages of a state of high civilisation.38

This concept of emigration sidestepped the convict era and the ongoing emigration by those
who had experienced economic hardship hoping to find a better life in the colonies to a focus
on bringing civilisation to the new worlds.
Gladstone had expressed concern that those with rights would ‘go out to Australia or New
Zealand to be deprived of these liberties.’39 These issues were being debated at a time when
John Anderson and his family were making the decision to leave Scotland for the Australian
colonies.
33. Mabo and Others v. Queensland
34. Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, ‘Overturning the Doctrine of Terra
Nullius: The Mabo Case,’ https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/research_pub/overturning-the-doctrineof-terra-nullius_0_3.pdf.
35. William Gladstone, ‘New Zealand Government Bill May 1852’ (speech, House of Commons, May 21,
1852), 3, accessed September 17, 2019, https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/commons/1852.
36. Ibid.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid.
39. Ibid.
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The Glasgow John Anderson Had Left Behind
The state of society in Glasgow at the time the members of the Anderson family emigrated to
Australia provides an insight into the factors that underpinned their decision.
The romanticism of the Clyde River continued long after the shipbuilding industry had
collapsed. The image created by the 1963 melody The Song of the Clyde celebrates the site:
‘When the sun sets on the dockland, there’s a beauty to see.’40 The Riverside Museum is now
located on the banks of the Clyde River with various exhibitions such as that featuring the
‘Father of the Glasgow Shipyards’, Robert Napier, whose shipbuilding works were originally
close to the museum. The important role of industry in the growth of Glasgow had not been
forgotten by the many Scottish colonialists who advocated protection in order to foster a
manufacturing base in the Colony of Victoria.
John Anderson was born in 1823 at New Cumnock, Scotland, and left the countryside to train
as a millwright. The problem facing Anderson in Glasgow was unemployment due to the
demographic trend of people moving to the cities, which caused them to become
overcrowded. The challenge of achieving economic opportunity would have had an
immediacy beyond the vision of a civilised society. In 1844, John Bright, a Manchester freetrade reformer was in Glasgow and ‘spoke to the toast of the total and immediate repeal of
the Corn Laws.’41 He talked of overpopulation and explained the unemployment situation:
On your farm it is established that a certain number of labourers can be employed.
They come to your Edinburgh and Glasgow, and here you have them by thousands
more than are needed. They cannot find employment – the rate of wages are lowered
– and the consequence is, that the pressure of poverty is greater in these cities of
Edinburgh and Glasgow, than in any two cities in the kingdom. 42

This was the future facing John Anderson and the family.
Bright questioned protectionism and saw free trade as the solution to poverty. ‘Has Scotland
benefitted by this corn law?’43 He also described the alternative option of leaving Scotland to
seek opportunity in foreign lands: ‘One thing you are remarkable for as a people all over the
world – your propensity to emigrate (laughter). That is a propensity which argues the

40. R. Y. Bell and Ian Gourley, The Song of the Clyde, 1963, accessed August 5, 2020,
http://wordsnomusic.blogspot.com/2009/02/song-of-clyde.html.
41. ‘Free Trade Public Meeting,’ Glasgow Herald, January 12, 1844.
42. Ibid.
43. Ibid.
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possession of noble qualities in you.’44 He identified the choices for those facing hardship:
‘You are not content to elbow each other and for an existence or starve at home: earth has no
spot to which you do not go to earn an honourable subsistence for yourselves and you
families (cheers).’45
John Anderson and his family left for the colonies in 1851, and many of the ideas that were
current in Scotland at that time were influencing the culture and infrastructure of the Colony
of Victoria. John Anderson’s Scottish legacy had been enshrined in the mill’s Smeaton site:
‘The Anderson’s Mill complex is of historical significance as a rural industrial complex…
The buildings and structures are indicative of the transference of Anderson’s experience of
building and industrial practices in Scotland.’46 The recognition conveyed by the heritage
listing is an expression of achievement.
The discovery of gold in the colonies introduced a form of speculation that prompted moral
disapproval from a Scottish perspective. James Wilson, born in Hawick in the Scottish
Borders area, was the founder and editor of The Economist. His view was that returns from
gold were based in luck, not enterprise: ‘The pursuit of mining, and especially gold digging,
is essentially a lottery, in which the prizes are very alluring, but the blanks very numerous.’47
It was likely that many would be better off being engaged in productive employment: ‘From
the best information which we have received, we much doubt if the whole gold yet found will
repay half the expenses incurred to obtain it, to say nothing of ordinary wages to those
engaged.’48 This temptation of gold not only tested the moral judgement of the individual;
Wilson targeted the moral risk to the colonies: ‘There is another evil which has almost
invariably attended the first discovery of the precious metals and from which we cannot hope
that Australia will wholly escape.’49 In prescient words, he envisioned the risk to an economy
that was based on speculation rather than investment in essential industry: ‘As a rule, hope so
much preponderates over either prudence of fear, that there are always persons found in
abundance to undertake the most hazardous enterprises, where there is a chance of great

44. Ibid.
45. Ibid.
46. Heritage Council Victoria, ‘Statement of Significance: Anderson’s Mill Complex,’ Victorian Heritage
Register – H1521, https://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/2366.
47. James Wilson, ‘The Gold Diggings in Australia,’ The Economist, October 6, 1851.
48. Ibid.
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gain.’50 The impact of gold discoveries would dominate the destiny of John Anderson in the
colonies.
The pivotal role of trade in Scotland was reflected by the Acts of Union 1707, which led to
Scotland surrendering its political sovereignty to Westminster in return for commercial
trading rights. Article I of the Treaty states in part ‘that the Two Kingdoms of Scotland and
England shall forever after be united into One Kingdom by the name of Great Britain.’51 And
Article III states ‘that the United Kingdom of Great Britain be represented by one and the
same Parliament.’52 In return Article IV states ‘that all the Subjects of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain shall after the Union have full Freedom and Intercourse of Trade and
Navigation to and from any port or place within the said United Kingdom and Dominions and
Plantations thereunto belonging.’53. This Scottish compromise formed the basis of the
Scottish industry and it was trade that earned Glasgow the title of ‘the second city of the
Empire, a city-state of civic and commercial enterprise with arts and industries.’54
One of the key ‘spin-offs from the tobacco and sugar trades were the foundation of
Glasgow’s first three banks.’55 These followed the earlier foundation of the Bank of Scotland
in 1695, only one year after the opening of the Bank of England. The emergence of ‘the
credits and other facilities afforded by these banks played a large part in developing the trade
and industry of Glasgow.’56 Scotland was changing as ‘the Industrial Revolution had its first
major impact in the textile industries, cotton and linen. The real boom occurred from the
1830s, when Scotland quickly took up the “hot blast” process of iron manufacture. Coal
mining and then, railway building.’57 It was this process that produced the Glasgow that John
Anderson left behind in 1851. ‘Most of the pressing social problems stemmed from a rapid
growth of population, especially in urban areas in the Lowlands, particularly Glasgow.’58 In
the following years, industry and banking created a Glasgow that expressed optimism.
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The Glasgow Riversdale Museum, set next to the Clyde River, celebrates the glory days of
the shipping industry, but looking across the water to the ruins of the Govan Shipyard, it is
hard to imagine those times. They were tough:
In Scotland, the Industrial Revolution had its first major impact in the textile
industries, cotton and linen. Most of the pressing social problems stemmed from a
rapid growth of population, especially in urban areas in the Lowlands, particularly
Glasgow.59

Yet it was trade that earned Glasgow the title ‘ “the Second City of the Empire”, a city-state
of civic and commercial enterprise with arts and industries.’60 One mile from the Clyde River
walking in Russell Square next to the Jubilee Pediment: ‘Victoria [had] paid homage to the
peoples of the Empire.’61 Looking at the grandeur of the Glasgow City Chambers (see Figure
4), it is easy to imagine that in 1888 ‘Queen Victoria opened this Venetian Renaissance
extravaganza, one of the most opulent city halls anywhere’. The civic pride meant that ‘after
the official opening a ten day public viewing enthralled 400,000 visitors.62 It is harder to
believe that this monument of achievement existed alongside unemployment and
dispossession.

Figure 4. Expression of achievement: Glasgow City Chambers
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The wealth created by trade was dependent on slavery and its denial of human rights. Scottish
commerce was based on triangular trade in the 1770s. This involved trade in sugar, rum
tobacco and cotton, which was based on the slave trade. Scottish industry was shaped in these
years. During the years of colonial development in Victoria, Glasgow emerged as a city that
had thrived during the industrial revolution:
The increase in the heartland of heavy industry in and around Glasgow was much
more spectacular. The western zone expanded from 628,528 to nearly 2 million by
1901. At that date, the western counties had boosted their share of the national
population by an astonishing 44 per cent. The clear gainers were the counties where
manufacturing and mining dominated.63

There is ongoing debate regarding the role that slavery played in Scottish trade.64 Scottish
ports were not dominant in the African slave market but Scottish merchants were
significantly involved in the trade. The wealth from plantations formed the basis of tobacco
riches which had been accumulating in Glasgow. The abolition of British slavery in 1833
meant that during the colonisation period of Victoria, trade was driving the occupation of
land, resources and emigrant free labour, but these racial practices were a prelude to the
colonial treatment of the First Nations peoples of Australia.
Critics of slavery – such as the Scot, John Millar – argued in 1771 that it undermined
industrious labour: ‘Men will commonly exert more activity when they work for their own
benefit than when compelled to labour for the benefit of another. The introduction of personal
liberty has, therefore, an infallible tendency to render the inhabitants more industrious.’65
Further, slavery was detrimental to moral action: ‘To cast a man out of the privileges of
society is to deprive him of the most powerful incitements to virtue.’66 This appeal to
morality was based on the concept of an ethical society that tolerated slavery based on
racism.
Scottish moral values did support public civic duty for those deemed as belonging to its
society. The Glasgow Humane Society, which is the oldest organisation of its kind in the
world, states that its purpose is ‘to preserve human life in and around the waterways of
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Greater Glasgow.’67 The moral ambiguity of the Scottish practices is reflected in the role that
slavery played in Scotland’s accumulation of wealth: ‘The central argument remains that the
Atlantic slave-based economies were indeed important to Scotland’s eighteenth-century
transformation.’68 A humane society had been built on slavery.
The only element of Scottish independence apparently protected by the Treaty was its
religion: The significance of religion was further enshrined in the Protestant Religion and
Presbyterian Church Act 1707 passed by the pre-Union Parliament of Scotland.69 The
sovereign power, now resting in Westminster, in time exercised its authority to challenge this
independence when ‘in London, the High Church Tories passed the Patronage Act of 1712,
re-establishing the legal right of local patrons to appoint ministers to vacant church
officers.’70 The event split the Presbyterian Church, which resulted in many members leaving
for the colony: ‘The assisted immigrants from 1851 to 1900 were approximately 85 per cent
Presbyterian; of the Presbyterians, about 60 per cent were Church of Scotland and 40 per cent
Free Church and other secedes.’71 The divisions, intense in Scotland, faded in the Colony of
Victoria, where a fresh start produced reconciliation: ‘The union of most Presbyterian groups
in Victoria in 1859 was the first in the world,’72 leaving the Presbyterian Church as a forceful
influence in the new colony: ‘The Presbyterian Church was by far the most important
Scottish institution brought to Australia,’73 and this was true in Smeaton. Three kilometres
from Anderson’s Mill stands the only remaining church building in Smeaton: ‘The Smeaton
Presbyterian Church is located on the Newstead road. It was built and opened in 1860.
Messrs. J. Hepburn, W. McAlpine, W. Anderson, S. Moore, W. H. Clarke and W. Miller
were on the building committee.’74 The church played a key role in Smeaton’s community
development.
Presbyterian teaching separated the spiritual from the secular: ‘The prevailing idea was that
social reform proceeded from personal; sanctification, the church’s role being restricted to
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those spiritual activities that would change individual persons.’75 Its moral view did promote
the role of self-improvement: ‘Individualism was explicitly part of this point of view. Poverty
was seen as an individual problem to be overcome by education and hard work.’76 These
ideas would have been expressed in weekly sermons. There remained a resistance to charity
and welfare, which influenced the formation of colonial social policy. The Presbyterian
Church in Smeaton itself gives recognition to its Scottish legacy. A tablet reads: ‘By the
people of Smeaton as a tribute of respect to the memory & worth of John Hepburn ESQ JP.’
The decision of emigrants to depart Scotland and in time settle in Smeaton brought a Scottish
legacy to the town, but it was the nature of the British Empire that helped determine their
fate.
In conclusion, this chapter has provided an explanation of Crown sovereignty and how it
underpinned the imperial legal framework that facilitated colonisation in nineteenth-century
Australia. Moving from the general historical contextual overview to a specific locale
enabled a description of how the economic conditions in Glasgow encouraged the Anderson
family to emigrate to Australia. The integration of the key themes throughout this chapter
provided insights into why the colonies were perceived as places of opportunity by many
who emigrated there. This process had imperial origins that gave form to the expansion of the
British Empire into the southwest Pacific during the nineteenth century.

75. Prentis, The Scots in Australia, 260.
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Chapter 2
A New Life
I never saw Hyde Park look as it did, being filled with crowds as far as the eyes can
see. We neared Crystal Palace, the sun shone and gleamed upon the gigantic edifice,
upon which the flags of every nation were flying ... my beloved Husband the creator
of this great ‘Peace Festival’ uniting industry and art of all nations of the earth, all
this was moving and a day to live forever.1
—Queen Victoria in her journal, 1 May 1851

This chapter historically examines the various ways the Australian colonies became a symbol
of hope for a new life away from the oppressive conditions in Britain during the Industrial
Revolution. The strategic importance of the Port of Liverpool is linked to John Anderson’s
migratory passage from Scotland to South Australia and then on to Smeaton. The driving
force for emigration from Britain is examined and the similarities with Irish migration are
considered. Both shared an ambition for wealth creation through personal endeavour. The
imperial trader, Frederick Dalgety, seized commercial opportunities while the squatting class
battled to maintain their privileges. In a sense, Dalgety’s role in the colonisation process that
was underway in the colony was emblematic of the prosperity migrants sought.
As the above opening quote suggests the mechanics of the British Empire were in place when
the Colony of Victoria was founded and the structures that underpinned it facilitated the
colony’s growth. A new life may describe the experience of migration but that should not
disguise the struggle with leaving behind the past. The contest between loyalty to the
homeland or the new land is manifested by a sense of hope and loss.
The Power of Liverpool
The focus shifts to Liverpool because it was from here that ships departed for the colonies,
transporting emigrants such as the Andersons. When I arrived at the Port of Liverpool by
ferry from Belfast in 2017, I had an overwhelming sense that I was at the gateway to a lost
empire. The massive locks, with their engineering ingenuity, sent a message of human
achievement, of wealth and the primacy of naval trade. London may be the capital, but
Liverpool was the port that made fortunes and changed lives.

1.
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In July 2017, crowds swarmed along the rejuvenated Albert Docks (see Figure 5) as a tourist
bus arrived amplifying the words of the Gerry and the Pacemakers hit cover song from 1963,
You’ll Never Walk Alone:
‘Walk on, walk on
With hope in your heart
And you’ll never walk alone
You’ll never walk alone.’2

Figure 5. Engineering marvel: Albert Docks, Liverpool.

The song became the anthem for the Liverpool Football Club. The spirit of solidarity is
rooted in the history of this sailor-town: ‘The sea and Liverpool were inextricably linked,
with constant interaction of cultures between seamen and townsfolk. It was hardly surprising
therefore that as struggles with port employers and shipping firms developed, the whole
waterfront swung into united action.’3 It was from the Port of Liverpool that the White Star
line and the Black Ball line sent their clippers to the goldfields. Through trade and
emigration, the Port of Liverpool had become the gateway to the ‘New World’.
On 9 June 1851, the Victorian Government offered a £200 reward for a local gold discovery.
The ship the Reliance left Liverpool on 10 June 1851. The Andersons then boarded the
Reliance in Plymouth on 16 June 1851 as ‘313 Government emigrants’4 set sail for the Port
2.
3.
4.

Oscar Hammerstein II, ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone,’ from the musical, Carousel, 1945.
Douglass, History of the Liverpool Waterfront 1850–1890, 21.
Ron Roberts, Migrants and Wool on the Clipper Ship City of Adelaide (Adelaide: Peacock Publications,
2014), 6.
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of Adelaide. Plymouth was where there was the ‘Embarkation Depot. Each dormitory housed
some 60-70 people.’5 The passenger list included John Anderson, cartwright, aged 21,
William Anderson, agr. labourer aged 24, James Anderson, carpenter aged 27, and his wife
‘Catherine Anderson, aged 22 [later known as Katrine] who was listed without an
occupation.’6 The destination of the voyage was Port Adelaide in the Colony of South
Australia. Liverpool had the infrastructure in place for emigration to the colonies, including
assisted migration to South Australia, where the news was dominated by the gold discoveries
in the Colony of Victoria.
The historic docks in Liverpool was the regular place for the departure of the Reliance: ‘Jesse
Hartley’s Albert Docks is one of the great monuments of 19th-century engineering.’7
Sharples further states that ‘in the 1850s, Liverpool’s trade had overtaken London’s, with a
tonnage of 2,819,014 to London’s 2,688, 857. Liverpool was the maritime town.’8 It was not
only central due to its process of trade but also because it had become a pivotal exit point for
Britain, operating as an export and import site. It had become the dominant point that linked
Britain to its empire and the world.
A relationship developed between Liverpool, Belfast and Glasgow as the wealth that had
been accumulated through trade was invested in the ports, in shipping, and in naval
construction. The movement of people and cultures around the cities that were connected by
the Irish Sea had created commercial enterprises that competed with the dominance of
London and its docks. Voyages by sailing clippers, wild waves, voyage diaries and
shipwrecks have been written into Australia folk lore. The Port of Liverpool, like the ports of,
Glasgow and London, had been driven by trade and finance, but it was colonial gold
discoveries and gold seekers that transformed their relationship with the Colony of Victoria.
The coming together of White Star Line in Liverpool, Harland Woolf in Belfast, and the
investment from Glasgow produced a business that benefitted from the Victorian gold
discoveries.
An article published by Captain E. A. Wood in 1943 hints at a darker side, while at the same
time stressing the importance of the gold discoveries:

5.
6.
7.
8.

Ibid.
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In tracing the history of Liverpool shipping during the ’50s of last century, one might
say that gold and its spell have been the cause of most of the tragedy and evil in this
world, and also of nearly all its good and progress.9

The impact of the gold discoveries had been to produce a boom:
It was the gold fever that swept the great tide of emigration in the direction of the
Southern Cross and carried the star of the Liverpool owners upon its flood, but
resulted in bust when that star began to set as soon as the output of alluvial gold
began to diminish, as soon, indeed, as the great soft-wood clippers of the Black Ball
and White Star began to grow water-soaked and strained, for their prosperity may be
said to have ended with the sixties and had scarcely a longer run than the
classification of their ships.10

The colonial economy was in transition because ‘the percentage of emigrants landed by these
ships, who stuck for any time to the elusive hunt for gold, was very small; and the greater
number of the gold-seeking emigrants eventually settled and worked on the homesteads and
great runs of the interior.’11
The commercial success of the White Star line was due to the profitability of the Australian
route:
The Australian route in this period proved to be very profitable for White Star. As
long as passengers could be guaranteed a fast passage to Australia – otherwise gold
might disappear before they got there – then White Star had a “licence to print
money” ... Thomas Ismay had the vision to buy the bankrupt line and soon White Star
Line ships were sailing again to Australia.12

Janette McCutcheon states that ‘in 1851 the Australian gold rush had provided a unique
opportunity for entrepreneurs, and the Pilkington & Wilson White Star Line soon operated a
roaring trade taking passengers to Australia.’13 She continues:
The jewel of the early White Star Fleet was Red Jacket. In the second half of 1854
she was the fastest sailing ship on the Australian run. In fact she was so fast, she
could outstrip the steamships of the period on the route! Her journey time to
Melbourne was a mere 67½ days.14
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The gambling spirit of Wilson, one of the owners, is regarded as the cause of the financial
failure of the shipping company. Wilton Oldham states that ‘Wilson was determined to beat
all his rivals, and he built larger and finer ships, borrowing on mortgages from the Royal
Bank of Liverpool. 15
The overcapitalisation in the White Star Line clippers had produced a fleet that was
inappropriate for the changing nature of trade: ‘The huge Liverpool emigrant ships; however,
were not fitted for the economical transport of these products to their central market in
London.’16 Competition revealed weaknesses in basing investment on speculative goldmining
profits, and with improved technology, other forms of shipping came to control the market.
Lubbock states that ‘thus it came that the wonderful American-built ships dropped out of the
running. But their London rivals, continued to carry passengers homeward until supplanted in
their turn by the magnificent iron clippers of the Clyde, Liverpool and Aberdeen.’17
A failed business would not normally be called ‘evil’, but behind the bankruptcy lay further
actions that shocked Liverpool. The White Star was in financial difficulty ‘owing almost
£470,000 to the banks, the principal debtor of the company was the Royal Bank of Liverpool,
which promptly guaranteed its loans for six years.’18 Mysteriously, the company stayed afloat
until the collapse of the Royal Bank of Liverpool:
Despite their debts, the company stayed afloat until 1867 when, after the collapse of
the Royal Bank of Liverpool, the line owing £527,000 followed it into receivership.
The fleet was sold to pay the debts. In late 1867, Wilson had sold the goodwill, name
and flag of the White Star Line. 19

The Sydney Morning Herald at the time reported from London that ‘on Monday, October 21,
the commerce of Liverpool was thrown into a temporary panic caused by the “failure” of the
Royal Bank.’20 It expressed strong views on the episode:
What, then, can have caused the collapse of a concern that had every prospect of
continued success, that did not give way during the financial panic of 1866, and
which was worked by about as prudent rules and regulations as it was possible for
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business men to devise? The answer to this question is contained in one word. The
reply to the query, is that the failure has been caused entirely by fraud.21

This was ‘not fraud on the part of the bank-far from it;’ but from a system of commercial
swindling which has crept into our trading centres.’22 This scandal was based on trading
practices that had become custom to ‘a regular system of deception.’23 This consequence of
trade was due to a weakness in the financial instrument of a bill of exchange, which was
central to imperial trade.
The Liverpool Mercury had made a more thorough ‘examination of the accounts.’24 It stated:
The real cause of the failure was the locking up of the capital of the bank by advances
of a most extraordinary nature, and of unprecedented amount, to two firms, who, after
their insolvency, were ‘carried on’ by the directors apparently from want of courage
to admit the fact that they had made very heavy bad debts.25

The Royal Bank had become dependent on the business: ‘The effect of the arrangements
made with those firms was practically to convert the bank in a great measure into a trading
concern, and the results have been eminently disastrous.’26 This practice echoed concerns in
the colonies of bankers taking on the commercial risks of exporters.
A deed of settlement was drawn up to keep the matter out of the courts: ‘A deed was
accordingly drawn up and executed.’27
A similar use of legal protection was used in 1892 when Theodore Fink ‘came across a littleused provision of the insolvency law called “Composition by Arrangement”.’28 This statute
was used by many of the land boomers to avoid ‘adverse publicity to meet their creditors
privately and to arrange to pay them so-much-in-the-£1, thus avoiding the odium of public
bankruptcy proceedings.’29 This became common practice during the Victorian financial
crisis when in 1892 ‘no less than eighty-five private compositions. The following year,
another fifty-two private compositions were approved in Victoria.’30 This episode reveals that
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the structural banking and legal weaknesses that occurred during the Victorian Banking crisis
of 1893 had been experienced earlier in Liverpool.
The creation of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board by Parliament in 1858 was funded
from the profits that had been generated by the gold-related emigration and trade. This public
body took over responsibility for the management of the Liverpool docks. It was the arrival
of immigrants by sea that facilitated British sovereignty in the colonies, and it was the
development of ports that ensured the end of isolation. Victorian ports – such as Geelong,
Williamstown, and Melbourne – competed to dominate the immigration arrivals, trade and
the mail routes. The Melbourne Harbour Trust Bill was passed in 1876 after years of debate.
Peter Lalor, in the Victorian Assembly, explained how the government believed it ‘was their
duty to supply honourable members with all the information obtainable regarding both the
Clyde and Liverpool trusts.’31 With the model of these trusts before Parliament, Mr Bent
argued ‘that the secret of success of the Clyde, the Mersey, the Belfast and other trusts was
that its projects cannot be interfered with by any change of Ministry, or be dependent upon
which political party in power.’32 The infrastructure required for the expansion of a society
based on terra nullius had been consolidated.
The Andersons were heading to South Australia as a part of the assisted immigration
program:
This was carried out in close co-operation between colonial governments, the
Colonial Land and Emigration Commission in the United Kingdom, friends, relatives
of potential emigrants, and various voluntary groups in Britain and Australia – in
1853, for example, a Scottish–Australian Emigration Society.33

An aspiring migrant would respond to an emigration poster by going to an emigration agent
and applying for a free or assisted passage. 34
An insight into the voyage is provided by an emigrant’s dairy entry that documents
experiences on the partially restored clipper ship, the City of Adelaide, which is now birthed
at Port Adelaide: ‘Her maiden voyage in 1864 had taken 93 days from her dock in London’s
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River Thames’35 sailing via Plymouth. Melville Miller wrote an account on leaving his home
in Scotland and emigrating to Adelaide on the City of Adelaide in 1871: ‘My wife and I
having mutually agreed to leave our native country and to try our luck in the antipodes – with
heavy heart we took farewell.’36 He was aware that this voyage from his home had a finality
‘but leave it we must never perhaps again to look upon the scene of so many happy
memories.’37 There were wild moments where passengers feared for their lives: ‘Monday
August. In a regular storm today, the sea such as I have heard described, but never before
witnessed.’38
The Reliance voyage took 97 days, four days longer than that of the City of Adelaide and
‘arrived at Port Adelaide, South Australia, on 13th September 1851.’39 Evidence of hardship
is in the log which revealed that under the supervision of ‘Dr Robertson, surgeonsuperintendent, there were ‘5 births, and 19 deaths.’40 The age of fatalities ranged from ‘2
months to 30 years’41 and the causes of death included ‘fever, suicide, consumption,
diarrhoea, inflammation of the lungs.’42 The passenger lists reveal a range of occupations
with the majority ‘being miners and agricultural labourers.’43 There were also ‘25 single
women aged between 16-65 years’44 who identified themselves as servants. These
occupations were in demand in South Australia at the time, thus making them attractive to
immigration commissioners. This could explain why John Anderson was listed as an
agricultural labourer rather than a millwright. The passengers were drawn from all over the
United Kingdom, with many of them from ‘Ayr, Lanark, Aberdeen, Orkney, Cornwall,
Cambridge, Dorset and Dublin.’45 Whatever the thoughts of those on these voyages, it must
have been apparent to many that only a few of them would ever make a return trip. For most
of them, despite being British, would never set foot again in the United Kingdom. Their
departure, however, did not mean that they were leaving British theories of colonisation
behind.
35. Ron Roberts, Cabin Passengers and Copper on the Clipper Ship City of Adelaide (Adelaide: Peacock
Publications, 2014), 32.
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South Australia: The Struggling Model Colony
The Anderson family came to a colony that had been conflicted by the attempt to implement
the theories of Edward Gibbon Wakefield. They arrived in Port Adelaide, which had already
been the subject of dispute due to the power structure that had been created by the South
Australia Act 1834.
‘The Government appointed Captain John Hindmarsh as Governor (1836-8), while the
Colonization Commission appointed James Fisher as Resident Commissioner.’46 A key
decision in founding of the colony was identifying the use of land for Government and
commercial purposes. ‘The Colonization Commission appointed Colonel William Light as
Surveyor-General. He had the sole official right to choose a site for the capital and Port.’47
Governor Hindmarsh opposed his site selections and although the issue was ultimately
resolved, the dispute revealed the weaknesses in the South Australian colonial structure.
The Colony of South Australia was founded on an attempt by the followers of Wakefield to
make an ordered colony that was based on his principles of colonisation. The future conflict
between the Crown, idealists and commercial interests was not reflected in the ‘prospectus
prepared for a new venture to be called the South Australian Land Company.’48 It was a
nation-building project, with ‘its leading objects being: to found a colony upon principles
calculated to promote its earliest and greatest prosperity.’49 It was to this colony that the
Andersons arrived to seek their fortune.
Wakefield theories were confronted by gold discoveries in Victoria, which resulted in the
movement of people out of South Australia: ‘When it was discovered that the diggings could
be reached overland on foot in less than three weeks, the exodus began in earnest.’50 This
demographic shift was experienced by traders who quickly lost business, Port Adelaide’s first
railway hotel being an example:
The hotel’s first licensee, Robert Sanders, opened the business in November 1849 in
anticipation that it would be located adjacent to the terminus of a horse-drawn
railway originating in Adelaide. Funding issues and the loss of most of Port’s male
population to the Victorian goldfields the following year effectively scuttled
46. Ronald Parsons, Southern Passages. A Maritime History of South Australia (Adelaide: Wakefield Press,
1986), 14.
47. Ibid., 34.
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construction of the railway, and the business Sanders hoped for quickly
disappeared.51

John Anderson wrote to his brother in January 1852:
People are leaving South Australia for the goldfields. Trade is completely knocked on
the head in Adelaide, hundreds of houses are empty and a great many shops in the
principal streets are shut up; in fact, the gold mania has cast a gloom over the whole
colony. When we left there was little but harvest work going on.52

The banks in Adelaide, facing a shortage of capital, conducted frantic meetings, which
resulted in the decision to increase bank rates and introduce the Gold Escort of 1852 to
provide temporary protection to the cash flow in the colony (see Figure 6). South Australia
did recover over time, benefiting from the increased demand for goods, especially food, but it
finally ended the ordered Wakefield system.

Figure 6. South Australian banks fights back: Gold escort plaque, Adelaide.

South Australia had earned its wealth from the mining of silver and copper in places such as
Kapunda, Burra and Moonta, which often involved Cornish miners. This early trade
stimulated the economy and the banking sector, but it was not central to the imperial vision
for South Australia. The motivation for the founding of South Australia as a colony was the
intent to implement the theories of Edward Wakefield: ‘The fundamental principle of his
51. James Hunter, ‘Railway Hotel (Port Adelaide),’ History Trust of South Australia, accessed April 5, 2020,
http://sahistoryhub.com.au/places/railway-hotel-port-adelaide.
52. Parks Victoria, Anderson’s Mill, 28. John Anderson’s letter January 1852.
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(Edward Wakefield) so-called systematic colonisation was that the alienation of the
settlement of land should be restricted to keep pace with the colonial population.’53 The
origins of these principles can be identified in the Sketch of a Proposal for Colonising
Australasia, written by Edward Wakefield in 1829. The key to the Wakefield theory was to
link Crown land to the capacity to raise capital, which would be used to engage agriculture
labour. The economic model aims to produce a self-regulating process that will be governed
by an emigration fund. The selection of migrants to come to the colony was the responsibility
of those in control of the emigration fund. The selection criteria supported ‘… the labour of
paupers, removed from the old to a new country.’54 The aim was ‘for the pauper, necessarily
ignorant and imprudent, to be converted, all at once, into a landowner …’55 The key to the
Wakefield model was that settlers would be selected to participate in a system that would
theoretically result in an ordered society. The Colonisation Commission was delegated power
through a British Act of Parliament. The colony of South Australia was challenged by market
forces, drought, and population decline, which over time reduced the profitability of the
banks and left the colony lagging behind the industrial development of the Victorian
economy.
The attempt to adopt the Wakefield principles in the Colony of South Australia contrasted
with similar intentions by settlers in New Zealand. The Colonial Office had repeatedly
altered its position on the foundation of the Colony of South Australia, and in 1842,
Westminster passed the South Australian Act, which gave the British Government full
control of the colony. The South Australian Waste Lands Act 1842 consolidated the authority
of the Crown over land policy. At the same time developments in New Zealand, prompted by
Wakefield supporters, the Crown moved to a form of understanding with the Maori people.
In New Zealand Colonel William Wakefield (brother of Edward Gibbon) was a leader of the
settlers in New Zealand: ‘The missionaries accused Wakefield of trying to dissuade Maori at
Port Nicholson from signing the Treaty; it may have been because they had only recently
signed the settlers’ constitution, a different compact entirely.’56 This was the Provisional
Constitution of the Settlers First Colony, which was signed on 18 September 1842 and
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promised ‘all the native inhabitants shall possess perfect equality of rights with colonists.’57
The Colonial Office had already attempted to regain control over land deals with Wakefield
followers and missionaries: ‘The Crown had pre-empted the Company’s attempts to buy land
as a sufficient price by ruling that, from 1 February 1840, Maori could only sell through the
government.’58 Lt-Governor William Hobson and the NSW governor Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
George Gipps had maintained Crown authority over land but within years there came an
imperial concession.
On 6 February 1842, the Crown acted, reaching its own agreement with the Maori people in
the form of the Treaty of Waitangi. The document aims to outline ‘the rights and powers of
Sovereignty’59 but does mark an historic treaty between the Maori people and the Crown.
Article two for example grants recognition to the Maori people:
Ko te Kuini o Ingarani ka wakarite ka wakaae ki nga Rangatira ki nga hapu-ki nga tangata katoa o
Nu Tirani te tino rangatiratanga o o ratou wenua o ratou kainga me o ratou taonga katoa. Otiia ko
nga Rangatira o te Wakaminenga me nga Rangatira katoa atu ka tuku ki te Kuini te hokonga o era
wahi wenua e pai ai te tangata nona te Wenua-ki te ritenga o te utu e wakaritea ai e ratou ko te kai
hoko e meatia nei e te Kuini hei kai hoko mona.
(The Queen of England agrees to protect the chiefs, the subtribes and all the people of New Zealand
in the unqualified exercise of their chieftainship over their lands, villages and all their treasures. But
on the other hand the Chiefs of the Confederation and all the Chiefs will sell land to the Queen at a
price agreed to by the person owning it and by the person buying it (the latter being) appointed by the
Queen as her purchase agent.)60

The Treaty of Waitangi meant that events in Little Bendigo on the South Island of New
Zealand and at Smeaton in the Colony of Victoria would take place based on different
understandings of land rights. This illustrated how a decision that had been made from the
imperial centre had determined the form of colonisation and its impact on the relationship
between First Nations peoples and immigrant settlers. This arbitrary use of sovereign power
created distinct historical narratives, which remain unresolved in Australia and New Zealand.
The loss of Westminster and Colonial Office authority over emigration to Australia was not
due to an abandonment of policy but due to the breakdown of this authority in terms of
implementing the British Parliament’s will. The attraction of the gold discoveries had
57. Ibid.
58. Ibid., 111.
59. New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage, ‘Read the Treaty: Page 1 – Introduction,’ accessed April
2, 2019, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/politics/treaty/read-the-treaty/english-text.
60. New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage, ‘Read the Treaty: Page 1 – Introduction,’ accessed April
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produced its own demographic momentum as individuals made their own choices about
where to call home. John Anderson said in his letter to his brother that ‘I was then a little
touched with the gold fever and decided to leave South Australia.’61 He continues: ‘Then
hearing of the great successes of those who had gone to the diggings, William and I resolved
to start.’62 They sailed to the Colony of Victoria: ‘We paid £3.5 each for a passage to
Melbourne.’63
The attempt by the British Parliament to maintain control over colonisation had failed, not
only as the workforce left South Australia but also as arrivals came in search of gold from all
over Britain and from other countries around world. The Anderson family, together with
thousands of other migrants, were undermining the parliament’s views of control by acting in
their own self-interest and choosing to travel to the Colony of Victoria. In time the shortage
of grain that had been identified by the Anderson brothers presented a business opportunity
that resulted in them opening the Anderson’s flour mill in 1862. The South Australian
economy stabilised after the initial gold rushes but never achieved the growth of the Colony
of Victoria.
The Andersons, who had arrived in South Australia with few possessions, were able to
construct Anderson’s Mill in Smeaton in 1862 prior to the historic Hart’s Mill being built in
Port Adelaide in 1865. However, South Australia came to be known as ‘the granary of
Australia’. The key to the success of the Andersons was their willingness to abandon their
original plans in South Australia in order to pursue the opportunities offered by the gold
discoveries in the neighbouring Colony of Victoria. Like the Andersons, other migrants
arriving in Victoria came from many parts of the world, but in particular from Ireland.
The Irish and the ‘Astonishing Richness of the Country’64
The reasons for increased British migration can be examined through the experience of Irish
settlers. In the Famine decade of 1841–50, under 2 percent of those who had left Ireland
came to Australia – 23,000. In the 1851–60 decade, Australia got almost five times that
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number of Irish – 101,540 or 8.3 per cent of the total.’65 The impact of having settlers from
parts of Britain, such as Ireland, would have a profound influence on the emergence of a
colonial culture of competing beliefs and interests.
The Irish settled alongside the Scottish and English in Smeaton. Michael Martin ‘was a native
of the Emerald Isle.’66 The ruins of his property, which is adjacent to Anderson’s Mill, has
not been given similar heritage recognition. When the first sale of lands situated in the
Smeaton district took place at Ballarat on the 14 July1856, and included part of Captain
Hepburn’s run, the upset price was £1 per acre, but the ‘prices ranged between that and
£6/17/- per acre, which was paid for Lot 46, purchased by Mr M. Martin.’67
The portrait of Martin conveyed by his obituary was that he was a ‘pioneer’68 one of the ‘first
settlers at Smeaton.’69 His character was defined as ‘an excellent example of an old colonist,
of being a “farmer” ’70 and was praised for his labour: ‘such men, and such work as the
cultivation of soil.’71 There was a lyrical recognition of Irish migration as ‘with others of
Erin’s sons, he sought our shores at a time when Australia was a distant mysterious land to
civilisation, about which anything might be true.’72 The diversity of the Smeaton community
was noted: ‘Like the Andersons, he came here in early days, and he has been with us through
the momentous period of our growth as a community’73 but Michael Martin was not pictured
as a member of the establishment:
In some cases, men forced their way to the front of public life, and took their part to
the front of public life, and took their part in developing social institutions, but
everybody cannot be in the lead, and many of those who were content to remain in
the rank and file were equally deserving, and it may be said played an equally
important, because a more laborious part.74

In 2008, I caught the train from Cork to Cobh in Ireland. Between 1848 and 1950,
approximately ‘2.5 million adults and children departed from Cobh, making it the single most
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important port of emigration.’75 It was previously known as Queenstown after Queen Victoria
visited there in 1849.
The Queenstown Story, as told in the Cobh Heritage Centre situated in the restored railway
station (see Figure 7) beside the seafront, conveys the life-changing times with the poignant
enhancement of a ‘passenger contract ticket’, stating that ‘we engage that the passenger
named below shall be provided with passage.’76 The simplicity of the harbour, with its
colourful cottages and majestic St Coleman’s Cathedral, creates a sense of wonder that so
many passed through these streets on their way to an unknown future.

Figure 7. The story of Irish emigration: Queenstown, Ireland.

There is evidence that many Irish-Catholic settlers contributed positively as members of the
Smeaton community:
Among those who also will be remembered as having figured prominently in the
early history of the Church at Smeaton were: Michael Branagan who worked at
Anderson’s Mill and his son, James, the author of the Centenary Song, The Circling
Hills of Smeaton, and Thomas Tracy who kept the Farmers Arms Hotel. He was a
large mining speculator. He succeeded Cr John Anderson in the council, R. J
Sheehan: after working on the diggings, started hotel keeping at Kingston in 1869. In
1875 he purchased the Cumberland Hotel. and was also postmaster for several years.
75. Geni, ‘Irish Emigrants – Ports of Emigration, Ships and Passenger lists,’ accessed July 5, 2019,
https://www.geni.com/projects/Irish-emigrants-ports-of-emigration-ships-and-passengerlists/8514.
76. Cobh Heritage Centre, ‘The Queenstown Story,’ accessed July 27, 2019, https://www.cobhheritage.com.
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The old Cumberland was a two-storey hotel building with balcony and was destroyed
by fire and replaced by the present structure.77

Another ‘obituary’ for John Curtin expresses solidarity with the Irish question (not the future
Australian prime minister) and reads: ‘On Sunday, August 21st at Smeaton, there passed
away an old pioneer in the person of Mr John Curtin. He was a supporter of every movement
connected with the Irish cause. The deceased was born in County Galway.’78
In 1852, the Irish newspapers announced the discovery of gold in the Colony of Victoria. In
the words of a letter from the goldfields published in the Kerry Examiner 4 May 1852:
I have just returned from the Ballarat ‘diggings’ said to be the richest in the world.
This particular spot, called Golden Point, exceeds in richness of yield any other yet
discovered. It is now absolutely honey-combed with holes eight feet square, varying
in depth from 6 to 40 feet, according to the depth of the pipeclay.79

This is believed to only be the beginning: ‘New diggings will undoubtedly be found.’80 The
readers in County Kerry were given a vision of a different life: ‘It is utterly impossible to
give any adequate idea of the excitement which this discovery has occasioned. Thousands
instantly left their occupations and rushed to the gold.’81 There is a warning ‘that gold finding
is neither more or less than a grand lottery in which there a few splendid prizes with
innumerable blanks.’82 Those prepared to have an adventure in the hope of a better future
were encouraged to emigrate:
Still, had I no other occupation I should not hesitate one instant to do so, for I am
satisfied that a good party, working all the year, would certainly earn good wages,
with a chance of making a fortune. I am at home without employment, I should
immediately come here. 83

Even the colonial weather ‘is charming; of course, in winter very disagreeable, for those who
are willing.’84 The article continues: ‘Gold finding will always present charms to the
enterprising and sanguine for the excitement is precisely similar to that of gambling.’85 In
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conclusion, the writer is assertive in his opinion: ‘I have hitherto been very cautious in
advising people to come out here, now I have no hesitation in doing so most strongly in a
country with such splendid resources.’86
These reports were published throughout Ireland. In December 1852, the Belfast News
presented ‘intelligence to distant readers.’87
Factually ‘the number of diggers at Mount Alexander and Ballarat cannot now be less than
70,000. Grand general total of the yield of the Victoria goldfields to this date: 2,532,422
ounces.’88 With some exaggeration it declares: ‘This colony, in particular, seems to contain
gold in every direction.’89 The article continues:
The great drain upon the labour market, and profitable use of working cattle in
conveying stores to the diggings, have prevented very much of the land in this colony
from being put under crop. As the only other great granaries of these seas, Van
Diemen’s Land and South Australia, have also parted with a vast mass of the
labouring population, we fear that the quantity of breadstuffs which they will be able
to supply will fall very far short of absolute wants.’90

The demographic shifts produced demands that offered employment opportunities for recent
emigrants.
The writer considered the ‘eligibility of this colony as a field of immigration.’91 The focus is
not on becoming rich through gold discoveries but on opportunities for ‘men able and willing
to earn an honest living by the sweat of their brow.’92 There is an ‘astonishing richness of the
country’93 and there is an ‘annex of the current rates of wages of working men and rations –
including shepherds, bullock drivers, cooks, blacksmiths, bush carpenters, shearers, grooms,
servants.’94 There is an appeal for women: ‘What the colony is in the most urgent need of,
however, is female servants of an eligible character’95 and even the possibility of ‘the
splendour of a digger’s wedding’96 where ‘young Irish orphan girls, who scarcely knew the
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luxury of a shoe till they landed here, lavish money on white satin.’97 On balance there were
‘advantages of the colony but there was “evil” in the social condition.’98 The influx of settlers
resulted in a society where:
crimes of the most fearful character and degree abound on all sides; the roads swarm
with bushrangers, the streets with burglars and desperados of every kind. In broad
daylight, and in our most public streets, men have been knocked down, ill-used and
robbed. 99

In 1852, the Dublin newspaper, Evening Packet, had a report of ‘the most brilliant test of the
continuity of the yield of the two great goldfields of Mount Alexander and Ballarat.’100 The
article continues:
The rage of emigration to Australia has not been confined to towns and cities on the
eastern seaboard. Hitherto the emigration from Galway was westward, but its tide is
now setting in for Australia. On Monday last no less than eighty-seven young men
and women left this locality. The two villages where they resided are quite deserted,
except here and there an old man or woman can be found.101

The structural conflict between Ireland and its place in Britain was rooted in the Union with
Ireland Act 1800. Article One of the Act states ‘that Great Britain and Ireland shall upon Jan.
1, be united into one kingdom.,102 but sovereignty was granted to Westminster: ‘That the
United Kingdom be represented in one Parliament.’103 The importance of trade was
highlighted in Article Six where ‘the subjects of Great Britain and Ireland shall be on the
same footing in respect to trade and navigation,’104 but, unlike Scotland, this clause resulted
in little material benefit. The religious divide between Catholics and Protestants was inflamed
by Article Five, which states that ‘the churches of England and Ireland be united into one
Protestant Episcopal Church.’105
The Irish resentment towards Westminster and its trade tariff policies, known as the Corn
Laws, became entrenched before the Great Hunger, which began in 1845. A direct link was
perceived between British sovereignty, trade policies, property and Irish poverty: ‘Everyone
must see, and feel, that the powers of legislation are woefully abused by landowners of
97.
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100.
101.
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Britain for their own selfish purposes,’106 leaving ‘the industrious classes to just resign
themselves to absolute famine.’107
Early Irish emigration had been influenced by the hardship in Ireland that that had been
caused by these food shortages:
In 1847, at the height of the potato famine in Ireland, some old warehouses on
Plymouth’s Elphinstone Wharf, were made into a Government Emigration Depot.
Hundreds of Irish men and women used the steamship services from Dublin and Cork
to Plymouth as a passage to a new life. It cost 10s 6d for that crossing, and a further
£14 14s to get to Australia. Twenty-six vessels sailed from Plymouth in 1847,
carrying 1,730 emigrants.108

The Anderson Mill business was subsequently faced with competition from many of these
Irish immigrants who had a long tradition of milling: ‘The 1851 census recorded 5700 millers
in Ireland. There were some 6000 recorded mill sites in Ireland.’109 The traditional role of a
miller in Ireland had prepared many for their future life in the Colony of Victoria:
A mill had been a familiar feature in the lives of immigrants who had come from
rural Ireland. Some had been trained or employed in mills, and small communities
met and socialised at the local mill after taking their cereal crops for processing [and]
Irish immigrants ‘attracted to the milling industry’ came from many regions including
'County Galway,' 'County Cork,' 'County Derry [and] County Dublin. 110

Once in Victoria, Irish flour millers established operations all over the colony, especially
around the goldfield townships.
From 1866 to 1890, the Colony of Victoria experienced the ‘Long Boom.’111 This
development affected Anderson’s Mill, not only because of the expansion of land under
cultivation but also due to ‘the technological changes in the flour-milling industry, and its
centralisation in Melbourne not only spawned a milling-machine sector but also had a
significant effect on the development of railway networks and its suppliers and
workshops.’112 The grinding millstones in Anderson’s Mill were becoming out dated as
during ‘the 1870s predominantly Hungarian millers and engineers had developed a practical
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process for milling hard wheat with iron rollers.’113 There were also problems with ‘dry
brittle grain that was difficult to grind satisfactory with the traditional stones.’114
In the Australian colonies, where there was no established church, discrimination against
minority religions should not have been an issue. John O’Shanassy, who was born in County
Tipperary in 1818, sailed from Plymouth to the colonies in 1839. He became the second
premier of Victoria in 1857, which illustrates the point that the Irish-Catholic community’s
opportunities to participate in public life in the Australia colonies at that time differed from
their ability to do so in Ireland.
Cardinal Moran, in his general remarks from A History of the Catholic Church in Australia,
states that in theory the principle of equality was adopted when ‘a period of nominal religious
equality commenced about the year 1850 and may be said to have continued for about thirty
years.’115 In practice, however, there was an ingrained prejudice against Irish Catholics in the
Victorian colony. Cardinal Moran further wrote:
I say nominal religious equality, for despite repeated declaration that all religions
were equal before the law, many of the men who wielded the political influence of
the State displayed an intense irreligious and anti-national bitterness of hatred against
everything Catholic and made the Irish name in a special manner the object of their
assault.116

He continues:
The death of Sir Charles Hotham, whilst holding the office of Governor, took place
on the last day of the year 1855. A public funeral was accorded him, which took place
on the 4th of January, 1856, and on that day Dr Goold makes the entry in his diary: ‘I
attended the funeral accompanied by the two Vicars-General. I did not join the
clerical part of the funeral cortege as the official arrangement carefully omitted
appointing a place in it for me as the Bishop of the Diocese.117

The ceremonial protocol had revealed discrimination against the church leader who, in turn,
had noted the dismissal of his own capacity by the late Governor: ‘He was mentally unfit for
the high and responsible position of civil Governor.’118
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Cardinal Moran outlines the context of the Eureka uprising and was critical of the Governor’s
goldfields policies: ‘When Sir Charles Hotham assumed the reins of authority in June 1854,
the senseless policy of the Government soon exasperated the diggers on the gold-fields and
precipitated a collision with the authorities.’119 Moran praised an Irish-Catholic leader and the
those involved in the revolt: ‘The heroism displayed by Lalor and his associates at the Eureka
stronghold and subsequent events form an interesting chapter in the general history of
Victoria.’120 He argued that the Catholic Church had played a responsible role during these
events, which involved a confidential but temporary alliance formed between the church
leader and the Governor: ‘The Governor, recognising the gravity of the situation, requested
that the Bishop use his influence to calm the irritation of the Irish citizens, and authorised him
to declare that the miners’ grievances would be redressed.’121 He quoted a letter from
Governor Hotham to Dr Goold, which was sent three days after the storming of the Eureka
Stockade: ‘My Lord, the General arrived yesterday at Ballarat. I am convinced your
Lordship’s presence will have a most healing and beneficial effect.’122 The Governor made a
pledge: ‘Everything which I can do to aid to restore order, and redress the miners’ grievances
shall be done – your Lordship is empowered to say so.’123
His intention was to use the influence of the Catholic leader to influence the Irish diggers:
‘Melbourne is in a most unsatisfactory condition. I am sure your Lordship will be kind
enough to instruct your representatives to use his just influence with the Irish to maintain
peace and quiet.’124 The use of these documents and the interpretation of the events
associated with the Eureka revolt suggests that Cardinal Moran had concluded that Governor
Hotham and government officials had been prepared to have an opportunistic relationship
with the Irish-Catholic leadership without admitting them into the establishment, or granting
them and their congregation actual equality.
My childhood memories of the Abbotsford convent, of Catholic–Protestant sporting rivalries
and history lessons on the Irish potato famine had not prepared me for the shock of arriving
in Bru na Boinne, 40 kilometres from Dublin, where the tombs known as Knowth,
Newgrange and Dowth were located. This 5000-year-old heritage site, which originally
119.
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celebrated the winter solace, opened up an ancient Irish civilisation that had challenged the
conception of British Ireland and its place within the Empire. Here was an Irish past
unknown to many but clearly a symbol of homeland Irish heritage. This cultural heritage had
come to Smeaton alongside the imperial trader.
Frederick Dalgety: Imperial Trader
Sitting in the Noel Butlin centre at ANU, staring at the massive size of the numerous Dalgety
bookkeeping files, with their stylistic scripts documenting minute commercial transactions, I
became amazed that the administrative order of later years had grown out of the disorder of
the gold-trading years. In its own way it represented how an Antipodean giant could grow out
of a time when a wheeler and dealer could make a fortune and become a corporate legend.
The arrival of Frederick Dalgety in Sydney formed a link in the chain linking the pastoral
industry to the Empire: ‘Mr Dalgety was one of the young men in a young colony who
realised his opportunities. He landed in Australia when aged 16 years and entered into the
employ of Monteflore and Co. in 1833.’125 The operation of merchant houses in colonial
capital cities offered commercial opportunities to young wheeler-dealers who could arrange
British finance and trade for colonials. In 1844, Frederic Dalgety left London on a voyage to
Port Phillip Bay in Victoria. On board was Alfred Joyce, whose father was part owner of the
sailing ship, London. Dalgety moved to Melbourne as a manager and his presence in the
Smeaton area is evident from the relationship he had formed with Alfred Joyce.
In time, Joyce settled into his property, Paistow, which adjoined the Smeaton district. His
relationship with Dalgety had been ongoing as the latter assisted Joyce in his pastoral
interests: ‘The wool was consigned to our friendly agent, Mr Dalgety for transmission home,
there being no regular sales in Melbourne at that time.’126 Joyce gave a portrait of his
neighbour who he described as ‘the occupier of Smeaton, Captain Hepburn,127 and wrote
about his ‘erection of a small water power mill with a small pair of burr stones. As well as
grinding his own grain, he was open to grinding the grain of his neighbours at a modest
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charge.’128 This flour mill was the forerunner of Anderson’s Mill and the Anderson brothers
bought out the Hepburn Mill after the captain’s death to eliminate local competition.
Joyce recalls: ‘I made a trip to Melbourne with this wool, in December 1845’129 and
describes the offices: ‘Of merchants and shipping agents’ offices and stores, there were
plenty, chief among them being Griffiths, Borradale & Gore; afterwards Dalgety’s in Bourke
Street.’130 In 1848, when he was establishing his business network, Dalgety recognised the
importance of having access to British capital:
The London house was imposing limits on Dalgety’s credit. It was clear to Dalgety
that he did not have enough working capital, and that restrictions imposed by Gore
meant ‘that we shall be thrown entirely on our local connection which cannot be
worked profitably unless combined with a good London one. 131

The support Dalgety had given Joyce in 1844 had been essential for his first days in the
colony. Joyce used his contacts to give himself an opportunity to make it in the colony:
The main feature of our plan was to induce the captain of the ship to advance out of
the freight credit a sum of £150, we drawing on our father for that amount and Mr
Dalgety providing it out of the ship’s money in his hands.132

Joyce further states that ‘in time Mr Dalgety was not now open to take our money at 7½ per
cent net.’133
Dalgety developed his businesses to meet an increased demand and to provide services that
were missing from the system. His companies, having played this role in the pastoral
industry, now had to adapt to the discovery of gold. The interests of the squatters were in
some ways in conflict with the needs of the miners but Dalgety was able to transition his
commercial practices to meet the emerging demands that had arisen from the gold
discoveries. Once again, he provided services that had been absent and was able to build a
profitable trade based in gold that had gained international significance:
Dalgety, Gore and Company then extended operations to cover gold handling, and
from that time the fortunes of the company rose, its business expanded, and its
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interests began to embrace the whole of Australasia, as well as other countries in all
parts of the world.134

Dalgety had identified a weakness in the emerging banking system, which at that time was
chiefly being governed by the banks in London. He challenged their business model: ‘Most
of the banks in those days were ultra conservative in their methods, and, as a result, the
miners found it almost impossible to sell gold to them, or to obtain advances to enable them
to develop their claims.’135 The document continues: ‘Dalgety recognised the opportunity.
Consequently, several of the recognised firms of wealth and character slipped into the breach
and financed the diggers by buying their dust and nuggets.’136
The gold buying was linked to trade as the Dalgety senior officers responded to the market
forces and expanded the business to meet the needs of emerging wealth, ‘as he was kept well
supplied with goods, from London and elsewhere.’137 The sense of urgency is highlighted by
the priority that had been given to achieving sales at the expense of ordered documentation:
When he could spare the time from gold buying, he was selling them at highly
remunerative prices. Bookkeeping being out of the question under such
circumstances, he made notes of the different transactions on slips of paper, and put
them on to files. 138

These were extraordinary times when money could be made quickly and then be spent,
gambled or accumulated for further business ventures. These words express the Dalgety
business model from which he financially benefited while being absent himself from the
colonies: ‘When Mr Dalgety returned from England at the end of 1852, he found a handsome
sum to his credit in the profit and loss account.’139
Dalgety and Co. transformed the imperial connection into a core business plan. The
correspondence and the policies of the banks revealed their preference for having the
pastoralists do business with mercantile houses rather than being involved directly with the
bank. Grey Smith wrote to London, explaining: ‘The role of the mercantile house was to
provide finance while the pastoralists waited for the wool sales, usually in London, to
organise the sale of wool and to manage imported goods to meet the demands of the
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pastoralist.’140 This approach by the banks opened a commercial opportunity for Dalgety,
both before and after the gold rushes, which was centred on providing capital and goods to
his pastoralists. It provided a link between the exchange of commodities and the aspirations
of a colonial lifestyle.
The expansion of the Dalgety branch structure mirrored the development of the National
Australasia Bank, the Union Bank, and later the National Australasia Bank:
Thus the firm rapidly grew in importance with the general development of Australia
and New Zealand, and as the years passed, it became necessary from time to time to
open branches in the other colonies. This proceeded gradually until Dalgety’s
organisation included every capital city and many other centres in Australia also in
New Zealand, besides London. 141

Dalgety& Co. had operated as a partnership with limited access to additional finance while
others had other methods:
The Australian Mercantile Land and Finance Company, which had operated outside
the stock exchange and hit on the ingenious idea of tapping an unexpected source of
investment money in the funds available to country solicitors who advised rich
widows in Tunbridge Wells and Bournemouth, country vicars and retired colonels.
Between 1870 and 1880, £3.5 million was raised.142

Dalgety had been ‘determined to generate his own finance but now something had to be
done.’143 The solution was to launch a public company and the front page of the company’s
Prospectus 1884 stated: ‘Dalgety and Company Limited Share capital £4,000,000 in 200,000
shares of £20 each.’144 Dalgety became chairman, reluctantly accepting that for Dalgety &
Co. to be able to fund pastoralists and trade, it would itself need to restructure – a float to
enable the company to raise capital (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Setting up the company with first board members: Noel Butlin Archives, ANU, Canberra.

Dalgety & Co. created the colonial icon into the brand name ‘Uncle Dal.’145 This United
Kingdom trademark was based on perceived loyalty between the company and the client.’146
The company had earned a reliable reputation:
Trust was the name of the game. For long stretches of the year, settlers would be
stuck on their lonely sheep farms [and] in between they had to depend on their
merchant back in Melbourne to keep them going. 147

Frederick Dalgety may have created a colonial icon, but Britain was home. The Dalgetys
were Scots, with their roots in County Forfar,’148 but he made his reputation as a London
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trader: ‘For 10 years in London Dalgety lived in fashionable Kensington, driving up to the
city officers. The House of Dalgety had become the most important centre of the Australian
and New Zealand wool trade in Britain.’149 Dalgety had briefly lived at the colonial
homestead Como House in South Yarra, but when back in England, he had a ‘long cherished
plan of buying a country estate and combining the life of a successful business man with that
of a country squire.’150 He bought land in Hampshire and ‘between 1868 and 1870 Dalgety
built Lockerly Hall.’151
In contrast, John Anderson made Smeaton his home. In 1886, ‘John (Anderson), then aged
43, married Barbara Meiklejohn, a fellow Scott and they built a homestead for themselves
beside the mill at Smeaton.’152 They did not build a squatter’s country estate. The house is
described on Heritage Council Victoria’s database:
The first part of the timber residence was built in the early 1860s with further
additions in the nineteenth century including a separate bluestone kitchen block. …
The residence has a typical Victorian-era garden including berry gardens and a timber
front boundary fence and gate to the mill area.153

The Andersons were respected in Smeaton as local industrialists not as imperial merchants.
The Squattocracy: Born to Rule
Elements of the British class system had been transferred to the colonies and formed part of
the imperial legacy. The trail of an architect who had designed a Smeaton bank leads to the
entrance of the Melbourne Club at 36 Collins Street, Melbourne. There, a plaque (see Figure
9) reads ‘1858 – Leonard Terry, architect.’ At that time, the Melbourne Club was a centre of
privilege, a reminder of the British class system, with squatters as the landed gentry and the
wealth from wool as their passport to homesteads and exclusive private schools. Where
would power lie in a colony with democratic responsible government that had numerous
arrivals seeking opportunity and a group of people who believed they were born to rule?
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Figure 9. Leonard Terry plaque: 36 Collins Street, Melbourne.

The Australian squatters were a unique phenomenon. Some British settlers were able to take
up land and to establish the wool export industry. The successful squatter became a driving
force within the colonisation process and assumed a powerful position within the political
system. The colonial-squatting age was heralded by this occupation of land followed by the
campaign for its legitimate ownership. John Hepburn is recognised as the founding squatter
in the Smeaton district
In the 1938 Centenary Souvenir Booklet, it states that there will be a ‘pilgrimage to Captain
Hepburn’s grave at 10.30 and the placing of a wreath on the grave.’154 The Anderson’s Mill
land was occupied when ‘Messrs Irvine and Birch sat down between Smeaton and
Glendonald and called the station Seven Hills.’155
During these years, colonial squatters had organised against Governor George Gipps with his
attempt to regulate the land policy using the provisions of the Occupation Regulations 1844.
Protest action was widespread, including in the Port Phillip settlement, which had not yet
been separated from the Colony of New South Wales. The Port Phillip Patriot published the
regulations of 2 April and called them ‘the copestone on the ruin of Port Phillip’.156 The
outcry against the Governor had a rebellious tone: ‘At the same time, the men of Port Phillip
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had come together. The movement was effective and Governor Gipps was recalled and the
Occupation Regulations lapsed.157 The Order-in-Council of 1847 replaced and more or less
confirmed the pastoral leases. After surveying it, squatters could apply for a ‘pre-emptive
right’ to the square mile around their homesteads. It could be purchased at one pound per acre
and was the only part of the run that could be fenced. The rest remained lease hold. This
legislation gave some security to squatters and created a framework for land policy for areas
like Smeaton. The Order-in-Council states:
The lands of the Colony of New South Wales shall, for the purposes of the present
Order, be considered as divided into three classes and to be dealt with accordingly, as
they may be situated in Districts to be denominated respectively as the settled, the
intermediate, and the unsettled districts.158

Many of the local squatters struggled with the challenges of the government’s changes and
making their land profitable: ‘The Birches, Arthur, Edward and Cecil, were brothers …
Arthur Birch and Irvine, each took up part of the ‘Seven Hills estate.’159 They were respected,
being considered:
Englishmen of education and culture. They went to England in 1849 for a trip, having
done very well in sheep farming. They brought out from England some well-bred
cattle and Suffolk Punch horses, but conditions by that time had altered a good deal,
and becoming unsettled, they sold out and returned to England.160

The turbulent times of the 1840s are not reflected in the heritage squatter homesteads, which
exhibit wealth and achievement that was not shared by all the squatters:
Trawalla was first settled in 1839 by Scotsman Kenneth Kirkland, who had arrived in
Hobart in 1838. They brought stock and proceeded by ship across Bass Strait to
Geelong. Kirkland’s wife, Katharine, wrote a detailed account of her early days in the
colony, Life in the Bush, which was published in Edinburgh in 1845.161

The Kirklands’ lack of pastoral knowledge, however, penalised them and Trawalla was
eventually sold to a wealthy member of the establishment. The squatter homestead
represented an importance in the tradition of the British country estate. In the colonies, it
represented achievement given that the homestead marked a security that had been denied to
many transient gold-seekers.
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160.
161.
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John and Lillian Anderson were not squatters but had accumulated wealth, land and status
through their commercial business acumen. The squatters’ power and influence in Smeaton
had not been centred around the Anderson’s Mill property. The squatter’s homestead in the
area was Smeaton House, built by John and Elizabeth Hepburn during 1849 and 1850, which
eventually became heritage listed. It was of historical significance because it was one of the
earliest substantial colonial Georgian-style homesteads that had been built by prominent
architect John Gill.162
The gold-diggers were a divisive force that had produced a constituency that was ready to
oppose the power of the squatters once the opportunity arose. The changed demographics in
colonial Victoria meant that many people from the diggings had a political agenda that was in
conflict with the interests of the landed elite. Employment and the opening up of the land
were now the priority. The passing of the Constitution opened up the colonial parliament, but
it was the impact of the arrival and pressure of the gold-diggers that changed the balance of
power. Within months, amendments had been passed that increased the democratic nature of
the colonial government. Professor Zelman Cowen writes:
As has been aptly observed, the mere presence of quarter of a million unrepresented
diggers underlined the absurdity of a system in which political rights ended abruptly
with the £10 lodger. Within a year of the meeting of the first Victorian Parliament
under responsible government, the property qualification for members of the
Assembly had been abolished and universal manhood suffrage for electors of the
Assembly had become law. This increased the number of members of the Assembly
from 60 to 88, and the number of electoral districts to 49.163

Universal suffrage (men only) essentially gave a voice to those who were not a major part of
the established land order. The franchise property qualifications limited the diversity of
members in the upper house: ‘An examination of the provisions with respect to the
Legislative Council shows that there was a disproportionate influence accorded to landed
interests.’164 Cowen stats that ‘Sir Charles Dilke, “an English observer”, described the
Victorian Legislative Council as a conservative bastion without parallel in the British
Empire.’165
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The power of the squatter was based in the quality of colonial wool, which had its source in
the importation of Spanish merino sheep from the king’s estate. The turning point in imperial
trade was recorded by Joseph Banks, president of the Merino Society, after a visit from
Henry Lacocke, wool stapler in 1801: ‘ “July 9 – Mr Lacocke called upon me and paid the
balance of his account £36. 1.6. I delivered to him fleeces from New South Wales to be
examined and reported upon”.’166 This action resulted in an imperial wool trade that
transformed the destiny of the Antipodes: ‘It is perhaps not unreasonable to mark this date as
the one of the significant moments in the commercial annals of the world. Seldom can we
identify a particular day as that on which historical conception occurred but this summer
morning in Soho Square.’167
Carter continues:
Within the next week he had finished the examination. Lacocke’s account submitted
to Banks included the values of the wool from Botany Bay: ‘We can clearly see that
the best of colonial wool, from the stock presumed to be of the real Spanish breed
was certainly as good as the rams’ wool from Windsor’.168

Henry Lacocke had inscribed his small but indelible mark in the annals of the
Commonwealth wool trade. There is no denying that these slight transactions are the
definitive beginnings of the nineteenth-century pattern of Great Britain’s wool trade and what
might almost clarify in this sense as the ‘century of the merino.’169
The quintessential Victorian squatter was George Russell – born in Fife, Scotland – who
emigrated first to Tasmania in 1831 before arriving in the Port Phillip district in 1836. He
recorded his visit in London:
On visiting the docks crowded with shipping, the large roomy warehouses attached
filled with merchandise from all parts of the world, it gives one an idea of the great
commercial importance of England, quite surpassing anything of the kind I have
hitherto seen. 170
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He identified the process of the trade that was the basis of his own pastoral business: ‘I saw
more wool in the warehouses attached to the London Docks than I have ever seen before at
one time.’171
The British wool trade was based on squatter pastoralists who had created wealth and
influence: ‘The single fact, which stands out above all others relating to Australia, is the
supremacy of wool, not shaken except for a short time in the 1850s and 1880s in the colonial
colony.’172
The colonial export of wool by merchants, such as Dalgety and Co., was integrated into the
British trading system that was centred on the Port of London. The trail led from a squatter’s
property through the London docks, then onto Leeds via canal, where it would then be
processed before being sent along the Leeds–Liverpool canal or railway to be then shipped
from the Port of Liverpool to the Empire. In 1858, Charles Dennys prepared a letter that
argued: ‘I shall have to persuade the owners of wool that net prices obtainable in Geelong
will range as high as might be expected in the Melbourne market.’173
The initial outrage against squatters seizing land was founded on the belief that it was theft of
Crown waste land, which had been enshrined by the principle of terra nullius: ‘A squatter
was simply a person who illicitly occupied Crown land in the vicinity of alienated estates and
plundered the flocks and herds.’174 The comments made by Captain Phillip King, a naval
officer and magistrate, Murray County, near the southern limit of occupation presents a
picture of a squatter very different from then notation of a squattocracy: ‘I cannot express
myself too strongly on the subject of squatters. The mischief they do is almost
incalculable.’175 The appeal for the use of colonial sovereign power to enforce the rule of law
was based on asserting the legality of Crown land rights with no thought of First Nation
Peoples heritage: ‘The interference of the Legislature is highly necessary to protect land and
stock proprietors of the interior; for, under the present system, no honest man can contend
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against, and as long as they are permitted to occupy stations.’176 The squatters rallied, under a
society based on terra nullius, to become players in Parliament who were protecting their
privileges at the expense of democracy.
Across the road from the Cumberland Hotel in Smeaton is the National Australasian Bank,
designed by Leonard Terry, who was the architect of the Melbourne Club at the fashionable
36 Collins Street address. The link to Smeaton has been provided by the general manager of
the National Australasia Bank at the time, Grey Smith, one-time president of the Melbourne
Club who engaged Terry for both projects.
The limits of institutional authority was tested as Squatters exercised power against each
other in an attempt to influence the outcome. The Legislative Council rejected a bill granting
payment for members that had been added to an Appropriation Bill in December 1877. The
issue was essential regarding democratic representation in a responsible government:
‘Payment of members was a long-standing source of difference between the two houses and
between the wealthy who could afford to provide their services voluntarily and those who
found it difficult to serve without payment.’177 Premier Berry responded by dismissing a
‘number of public servants, police magistrates, officers in lands, public works, railways,
trades, customs and mines departments, and County Court judges.’178 This resulted in a
political and constitutional conflict that came to be known as ‘Black Thursday’.
In a private letter, Grey Smith expressed his fears regarding the Graham Berry Government
to R. G. Wilkinson in Adelaide. In public, Grey Smith was determined that the bank would
not be perceived as being a part of the crisis:
On no account allow yourself to be drawn into any public denunciation of the action
of the present Ministry, for strict abstention from all interference in politics is now
more than ever the most prudent and safest course for bank officials to follow.179

The Victorian Legislative Assembly was constantly in conflict with the Council: ‘The angry
accusation was often made by the Assembly that the colony was “governed”, or rather
obstructed by the Melbourne Club.’180 The premier lashed out at the Council during the Black
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Wednesday constitutional crisis, saying in debate: What I allude to first arose some months
ago, when the Governor refused to make himself a party to the clique or cabal who aspire
through the Melbourne Club. Of the thirty members of the Council, fourteen belonged to the
Melbourne Club.’181 The Melbourne Club in many ways had established the spirit of the
Victorian Colonial Parliament. On 27 October 1838, the Port Phillip Gazette announced the
formation of the Melbourne Club: ‘It is in contemplation to form a club upon the London
principles, amongst the gentlemen of Melbourne.’182 In practice this meant it was an elitist
club, with many of its members being squatters who used it as a base in Melbourne.
The constitutional structure held, the compromises were made, and the debates went on.
Class divisions remained but democratic rights had been achieved by many. The Parliament
at the time denied equality to women, who were not given voting rights and were not eligible
to stand for Parliament as candidates. This was despite ‘19 private members’ bills on the
subject, which had fallen victim to the Legislative Council since 1889.’183 The mechanics of
the Empire had facilitated the foundation of the Colony of Victoria but change would next be
driven by those who were considered to be the colonists.
To conclude, this chapter has historically outlined the mechanics of the British Empire as
they related to the development of colonial Victoria and the settlement of Smeaton. In doing
so, it has considered the significance and impact of key themes that were relevant to the
imperial process. The role of shipping, reformist ideas, Irish hardship, merchants and social
class all set up parameters that facilitated the foundation of the Australian colonies. The
journey of John Anderson and his family from Scotland to Smeaton was historically mapped
in order to provide a personal narrative that would explain how the actual experience of the
Empire project had impacted on individuals’ and familíes’ lives.
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Chapter 3
Here to Stay
As long as the Queen exercises her function for the good of the country alone, and
according to the Constitution which has through her reign been her sole guide, she
must be content to see unjust remarks in obscure newspapers and disregard them. 1
—Queen Victoria to Palmerston, 9 May 1864

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the Smeaton colonists. There are insights into John
Anderson; the miller, Gavin Duffy, and the Land Acts that had long-reaching implications for
Victorian society; the battle over protectionism; the emergence of a dominant British culture;
and the role played by Western engineering and scientific advances that had underpinned so
much of the Empire project and the industrial revolution during the second half of the
nineteenth century. The common underlying historical theme is the manner in which the
settlers arbitrarily took over the colony and made the land theirs. The complexities of the
colonisation process had been exacerbated by the sectional interests that had competed for
power, wealth and influence.
Once the decision had been made to stay, the challenge for the settlers was to explore the
form of the future. The disorder of the gold rushes was replaced by a contest over the
direction of colonial development. The growth of Smeaton as a town central to the goldfields
reflected the changes that were taking place across the colony. The area was not isolated, but
had become connected to the imperial network (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Map of Smeaton and surrounding goldfield townships.

John Anderson and the Tradition of Mills
Driving past the former Creswick Shire Hall in Kingston, there is little to suggest that this site
was once the centre of local government, with John Anderson playing a prominent role for
years as a councillor and shire president. His status was enhanced by being the elder brother
of the partners who owned Anderson’s Mill. He was a millwright, which was both a trade and
a position of importance within the community. The good governance of Anderson’s Mill
established the family as one to be respected. Members of the Anderson family took on many
positions in local institutions, a practice which continued into the 20th century, when the
former Creswick Shire Hall had become a heritage site, with little function following the
amalgamation with the Creswick borough in 1934.
The impressiveness of Anderson’s Mill in Smeaton was noted when it opened:
The first report of Anderson’s Mill working appeared in the Creswick Advertiser on
29 April 1862. The reporter was impressed by what he saw: ‘The five-storey building
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is full of flour and wheat and the whole although only recently completed already
presents a very business-like and busy appearance’.2

Governor Bowen did not focus on Anderson’s Mill when he visited the Smeaton agricultural
show as he was ‘making myself personally acquainted with the condition of agriculture in all
its branches,’3 which resulted in ‘official despatches to the Secretary of State.’4 In his speech
he quoted from the poet Virgil and said that his description of Italy ‘resembles Victoria [with
its] mighty mother of fruits of the earth – salve magna parens frugum.’5 He also relates that
‘the journey from Melbourne to Smeaton is calculated to impress the stranger very
favourably with the variety of the resources of this colony ... from Melbourne ... a great
emporium of trade and commerce ...’6 He reaches Smeaton, which is the centre of a very
picturesque and well-cultivated pastoral and agricultural district.
The Argus reported that ‘the Governor celebrated the imperial heritage: “I rejoice to find
myself … among a class which has conferred great honour, great success, and great
prosperity on the mother country – I mean the British farmer”.’7 This romance of the British
farmer had been fictionalised by Scottish author John Arbuthnot in his character John Bull:
Kingston‘ There is no being whom it is more pleasant to see in a crowd than the British
farmer – a genuine John Bull.’8 Governor Bowen concluded with a toast and praise of John
Anderson.
In its report, The Argus continued:
He begged to propose ‘the agricultural and pastoral interests in this part of the
colony,’ coupled with the name of John Anderson JP (loud cheers). The theme of the
‘fruits of the earth’ was taken up by his host. Mr Anderson, in responding, thought
that those who travelled through the district had observed unmistakable profits that
the pastoral and agricultural interests were in a prosperous state. As the land became
more settled, he believed they would be even more prosperous than at present.9

The reality of farming practices in Smeaton may not have matched the Governor’s speechmaking rhetoric; observations by Joseph Jenkins in his 1869 journal entry painted a less
respectful view: ‘Thousands of acres of fertile land around Smeaton but poorly farmed. The
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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farmers consider it too expensive to cart farmyard manure to the land. No land is properly
cultivated around here except the townspeople’s gardens.’10 In practice it was Anderson’s
Mill that had held the dominant role in Smeaton, where its significance to the colony was
recognised: ‘In the years immediately after its opening, Anderson’s Mill became one of the
major industrial and commercial enterprises of rural Victoria – all on the strength of the
goldfields demand.’11
Another solution was the importation of food from South Australia to the Victorian goldfields
by ship and paddle steamer: ‘The gold rush attracted an odd assortment of steamships to
Australia and their owners tried to cash in on the South Australian business’12 by calling into
Port Adelaide and then sailing on to Melbourne. Parsons continues:
The demand for flour on the Victorian goldfields brought profitable business to
McMeckan, Blackwood & Co., and in 1855 they became agents for the White Swan,
owned by Scottish investors. They placed her on the busy Melbourne–Portland–Port
Adelaide trade, carrying passengers and cargo.13

Parsons also mentions that ‘the Victorian gold rush inspired the brothers William, John and
Elliot Randell to build the first paddle steamer for the river. They were farmers and flour
millers, [so] they decided to build one to carry flour and other provisions up the river for
transport to the diggings.’14 The grain trade along the Murray River made its way to Bendigo
through Echuca during the 1850s; however, the waterways were not as effective as the British
canal system.
Anderson’s Mill required capital investment for the plant and machinery and banking
services for the financial operation of the business. In the mid-1870s, the Anglo Union Bank
and the Australasia Bank were expanding their branches into Smeaton’s neighbouring
townships:
The main growth in branches was in Victoria and New Zealand. In the former, most
new branches for both banks were in country towns, which were clearly permanent
legacies of declining goldfields with the Union bank locating in Clunes and
Maryborough [and] the Australasia Bank in Creswick and Kingston (1873).15
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The Anderson brothers’ core business model was based on meeting a demand for products
through the use of natural commodities and the application of industrial technology.
Consequently, this model involved investment in machinery. Many of the first workers would
have been trained in the engineering skills required to construct such advanced technology
when they were living in Britain; however, in time, locally based educational institutions
were able to develop these skills in the workers.
The location of Smeaton was ideal for the construction of Anderson’s Mill. The
demographics produced a demand for the product and a workforce to produce it (see Figure
11). The workers at Anderson’s Mill were remembered at the Centenary celebrations and
revealed the range of occupations in use.

Figure 11. Anderson’s Mill worksite, Smeaton.

The Centenary booklet states:
Messrs Roberts (carpenter), Bellamy (bricklayer) [and] McLachlan (mac the miller).
Michael Branigan worked in Anderson’s Mill and with his son, James, the author of
the Centenary song, kept a store. Richard Darlison was head miller in Anderson Bros
mill. Mr M. C. Donnelly came to Smeaton as a clerk at Anderson Bros mill.16
Mr Kennedy was manager for Anderson Bros at Stony Rises. Tom Lees was the first
man to bring a reaper and binder to Smeaton. He cut the crop in Anderson’s church ...
Peter Mann came to Smeaton as an employee of Anderson Bros. He lost an arm in the
mill but was retained in their employ on the farm, using an artificial arm. 17

16. Smeaton Centenary Committee, Smeaton Centenary, 7.
17. Ibid., 19.
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The booklet also states that ‘Mr Wicking succeeded Mr Donnelly as clerk at the mill and held
the position for many years. Henry Twitt had a team of bullocks and carted timber for the
Anderson Bros sawmill at Barkstead to Clunes.’18
The land use in the Smeaton area provided the primary products for Anderson’s Mill, but the
banks could see that the opening up of land in the Mallee and Wimmera was going to
restructure commercial and industrial business opportunities: ‘The long-advocated railway
from Learmonth to Avoca, thence to St Arnaud and Donald, would bring within reach of
Ballarat the splendid wheat-growing country lately selected.’19 The land acts and the
expansion of the railway network also altered crop cultivation and potential processing sites:
The East Charlton district is one of the finest in the colony, and the land is of superb
quality. It is all in the hands of selectors. The direct line to Melbourne would reduce
the distance by nearly one-third, and the saving time and expense would be great,
while geographically, the position of Ballarat would be improved, besides bringing us
into contact with rich mining and agricultural districts, and an abundant supply of
timber.20

The direct integration of newly opened land, an expanding workforce, and effective transport
to Melbourne’s modernised mill practices marginalised Smeaton and permanently reduced
Anderson’s Mill’s profits:
In the late 1880s, when John Anderson was interviewed by a journalist from
Melbourne, he sadly commented that Anderson’s Mill had seen busier times. The
growth of the goldfield towns had slowed down and even shrunk in some cases,
which meant smaller markets. The opening of the railway lines to new wheatgrowing areas helped city millers. Country mills with outdated equipment like the
Anderson’s could not compete with the more capital-intensive city millers who
produced lighter, whiter flour with new roller mills. Land values around Smeaton had
fallen with the movement of the wheat belt, and Australia was moving into a
depression.21

John Anderson was elected as the first Creswick shire president in 1864 and held the office
again in 1865, 1878, 1879 and 1885.22 The Parks Victoria document states that ‘he was the
leading man in the district for many years. He was a member of the old Road Board and held
a position on the Creswick Shire for 35 years till his death.’23A local shire presidency was
another link in the reach of Crown sovereignty at the local level. The concept of local
18.
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23.
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government was provided with a role and structure by the British Municipal Corporations
Act 1835. In colonial Victoria, shires had become an evolution of the road districts that had
been established under an act passed in September 1863.
The act transferred the sovereignty of the Crown to local representatives: ‘Be it enacted by
the Queens’s Most Excellent Majesty and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly in this present Parliament assembled and by the authority
of the same.’24 It introduced processes whereby ‘there shall be in Victoria road districts’25
that could be transformed into shires (‘there shall also be shires’).26 This delegated authority
to a chairman of a district road board was established: ‘At the first meeting the board, by a
majority of the votes present, elects one of their body to be chairman until the next annual
meeting.’27 When the district was ‘proclaimed a shire, the chairman shall be called the
president.’28 In this way leadership within a community had been transferred to
representatives elected on a limited franchise under the authority of imperial law.
The relationship between a flour mill and its village goes back to ancient times and had
always been a feature of British life, but the expansion of the cotton industry produced
innovative models for rural town planning, unlike the city mills. The construction of the
Quarry Bank Cotton Mill near Manchester in 1784 was based on the needs of the milling
process (see Figure 12).
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:
Figure 12. British industry: Quarry Bank Cotton Mill, Manchester.

The National Trust states that ‘the site chosen was just below where two rivers, the Bollin
and the Dean meet.’29 The geographical features were also suited to the engineering
requirement: ‘The mill was built to accommodate water frames and the system of shafts and
gears and leather belts needed to take power from the water wheel to the machines.’30 The
working conditions in the mill were harsh, with health risks being presented by the dust and
equipment. The requirement of labour resulted in the owners ‘converting farm buildings into
cottages. Each cottage came with its allotment, allowing workers to grow fresh vegetables.’31
The workforce included children and women. The year before Anderson’s Mill opened in
1862, ‘there were 440 people living in the new village, nearly half of whom worked in the
mill. There were gardeners, grooms, a shoemaker, baker, butcher, a village shop and a
blacksmith.’32 There was ‘provision of education and medical treatment’33 but it still involved
‘child labour and long hours.’34 The Styal site included Quarry Bank House for the owners,
the Greg family, and a large formal garden.’35
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This idea of mills playing a central role in the local community had been developed further in
New Lanark in Scotland. New Lanark is 37.4 miles from New Cumnock, the town where
John Anderson was born. At that time, cotton was, again, the product being woven for
international trade: ‘The first mill at New Lanark went into production in 1786, and was
followed by another, until four mills had been built.’36 The management of the mills was the
focus when Robert Owen occupied the mills:
He took up occupation of the mills in 1800. He tightened up the administration of the
mills, introducing new standards of bookkeeping, stock control, and factory
discipline. By 1809, he had begun to introduce significant new physical elements to
the village. 37

The difference was that Owen had a set of beliefs that he wanted to put into action:
He had become convinced that by treatment of his workpeople as responsible for
their actions, and by encouraging them to realise their mutual dependence,
productivity in the mills would increase, and a community spirit would develop. He
also realised that an educated workforce was more likely to realise his objectives. 38

The reforms at Quarry Bank and New Lanark were based on the idea that the mill could be
the centre of a community and would benefit the workers. These diverse elements of imperial
heritage formed a background knowledge that would have shaped the views of the Anderson
family. The centenary of Smeaton granted respect to John Anderson, the major partner of
Anderson Bros: ‘He was a splendid man for the district and many farmers can thank him for
tiding them over a lean period.’39 The purpose of the flour mill was to draw on the local crop
farming to process flour and oats to meet the consumer demand from the gold-diggers. With
the advance of farming and industry, Smeaton was becoming a township where social
institutions were emerging but there were also concurrent problems. The alluvial diggings
were failing: ‘Gold was worked out, many diggers took up farming, either on their own
smallholdings or as tenant.’40 The next problem was what to do with this workforce and how
to provide access to land to those who now wished to settle on it.
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C. Gavan Duffy and the Politics of Land Tenure
The colonial parliament made a series of attempts to address the problem of land ownership.
The limitations of the Duffy Land Act 1862 had been experienced in Smeaton as in other parts
of the colony, but when I read the pamphlet The Tenant League and Irish Politics in the
Eighteen-Fifties,41 in the Keats & Chapman second-hand bookshop in Belfast, it described
the leading political role of Gavan Duffy in the Irish land reform campaigns and as an elected
representative at Westminster. By 1856, he ‘was so discouraged, that he abandoned Irish
politics and emigrated to Australia.’42 Reading through the pamphlet, I was fascinated that an
activist in favour of granting land rights to Irish tenants was the same person as the colonial
minister in Victoria who was responsible for introducing legislation that set the rules for
squatters regarding their land rights. Duffy blamed the failure of the Act on its draughting,
which enabled ‘dummies’ to buy land on behalf of squatters. His commitment to land reform
has been unquestioned but his belief in Irish tenant rights provides an interesting twist to his
role.
Irish-born Duffy sailed from Liverpool to Melbourne in 1855 when he was 39 years old. He
is remembered as a prominent Catholic leader and by the 1862 Land Act in his name, which
is acknowledged as a failure in terms of legislative outcomes. After disappointment in
Westminster and with Irish politics, Duffy decided to emigrate. The decision by him to select
the Colony of Victoria as his future home was inspired by his belief in the potential growth
due to the gold discoveries. In March 1855, ‘Duffy wrote in The Nation that Victoria would
“have a million men and women of more ordinary courage ... By that time the fever of gold
hunting will have been mitigated by success”.’43 He was interested in the potential of a newly
established colony using the profits from gold to win rights, cultivate land and aspire towards
nationhood. He said: ‘A large section of the people will have won an independence and
exchanged their gold dust for the broad acres of Australia Felix, and the country will possess
the moral as well as material elements of a nation.’44 The idealism that had been shaken in
Britain was to lead him into political leadership in the colony.
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In 1855, he opposed Westminster imperial legislation for the colonies: ‘To enable Her
Majesty to assent to a Bill, as amended in the Legislature of New South Wales, to confer a
constitution on New South Wales and to grant a Civil List to Her Majesty. Duffy said it
appeared to him that the best course would be to send the Bill back for reconsideration, 45 as
he opposed the non-democratic nature of the nominated Council: ‘If a fair election took
place, he had no doubt the new Council would frame a constitution representing truly the
opinions of the colonists; if the Bill was sent back in its present shape, while in New Zealand,
in Victoria, and in Van Diemen’s Land the constitution would become a permanent source of
irritation.’46 Duffy specifically opposed ‘the provision for the qualification of Members of
two Houses: “The result of this provision would be to throw the whole government of the
colony into the hands of a small class, against whom there was a violent prejudice”.’47 In the
Victorian Parliament on 6 January 1857, Duffy gave notice of a private Bill to abolish the
property qualifications for members of the Assembly. This amendment to the Constitution
was passed by both houses of parliament and transformed the democratic franchise in the
colony.
Patrick Curtin had his letter to the member for East Ballarat of 18 May 1865 quoted in the
Assembly: ‘I am an owner of a large tract of land in that neighbourhood, and the greater part
of which was obtained under the 33rd and 34th clauses of the Duffy Bill of 1862.’48 Curtin
was not only objecting to the response of the local member for Ballarat, Mr Jones, to his
complaint but about the negative complexities of the Duffy Act:
The following are the facts of the case: I am the owner of 400 acres of land, which I
purchased at a very high price, part by auction and part by private purchase,
excepting one allotment of 101 acres I got under the Duffy Bill, and on account of
getting this I am now prevented from obtaining a land certificate, which is a serious
loss to me. So in reality it was better for me that I did not get this 101 acres under the
Duffy Bill, as then I could obtain a land certificate now.49

The Occupation of Licences and the Duffy Act (1862) had been judged ‘an absolute wreck of
Legislation.’50 The Act was ‘described by its author as a compromise, the result of a compact
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between squatters on the one side and intending agricultural settlers on the other,’51 but it
failed to restructure land occupation. As Margaret Kiddle says: ‘There was no doubt of
Duffy’s honesty – his trouble was that he was an idealist who had spent only a few years in
the colony. Hearn, the man who drafted the bill, was an even greater innocent.’52
In the Parks Victoria publication, it states that ‘in the late 1860s and the 1870s, the Andersons
greatly expanded their landholdings in the Smeaton area by manipulating the selection
system.’53 They used the techniques that others exploited to undermine the intent of the land
acts:
They took up the maximum land holdings that they legally could and then acquired
more land by either buying out their neighbours or suing ‘dummies’ to take up
selections. The dummies were usually their own employees who later transferred land
to their bosses. In this way the family holdings expanded to 7,000 acres.54

By the early 1870s, agriculture had been conducted in the Smeaton district for over a decade
but problems had begun to emerge. The price of the first land sales in the Smeaton district
gave little encouragement to the poor to settle on the land: ‘The first two land selection acts
of 1860 and 1862 had little impact on the district, and extensive selection only took place
with the first Grant Act of 1865.’55 Duffy, as premier of Victoria, continued to pursue reform
and remained optimistic that the parliament would be able to achieve a more democratic
process that would provide equal access to land. In a speech at Kyneton in 1871, he declared:
Tomorrow the newspapers will contain an official notice from the minister for land to
the people of the country who desire to settle on the public lands in honest
compliance with the law, that they may do so without hindrance.56

The land acts had not produced a viable agricultural business:
In 1871 the average farm was less than 50 acres. Where farming in such a small scale
could succeed with different conditions ‘back home’, it was disastrous in Victoria.
Farmers had to overcrop to survive and within a short time the soil had become
exhausted. 57
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The population began to shift to land that was opening up and Smeaton, which had benefited
from the demands of gold, was impacted by these changes:
As the land acts enabled selection of farm blocks, the interior of Victoria was
unlocked and many farmers moved west into the Wimmera and then to the Mallee
where much larger holdings could be farmed.58
At Smeaton many small landholders and tenants seized the chance of acquiring larger
estates and migrated to the new wheat belt. Many others, as John Anderson
complained, abandoned farming for gold mining. The harder wheat produced in
hotter areas was more suited to rollers than stone milling and the wheat cost more as
it came from further afield.59

The banks, such as the National Australia, opened branches in the new areas where land had
been opened up. The consequences of the provisions of the land acts resulted in financial
difficulties for many of their clients:
Generally speaking, the bona fides of the great majority of the selectors in taking up
land for settlement does not admit doubt: but the necessity of carrying out within the
prescribed times the improvements on their land, which the law requires, has
involved them in debt, and the drought of the last two seasons has proved so fatal to
their crops and their livestock that they have little or no returns from their land to
enable them to meet their liabilities.60

The limits of parliament’s capacity to implement its land policy agenda had been tested by
the economic and geographic conditions, but its intent had been to expand opportunity.
Duffy’s belief that land reform would liberate the colony was shared by enough members of
parliament for there to be ongoing legislative attempts to produce laws that would result in
change. He wanted a self-sufficient society that exported commodities, believing that a
culture and nationhood was based on equal opportunity to cultivate land. He told an audience
in Castlemaine, when premier:
A community where property is widely diffused among the class who actually till the
land is of all others the community most contented, most orderly, and where manners
are simplest and morals purest – and that class of cultivators obtain most from the soil
and increase most rapidly he savings which constitute the wealth of a nation
(cheers).61
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He gave an example of the importance of trade by reference to a local flour miller: ‘The basis
of agricultural prosperity is, of course, the profitable disposal of our surplus grains, and on
this subject Mr Laby, chairman of the Creswick banquet, is a miller on a large scale.’62 The
business ‘has sent flour to London, to New South Wales and to Queensland ... he began to
export to India; Adelaide flour is no longer imported into Victoria.’63
Duffy inherited a culture of colonial land management that was based on British imperial
principles and practices that had dominated land debate in Britain and in turn had been
imported to the Australian colonies. Concepts such as Crown land, private property, rent,
landlords and tenants gained their relevance in the colonies where terra nullius formed the
basic principle for land policy. Duffy, a radical Young Irelander, an elected representative in
Westminster, and a colonial reformer remained trapped in the delegated power of
sovereignty.
In 1873 he accepted a knighthood and in 1877 was awarded the Most Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George (see Figure 13). Duffy explained to Carlyle why he had
agreed to the imperial honour: ‘I accepted because it was the most conclusive evidence that I
had performed the public duties I undertook with integrity, which in the case of an Irish rebel,
of course, required some such evidence to become credible.’64 An insight into his thinking in
his autobiography when in his childhood school in Ireland were that his ideas were
‘vehemently resisted in the name of Protestant ascendancy’. 65 Duffy said, after gaining some
acceptance by the Protestant establishment: ‘I used to boast that I was the first Catholic
emancipated in Ireland.’66
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Figure 13. From rebel to knighthood: Duffy Memorial, National Library, Canberra.

In the colony he was able to play a role within the society as an Irish Catholic, which
provided him with a critical view of the restrictions of imperial decision-making: ‘One
lesson, indeed, has been learned here. Give Ireland the Constitution, the same selfgovernment, and the same control over her resources which Victoria possesses and there will
not be a more loyal or contented people in the world.’67 In his later years, Duffy reflected on
his efforts in a positive light: ‘The land question, which had been my care from the beginning
had been ruined by maladministration.’68 He was critical of the last Minister for Lands,
McPherson, for favouring the squatters: ‘The new government was determined to take the
McPherson plaid off the shoulders of Victoria and establish from the Murray to the sea the
Free Selection accorded by law.’69 The debate over land reform was accompanied by the
movement to build a manufacturing industry based on a protectionist trade policy.
The later reflections of Duffy were in in contrast to those expressed while Premier. His
confidence and optimism for the colony were clear in his speech after laying the foundation
67. Ibid., 197.
68. Duffy Gavan My Life in Two Hemispheres vol 2 ch.2. 2. https://en.wikisource.org. chapter 30.2
69. C. Gavan Duffy, My Life in Two Hemispheres, vol. 2, ch. 2, 2,
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/My_Life_in_Two_Hemispheres/Chapter_30.
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stone on 4 April 1872 for the Clunes Town Hall: ‘The political questions which divided us
are nearly all settled, and there is a common platform here for men of many parties if they
love the country. Men who rejoice in the peculiar characteristics of Australia.’70 Duffy
articulated his image of a successful society:
To see industry with personal independence, the farmer on his own freehold, the
miner on his own claim the working manufacturer in his own workshop, working
classes labour hard, they labour only so many hours of the day as to enjoy the fruits
of their own labour.71

John Anderson with his successful wheeling and dealing in land and his expanding operations
at Anderson's Mill was embolden by the opportunity of these times. This was to be translated
into speculative investment in local gold mines.
Trade and Colonial Independence
Trade skills, which had been learnt in Britain, were transferred to the colonies with the
settlers. In 2017 I visited the shipbuilding heritage exhibition at the Titanic Museum in
Belfast (see Figure 14). It featured a display of steel scaffolding that conveyed the scale and
skills of shipbuilding engineering. There was a sense of awe at the scale and grittiness of the
gantries. William Shaw was born Shaw here emigrated to Victoria and brought these
engineering skills to the Phoenix Foundry in Ballarat. The colonial government had set up
trade policies to protect these industries, which had the support of people like Shaw who saw
trade as creating opportunities for workers.

70. ‘Mr Duffy at Clunes,’ Freeman’s Journal, April 13, 1872.
71. Ibid.
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Figure 14. Belfast shipbuilding heritage display: Titanic Museum, Belfast.

It was common sense that if a tool was needed, it could be made. Over time, technology
evolved and the production process became more complex. The forging of metal into
machinery on a small scale was taking place while companies were being formed in Ballarat
to commercially produce different forms of industrial machinery that ranged from water
wheels to steam engines. Scottish philosopher Thomas Reid presented an understanding of
the role of an individual in society that has a practical implication in problem-solving. His
argument, outlined in An Inquiry into the Human Mind, focuses on ‘basic principles, and thus
falls within the province not of reason but of common sense.’72
The site map of Anderson’s Mill identifies the location of the blacksmith’s shop next to the
flour mill. The building had a key functional purpose:

72. Thomas Reid, An Inquiry into the Human Mind: On the Principles of Common Sense, ed. Derek R.
Brookes (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press Ltd, 1997), 16.
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This building existed by 1869 and may have been the carpenter’s shop built in 1861
or 1862 as no mention of a blacksmith’s shop has been found so far in the earlier
records. This building would have been a most important part of the complex,
enabling machinery to be made and repaired. 73

The skills of using a forge to make machinery had been learnt in Britain and had been
transferred to the local economy: ‘Andrew Clark, a blacksmith and wheelwright, had a shop
at Marshall’s corner. He made the first wheel scoop.’74 Over time, technology evolved and
the production process became more complex. The forging of metal into machinery on a
small scale was taking place while companies were being formed in Ballarat to commercially
produce different forms of industrial machinery that ranged from waterwheels to steam
engines.
The development of these policies reflected the Scottish, and in particular the Glaswegian,
focus on manufacturing. Glasgow had earned the title of ‘workshop of the Empire’:
“Glasgow merchants, through their ports of Greenock and Port Glasgow, increasingly
established a virtual stranglehold on the trade.’75 The discovery of iron deposits and
innovations in hot blasting for smelting had established the iron industry as a key element of
Scottish trade. Glasgow’s industry at the time, which was based on foundry processes and
products, was a model for the Victorian colony. The aim in Victoria was for it to build its
own industrial base using the capital that had been raised through gold discoveries and
foreign investment under the cover of protectionism. Trade was based on ‘the various
industries of Glasgow, of which cause led to their origin and progress.’76 This included
‘textile industries, out of which great chemical industries originated, coalmining, iron
smelting, engineering, and shipbuilding, and the deepening of the Clyde.’77 This linkage
between, machinery, iron, engineering and human endeavour was perceived as being core to
the identity of Glasgow. The relationship between the Glasgow, industry and its people
formed a ‘brilliant industrial history,’78 with "clear headed, resolute, enterprising merchants,
captains of industry, [and] a race of labourers and industrious handicraftsmen, artisans every
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day improving their in education, general and technical, in self-respect, useful [and]
honourable citizenship.’79
Adam Smith Adam leading advocate of free trade was based in Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Smith argues that ‘the legislature ought to be particularly careful’80 about interfering into the
market place: ‘Every such regulation introducers some degree of disorder into the
constitution of the state which it will be difficult afterwards to cure without occasioning
another disorder.’81 The premier of Victoria at the time of the passing of the Customs Act in
1866 was James McCulloch: ‘He was born in Glasgow, arrived in Melbourne in 1853 aged
34, entered Parliament in 1854. McCulloch was a merchant in the colony and by 1862 was
President of the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce.’82 McCulloch had seen that the
colonisation process was being driven by manufacturing. The theoretical rejection of
protectionism by Smith was put aside in the interests of local practical politics and the
economy.
The intention was to use tariff policy to encourage the growth of local commerce and
industry.
The turning point in Victoria for tariffs policy was the 1866 Customs Act. This added
to the dutiable items new tariffs on a wide range of manufactures including apparel,
millinery, leather goods, wooden ware, furniture, toys, woollen blankets and rugs and
glassware, earthenware and porcelain. These tariff rates were protective. 83

The decision to reject free trade put the colony in conflict with New South Wales and Britain.
The Eureka Rebellion was a warning to authorities of the consequences of having miners
experiencing injustice. The challenge for the government was to provide opportunities for
those who were no longer goldmining but were now permanent settlers. The compact
between parliament, employers and workers over protection was a compromise that benefited
competing interests and laid the foundation for the expanding Victorian colonial economy.
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The Victorian Protection League organised public meetings against free trade. Charles Bright
spoke on Tuesday 14 March 1871 at:
A ‘monster’ public meeting last evening of the electors at the Haymarket Theatre ...
‘Free trade principles were like peace principles: admirable in their general
application but would not suit special application, and they would not suit this
country’ (applause).84

Bright points out that ‘since 1828, principles of protection had backwards [and] forwards
(confused cries)’85 he had now seen the impact of the 1866 tariff reforms and ‘the result of
five years in Victoria had convinced him more than anything else of the error of his former
opinions.’86 The gold-diggers that had vacated the goldfields had found employment:
‘Everywhere he went he found small industries employing labour that had been encouraged,
enhanced and indeed brought into being by protection.’87 Bright was using the growth of the
manufacturing sector as evidence that the policy of protection was the correct one.
The recognition of Ballarat as a significant city was explained by its first historian, William
Bramwell Withers, when he wrote in his 1887 edition of the History of Ballarat that: ‘the
historical student will find the base of one of the strongest columns of national greatness
inscribed with the names of the golden cities of Victoria, and first of all, the name of the first
and richest – Ballarat.’88 Weston Bate, proclaimed its imperial connection: ‘Ballarat was an
essential and very strong part of a nation within one of the greatest empires of the day.’89 Its
importance commenced with gold discoveries but its significance was consolidated as a
regional centre for finance and manufacturing.
The role of Ballarat as an industrial centre was reflected by the purchases of the Anderson
brothers:
Anderson’s waterwheel was manufactured at Hunt & Opie’s Victoria foundry in
Ballarat. This waterwheel is a tangible reminder of other advanced manufacturing
that developed in Ballarat to support the goldmining industry. When the railway did
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arrive in Ballarat in 1862, the town’s foundries were well enough established to be
able to sell their products throughout Australia.90

Further machinery was sourced from another Ballarat foundry:
The Union foundry was established in 1865, and did much engineering for the mining
industry, including two Cornish beam engines for Creswick as late as 1884–5. They
built an 8 inch bore by 14-inch stroke cylinder locomotive for the tramway at
Anderson Brothers’ sawmills, Bullarook.’91

This was followed up when ‘in 1874 a second engine was commissioned from the Union
Foundry.’92
The Phoenix Foundry became a major supplier of locomotives for the Victorian Government
(see Figure 15):
In 1854 a group of iron workers came to the conclusion that, in Ballarat, their
respective trades, offered far more rewards than the goldfields. They included metal
workers, blacksmiths, an iron founder and the key player, Belfast-born engineer
William Shaw. 93

Figure 15. Memorial to Phoenix Foundry, Armstrong Street, Ballarat.

It received its first locomotive order when ‘Rockingham Jarrah Timber company, deciding
that a tramway system was ideal for transporting its timber, called for tenders. The Phoenix
90.
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Foundry was the successful bidder.’94 Butrims and Macartney state that ‘David Syme, the
proprietor of The Age, advocated protectionism [and] followed the construction of these
locomotives closely.’95
The relationship between the growth of the manufacturing industry and tariffs was examined
by Royal Commissioners:
On the 19th April 1882, William Henry Shaw, Phoenix Foundry’s manager of works
gave evidence to the Victorian Royal Commission into Tariffs 1881–1883 sitting in
Ballarat. The commissioners grilled Shaw about the company operations and the
value of tariffs: ‘How many do you employ? About 300 ... what are the average
wages? I am not prepared with details but about £1000 a month to 300 men. Does the
tariff affect your factory? The present tariff has partly created it’. 96

The chairman challenged Shaw: ‘Do you not think that those who have supplied plant at
£10,000 and have increased it to £20,000 in value have done very well?’97 Shaw expressed
outrage at the accusation: ‘You want to catch me upon these questions. I will rise and take
my hat and walk away, and you cannot stop me.’98 The questioning continued: ‘Do you not
think it desirable that some reduction should be made in the protection upon the class of
machinery you are now making considering the fair prosperity you have had?’99 Shaw
dismissed the suggestion: ‘I think at the present time it would be hardly fair to ask us to
compete with the rest of the world.’100
Premier McCulloch articulated his trade policy: ‘I still believe in the principle of free
trade.’101 In Victoria, ‘it is necessary that an alteration of our tariff should be made.’102 The
justification for this policy relies on the seeds of a colonial national spirit: ‘I think it is an
absurdity that trade should be open to such an extent that we should be actually giving a
bonus and protection to foreign countries at their own expense.’103 The shift to protectionism
was based on defending the colony from trade across colonial borders that had been created
in London. He was not only defending the colony against foreign countries but also rival
colonies. In conclusion he informed his audience that while tariffs were important for
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revenue-raising, they should be extended for reasons of protection: ‘We must, of necessity,
raise money from the custom-house, and it will be just a question as to what other articles we
will put them on.’104
Colonial sovereign power was being exercised against imperial policy but in the context of
imperial colonial structures: ‘The AIATSIS map of Indigenous Australia details the language,
social or nation of Indigenous groups’105 The catastrophic impact on these grouping was
further formalised in 1856 with the adoption of the Victorian colonial constitution. It stated:
‘It shall be lawful for the Legislature to impose and levy such duties of customs as it may see
fit on the exportation or importation into Victoria of any goods, wares, and merchandise
whatsoever …’106
A leading opponent of the protectionist movement was George Reid, the future New South
Wales premier and Australian prime minister, who believed that the different views of free
trade shared by Victoria and New South Wales would need to be resolved if the federation of
the colonies was going to proceed. W. G. McMinn states:
Faced with the fact that Victorian protectionists had succeeded in representing
themselves as advanced liberals and enemies of the wealth, Reid constructed an
argument to demonstrate that tariffs, while they might temporarily increase
employment in favoured industries would in the long run both raise prices and lower
wages.107

David Syme, who arrived in Melbourne from Scotland in 1852, spent time on the goldfields
before buying Melbourne’s The Age from his brother in 1856. He played a central role
‘through the medium of his newspaper.’108 Syme ‘directed the policy of several governments
of his state, and the fact that the Commonwealth endorsed a tariff of protection in opposition
to one of free trade was through his strenuous advocacy.’109 His focus was not only on trade
policy but also on the priority of fostering employment and business opportunity after the
high point of the alluvial gold rushes had passed: ‘In the early sixties he advocated the
creation of local industries by restrictive tariffs, and since then, The Age under his
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management, has fought for protection and the encouragement of local industries.’110 The
democratic political implications were noted by critics: ‘Mr Syme was a free trader, his
advocacy and enthusiasm for a high tariff tickled the ears of the working class.’111 The Age
believed that ‘Syme has been rightly called the Father of Protection in Australia.’112 Trade
had become more than commerce as it represented a movement in political power towards
local business employers and employees and against British control.
The trade debate of the 1860s had its roots in hopes articulated over a decade earlier by
Andrew Aldcorn, originally from Argyll, Scotland, who became a member of the Victorian
Legislative Council.113 He had a vision for the colony: ‘We may now form some idea of what
coal may be expected to do for Victoria, or rather what might be expected to do if a spirit of
enterprise reigned amongst our citizens. We have iron in abundance; we have coal to work it;
we have gold to pay expenses; what a brilliant future might be ours.’114 The problem was the
discovery of gold ‘the people of Victoria have become enervated by the seductive influence
of gold.’115 Speculation through investments were to play out over time but the wealth and
population resulting from gold did consolidate the character of the colony. The legacy of
Anderson’s Mill included its industrial heritage:
The waterwheel is of scientific (technical) significance as a product of the Victorian
Foundry at Ballarat. It clearly demonstrates the manufacturing capabilities and levels
of craftsmanship attained by a foundry no more than five years after it had been
established. 116

Protectionism had assisted in the creation of the colony and remained significant after
Federation. The trade debate revealed the power of sectional interests and was an example of
how the voice of some had become louder than others.
Emerging Dominant Culture
A dominant culture need not be imposed by force but can be forged through education. Some
years ago, when I was visiting the library in the Ballarat Mechanics’ Institute, I found a book
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that had been published in the 19th century by journalist William Russell. Fascinated, I took
the book off the shelf and read his first-hand account of the tragedies of the Crimean War.
The room was silent as I was transported through the immediacy of the writing. The colonial
parliament had legislated progressive education policy but like so many of the mechanics’
institutes dotted around the colony, I was learning about events intrinsic to British cultural
history and by so doing becoming a part of that culture.
Together with the Presbyterian Church in the Smeaton district were other Christian faiths: the
Church of England, the Wesleyan Methodist Church and the Roman Catholic Church all had
a presence in nearby Creswick. This mix of religions had drawn from followers from many
parts of Britain who were now living together in local communities. This impacted on
internal divisions and resulted in the reduced tensions as disputes in Britain lost their
immediacy in the colonial setting. The education debate was based on a conflict regarding
institutional authority and power:
The Catholic hierarchy, deeming that all education must have a religious framework,
was determined to develop its own system, bitterly fought the withdrawal of state aid,
and railed against the ‘scheme of Godless compulsory education’. In the context they
stood no chance, and suffered the liberal and Protestant backlash against papal attacks
on liberalism and declaration of papal infallibility. 117

The Syllabus of Errors, a papal encyclical issued by Pope Pius IX in 1864, was a dogmatic
statement that refuted beliefs that were popular in the colony. It rejected the notion that
‘human reason, without any reference whatsoever to God, is the sole arbiter of truth and
falsehood …’118 It opposed as false democratic, secular schooling:
The best theory of civil society requires popular schools open to every class of the
people, and, generally, all public institutes intended for instruction in letters and
philosophical sciences and for carrying on the education of youth should be freed
from ecclesiastical authority, control and inference…119

Pope Pius IX concluded with a broad dismissal of the belief that ‘the Roman Pontiff can, and
ought to, reconcile himself, and come to terms with progress, liberalism and modern
civilisation.’120 These ideas had not been consistent with the dominant colonial narrative that
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had celebrated the industrial revolution and the expanding electoral franchise as signs of the
progress of civilisation.
These philosophical disagreements were heightened by the definition of Papal infallibility
drafted in the First Vatican Council of 1870:
The Roman pontiff, when in discharge of pastor and teacher of all Christians, by
virtue of his Apostolic authority, he defines a doctrine regarding faith and morals to
be held by the Universal Church is, possessed of that infallibility with which the
Redeemer willed that his Church should be in defining doctrine.’121

This assertion was based on the claim of sovereignty over belief that was centred on the
Pope, the Vatican and the divine. In principle and practice, it was a challenge to the
sovereignty of the British Crown. The division produced a schism in schooling practices in
the colony and formed the basis of sectarianism but ultimately reinforced the British heritage
as the dominant culture. The Victorian Parliament was the first Australian legislature to
support free, secular and compulsory education:
In every state school secular instruction only shall be given and no teacher shall give
any other instruction in any state school building and in every school under this Act
… shall be set apart during each school day for secular education. 122

The forms of education varied, with opportunities opening up for adults to participate in
schooling themselves: ‘Victoria saw the creation of more mechanics’ institutes than any other
English-speaking territory’123 during the goldfield era. The Smeaton Mechanics’ Institute was
only one of the many within a short radius. The Creswick ‘institute, established in 1859, had
by 1863, 300 books.’124 The Kingston ‘institute, established in 1860, had by 1870, 2803
visits.’125
Mechanics’ institutes had also been established at ‘Clunes in 1862,’126 at ‘Clementston in
1890, a small mining settlement 2½ miles north of Allendale’127 and at ‘Ullina in 1889, a
social centre for farmers in Ullina, [and] miners employed in the mines of the Berry Deep

121. Bishop Peter J. Elliott, ‘Vatican I and the Doctrine of Infallibility,’ Australian Catholics Bishops
Conference Media Blog. https://mediablog.catholic.org.au/vatican-i-and-the-doctrine-of-papal-infallibility/
122. Victorian Education Act 1872, No. 447.1.
123. Pam Baragwanath and Ken James, These Walls Speak Volumes: A History of the Mechanics’ Institutes in
Victoria (Melbourne: Ken James, 2015), 13.
124. Ibid., 172.
125. Ibid., 311.
126. Ibid., 151.
127. Ibid., 585.
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Leads.’128 The establishment and use of the mechanics’ institutes provided access to
resources and activities that were aligned with British traditions and culture. Mechanics’
institutes were first established in Edinburgh and Glasgow in 1823, with the aim of offering
educational opportunities to working people. In Smeaton, John Anderson took a lead role in
creating inclusive community institutions with a Scottish heritage:
The inaugural meeting of the free library and mechanics’ institute was held at the
Farmers Arms Hotel Smeaton on 25 January 1887. Mr John Anderson was chosen
president. The building opened on 29 September 1887. Items were rendered by the
Smeaton Glee Club. Within a year the building was fully equipped with stage,
permanent seats and a piano. The library was opened on 8 October 1888.129

Many employment opportunities in the financial institutions were filled with staff who had
been educated in Britain. The improvement in schooling better prepared young people in the
colony for positions. The provision of a range of educational opportunities, including the
establishment of the University of Melbourne in 1853, produced skilled professionals who
could compete with British-trained personnel. The ‘sixties recruitment of junior staff in the
colonies was far easier than it had been, and staff had grown numerically.’130 Banking was
becoming a respected vocation: ‘The social standing and acceptability of managers became a
matter of importance. Parkes was, in 1888, insisting that the bank should pay subscriptions
for chief executives to join the leading clubs.’131 The numerous openings of new bank
branches gave many locally educated men the opportunity for upward mobility.
The financial and commercial systems advanced the role of lawyers who could assist their
clients in understanding new legislation and represent them in commercial disputes. In the
early years of the colony, most of the immigrant lawyers had only recently graduated:
Counsel of more than ten years had been called to one of the Inns of Court in London,
or Dublin or to the Scottish Bar. Most immigrant solicitors had the less exalted
training of articled clerks and were regarded by the bench as lower species. The
traditional division remained but this dominance was being challenged. 132

Davison continues:

128.
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130.
131.
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Since 1860 there had been a steady increase in the number of local recruits to the bar:
they comprised 90 per cent of admissions in the boom decade, and by its end they had
swamped the remnant of immigrant pioneers. By 1890, the divided immigrant elite
was outnumbered.133

The class divisions of Britain were being revised as values were transplanted to the less rigid
British colonial society.
The emerging culture in Smeaton, like that of the Victorian colony, had many elements but
the dominant one was the English language. First Nation Peoples and foreign languages had
been eclipsed by the prevalence of English. The Education Act of 1872 specified the
curriculum: ‘First schedule, reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, geography, drill (where
practicable), gymnastics; and sewing and needlework in addition for girls.’134 This core
curriculum was taught, learnt and tested in the English language.
The new arrivals had come from many origins – from Cornwall, 135 from Wales, Scotland,
Ireland, from all over Britain from China, Europe136 and America – all beginning a new life
in this land, where First Nation Peoples rights had been extinguished by statutes passed by
the British Parliament at Westminster. Once here, the challenge for the migrants was to carve
out a place and establish their wealth. Over time, those who had English as their first
language formed the more dominant culture, with greater access to power as different groups
battled to influence the direction of the Colony of Victoria.
The provision of education was a priority in Smeaton, where residents recognised the
importance of educating their children in local schools (see Figure 16). The aim was to pass
on skills and knowledge based on the British culture. Smeaton reflected the early diversity of
colonial policy on school establishment: ‘The National School No. 610 in Smeaton was first
conducted in a part of the newly constructed Presbyterian Church during the last months of
1860.’137 Local community leaders were involved in the developments: ‘On 2nd of July 1861
plans for a new building residence had been gratuitously prepared by John Anderson.’138
Reflecting the changing laws, ‘in 1863 the Smeaton National School became Smeaton
133. Ibid.
134. Ibid., 6.
135. Heritage Council Victoria, ‘Statement of Significance: Berry No.1 Deep Lead Gold Mine,’ Victorian
Heritage Register – H1740, https://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/5506.
136. Jennifer Lorch, ‘Raffaello Carboni (1817–1875),’ in Australian Dictionary of Biography Volume 3, 1851–
1890, ed. Douglas Pike (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1969), 352.
137. Sewell, Smeaton 150 Years, 22.
138. Ibid., 23.
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Common School. No 552.’139 Throughout these years, the education debate raged in Britain
and in the colonies, which resulted in different outcomes.

Figure 16. Education for all: Smeaton Primary School.

In Westminster, the Education Act of 1870 introduced a compromise reform between
competing groups, including unions and churches:
It did not introduce free or compulsory education, but it made both possible. It did not
supersede the voluntary schools, it supplemented them. It brought the state into action
in education as never before. It created school boards, the most democratic organs of
local administration of the century …140

In Britain the entrenched religious interests were able to block reform in contrast to the
bolder initiatives of the colonial decision-makers. The Victoria Education Act of 1872 was
passed in controversy given that it had generated sectarian conflict: ‘Opposition to
government aid to religious schools was the galvanising topic that brought these rivals

139. Ibid., 25.
140. Derek Gillard, ‘Education in England: A History of Our Schools,’ accessed February 10, 2020,
http://www.educationengland.org.uk/history/chapter06.html.
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together. The Catholic Church directly encouraged its congregations to withhold votes from
candidates that supported “godless compulsory education”. 141
In response to this opposition, the legislation made Victoria the first Australian colony (and
one of the first jurisdictions in the world) to offer free, secular and compulsory education.
The Act stated that ‘in every state school, secular instruction only shall be given and no
teacher shall give any other than secular instruction in any state school building.’142 The
Protestant and Catholic churches had maintained the right to manage private religious schools
but ‘all government funding to schools ceased. Most of the religious denominations, with the
exception of the Roman Catholics, allowed their schools to form part of this new system.’143
The ability of the Anglican, Presbyterian and other denominations to achieve consensus
produced an educational structure that encouraged equality of opportunity while entrenching
sectarian division and enshrining the divide between the private and public school system.
The effect of these education policies was experienced in Smeaton, but it was Anderson’s
Mill that highlighted the British intellectual legacy.
The Spirit of Western Engineering
William Fairbairn was born in 1789 in Kelso, which is less than 100 miles from the New
Cumnock family home of John Anderson. His mill texts were contemporary with the opening
of Anderson’s Mill. He was an intellectual mentor to many people such as John Anderson,
who went on to put his theories into practice. A bust stands at the entrance to the Power Hall
display of Beyer and Peacock locomotives at the Manchester Museum of Science and
Industry. The memorial states:
William Fairbairn was a Scottish engineer who came to work in Manchester. His
Canal Street Works in Ancoats made boilers, locomotives and other products. As well
as designing the Lancashire boiler, he invented a riveting machine which greatly
improved boiler manufacture. He is also well known for his design and construction
of mills, and also built bridges and ships.144

John Anderson was trained as a millwright in Glasgow. The idea of a millwright and a mill
becoming more than a production process had emerged in the historical development of
141. National Museum Australia, ‘Defining Moments: Free Education Introduced,’ accessed June 24, 2020,
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/free-education-introduced.
142. Ibid.
143. Ibid.
144. William Fairbairn Memorial Plaque, Museum of Science and Industry, Manchester.
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mills. Fairbairn became a leading civil and mechanical engineer and wrote the standard text
Treatise on Mills and Millwork Parts 1 and 2, 1861 and 1862. In his Treatise on Machinery
of Transmission and the Construction and Arrangement of Mills, Fairbairn’s description of
the role of the millwright had relevance to John Anderson. Much of the original machinery
has been removed from Anderson’s Mill but pulleys remain that were once central to its
operations (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Operations at Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton.

Fairbairn identified the traditional relationship between engineering knowledge and its
importance to industrial production:
The millwright of former days was to a great extent the sole representative of
mechanical art, and was looked upon as the authority in all applications of wind, and
water, under whatever conditions were to be used, as a motive power for the purposes
of manufacture.145

He explained the importance of the millwright to the local community: ‘He was the engineer
of the district in which he lived, a kind of jack-of-all-trades …’146 John Anderson, in
becoming a civic leader, conformed with Fairbairn’s view of a millwright: ‘… there probably
never existed a more useful and independent class of men than the country millwrights.’147

145. William Fairbairn, Treatise on Mills and Millwork: Part I – On the Principles of Mechanism and Prime
Movers (London: Longman, Green, Roberts & Green, 1864), v.
146. Ibid.
147. Ibid., vi.
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Fairbairn was clear that despite changes in technology the millwright ‘… retains his
distinctive appellation, and I hope he will long continue the representative of a higher class of
mechanical artisans, to whom the public are deeply indebted for many of our first and
greatest improvements in practical science.’148 He identified the construction of mills and
their engineering as a step towards a more advanced society: ‘In the early stages of
civilisation, when industrial progress was at a low ebb, and in those days when the whole
population was trained to war, and a miserable system of tillage existed, mills were in little
demand …’149 The thread from Scotland to Manchester to Smeaton, like Fairbairn’s
achievements, was only one element in the comprehensive imperial transference of industrial
knowledge and machinery.
The movement away from alluvial goldmining to quartz reef and deep-lead mining marked
the transformation from gold-digging to public company operations based on capital raising
and engineering. Companies raised finance through shares raised at emerging stock
exchanges. At Ballarat particularly, the cost of development was hard to estimate, and several
mines ran out of capital before the shaft reached the gutter of the deep lead: ‘When this
money had been spent, the directors could call up additional funds or borrow money from a
bank.’150 These institutions, while aiming to avoid speculation, did provide support to the
industry: ‘The majority of companies which applied for an overdraft wanted money to install
engines and crushing machinery.’151 The investment in the mines gave the Victorian
goldfields a permanence: ‘It is indisputable that the generous credit of the banks, many
prosperous Victorian gold towns would have collapsed. The National Bank of Australasia
alone financed the development of what proved to be some of Ballarat’s richest mines, mines
which would have been abandoned but for a timely overdraft.’152
Quartz mining depended on engineering skills and equipment: ‘Hammers and machines such
as crushing mills and stamping batteries.’153 John Anderson was active in establishing wellrespected mining operations, risking financial loss through extensive investment in

148. Ibid., vii.
149. William Fairbairn, Treatise on Mills and Millwork: Part II – On Machinery of Transmission and the
Construction and Arrangement of Mills (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1865), 110.
150. Birrell, Staking a Claim, 98.
151. Blainey, Gold and Paper, 61.
152. Ibid.
153. Bannear, ‘Mining Technology.’
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machinery. The problem was that a well-managed plant did not guarantee a profitable mining
venture loss through extensive investment in machinery:
In October 1872 the Bristol Hill Crushing Plant was started. J. Anderson of Clunes,
was a director and the Anderson family was strongly involved. In 1879 the Advertiser
commented that Mr Anderson and Mr Carnegie, the manager of Bristol Hill
Company, were making a contribution to quartz-mining methods equal in importance
to that which Alexander Watson had made to alluvial mining twenty years earlier.154

There was praise for the social contribution made by this investment. ‘The Bristol Hill
Company was employing seventy-eight miners and paying out £200 per week in wages as
well as buying goods and material.’155 The problem was that a well-managed plant did not
guarantee a profitable mining venture.
The goldmines around Smeaton were deep lead where ‘alluvial deposits in ancient stream
beds were buried beneath younger sediments or primordial lava flows.’156 The miners
managed the issue of underground water by drawing on the British mining engineering
expertise of using pumping machinery:
By 1690, collieries were becoming exhausted; help came in the form of Newcomen’s
steam pump that allowed deeper pits to be kept from flooding. Deeper seems to be
kept drained and ventilated. Steam-pumping engines spread to the North East tin
mines to give a new lease of life to the pits on the Tyne and Wear.157

There are heritage mining sites in Smeaton – for example: ‘the Berry No. 1 Deep Lead Gold
is scientifically important for its illustration of Cornish pumping technology and building
mine design.’158 The Victorian Heritage Register also states that ‘the engine house at Berry
No. 1 mine is a crucial reminder of the move by the mining industry from use of imported
Cornish pumping engines to locally produced engines.’159 The substantial nature of these
sites gave the appearance of wealth but mines adjacent on a deep lead varied in their
profitability, depending on the discovery of gold in the shaft. Engineering achievement could
be confused with commercial viability. This was also reflected in the fate of the Bristol Hill
quartz mine, which closed in 1881: ‘The Anderson brothers had been enterprising and had

154. Betty Osborn and Trenear DuBourg, Maryborough: A Social History, 1854–1904 (Sydney: Dominion
Press – Hedges and Bell, 1985), 213.
155. Ibid.
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spent £34,000 developing the mine from which they gained £20,000 worth of gold.’160 The
faith in the benefits of engineering, particularly the adaptation of steam, was not confined to
mining but became key to colonial expansion.
The expansion of imperial trade was based on the alliance of forces that produced a
sophisticated rail network that linked production areas to ports. The banking system
supported the industrial complex that transferred British engineering technology to the
colonies: ‘Between 1881 and 1885, British investors lent £37,000,000 to four Australian
colonies for railways which, with distances on a vast scale, were frequently uneconomic.’161
The years of growth were facilitated by political confidence, which was expressed in bold
plans:
Gillies, Victoria’s first and longest serving railways minister, had reformed railway
administration. In 1884 he initiated an orgy of new construction, proposing fortyseven new railways, in a Bill that became known as the ‘Octopus Act’ because it
authorised railways in almost every electorate in the colony.162

An interventionist approach was adopted by the colonial government as it shared in the
pursuit of profits:
Parliament added fifteen more lines, making a total of some 1170 miles at a cost of
£6 million, before it passed this Railway Construction Act on 12 December 1884. It
was the most emphatic expression of the boom time mentality in public investment.163

The engineering innovations in their locomotive designs became a cornerstone of
international trade: ‘In the second half of the 19th century, the rail network was expanding
rapidly in the UK and around the world … The company (Beyer, Peacock & Co. Ltd.) built
almost 8000 locomotives, which were shipped globally.’164 The Manchester works continued
to export its product including to Victoria. The local manufacturers were able to receive
government contracts because ‘the policy of the government was to make as much as
possible within Victoria.’165 This enabled the Phoenix Foundry to replicate the British engine
innovations: ‘In the 1870s, Phoenix had built two orders of what became F class engines
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similar to a pattern engine provided by Beyer, Peacock & Co. In June 1884, Phoenix turned
out the first of these locomotives.’166
The character of the colony was forged by the colonial parliament, assisted by the banks,
accumulated capital and British investment to transfer and replicate imperial engineering
technology in order to enhance the growth of trade and industry in the colony.
The imperial endeavour came in different forms. Sometimes ‘Great Britain was involved in a
process of promoting Western civilisation; at others in protecting multicultural relativism.’167
The identity of the colony, as one of ‘Ten Cities That Built an Empire,’168 was based on the
former, while there was destruction rather than ‘protection’ of First Nation People's culture.
The Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880 was a public celebration of industrial
engineering. It associated advances in technology with notions of progress and civilisation.
The speech by the president, the Hon W. J. Clarke, at the exhibition’s opening referenced the
Great Exhibition of 1851 in Britain, which was the ‘happy inspiration of the lamented Prince
Consort, exhibiting the relative progress in those sciences and inventions that constitute the
types of an advanced civilisation. The impulse it gave to trade was immense.’169
Speaking to His Excellency Sir George Bowen, he compared the present with the past: ‘The
place where your Excellency will today lay the foundation stone of a palace of industry was
within a generation part of an unknown forest, in an almost unknown land.’170 This dismissal
of First Nation People's culture and native habitat was followed in words that defined an
imperial view of colonial achievement:
It is now the site of a populous and well-built city, presenting evidence of wealth and
civilisation, taking rank with the foremost cities of the world, and surpassing in any
respects the capitals of ancient and powerful states. The rapid progress of Australasia
is one of the marvels of modern times. Trade and industries manufacture by closely
following the example of the mother-country.171

166. Ibid., 83.
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It was industrial engineering that produced ‘the palace of industry, progress [and]
civilisation.’172 This was achieved in a colony founded on Crown sovereignty based on the
doctrine of terra nullius.
The heritage of the waterwheel at Anderson’s Mill can be traced back to the ancient Romans,
and to Vitruvius in his De Architectura: ‘The Romans introduced vertical waterwheels in the
1st century AD and their basic design has changed very little since then.’173 It was a
significant local product made of iron that incorporated British innovations: ‘Anderson’s
waterwheel was the second largest and second most powerful built before the 1880s. It was
made in the same style as most British waterwheels of the mid-nineteenth century, mainly
developed by the British civil engineer.’174 The origins of the waterwheel were a part of the
Roman engineering system’s use of water. In France, for example, the Romans constructed
an aqueduct to carry water for industrial purposes: ‘Barbegal was an immense flour mill,
dating from the 4th century AD.’175 The construction of canals in Britain became central to
its transport trade network, linking ports, markets and mills: ‘The Bridgewater Canal was the
first modern canal in Britain. The basin and its warehouses among the most brilliant
engineering achievements of the project.’176 These engineering precedents not only provided
knowledge but the sense of scale, confidence and vision required to undertake these massive
infrastructure projects.
The Anderson’s Mill waterwheel necessitated a water race:
Anderson’s Mill was sited to take advantage of Birch Creek. Water was diverted from
the creek via a bluestone weir, 36m (118ft) wide, and located approximately one
kilometre south of the mill. Water travelled to the mill from the weir along a head
race of earth for 800 m, through a masonry-lined tunnel under Alice Street for 30m
and finally along a wrought-iron flume for about 60m.177

The problems of managing the operation had been skilfully planned:
The flow of water was controlled by hand-operated sluice gates at the weir and at
either end of the wrought-iron flume, which had replaced an earlier timber flume.
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After passing through the wheel, water returned to Birch Creek through a 4m deep
masonry-lined tunnel nearly 70m long.178

These forms of water engineering projects were key to the British Industrial Revolution and
were incorporated into Victoria’s colonial industries. The first cast-iron bridge, built in 1781
in Shropshire, England, became a symbol of engineering achievement. In a similar manner,
the waterwheel became a symbol of industrial machinery in Australia through the sustainable
creation of energy. Engineering has been key to industry but it has also paved the way for
social progress. The Anderson’s Mill waterwheel is operated during the National Trust
Anderson’s Mill Heritage Weekend and remains a significant example of a colonial industrial
icon.
To conclude, this chapter analysed the consequential growth of industry and trade in Victoria
that had occurred due to the exogenous stimulus of the gold discoveries from 1851 until the
final decade of the nineteenth century. From the opening of Anderson’s Mill to the land acts,
protection polices, education, and engineering technology, there had been a sense of
advancement in the rapidly developing colony that had become one of richest places on earth
due to the immense amount of gold won there. The forging of an independent sovereign
parliament had produced a level of opportunity within the dominant culture. In a microhistorical sense, this had also been reflected in Smeaton. The roots of colonisation had been
set in place.

178. Ibid.
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Still dreadful news from Paris. The Commune have everything their own way, and
they go on quite as in the days of the old Revolution. April 1871: The wretched
Archbishop, another Bishop, a Cure and sixty-four other prisoners have been shot by
those horrid Communists.1
—Queen Victoria Journal, 27 May 1871

This chapter evaluates the phase of colonial development when conflict between the driving
forces of profit, unity and hope had emerged. Radical ideas from Manchester are examined in
light of the rise of the trade unionism that had occurred in Smeaton and its surrounding
communities. There is evidence of John Anderson’s role in the industrial struggles. The
chapter also considers the impact of the legal reforms on commerce while at the same time
innovations in communication had been transforming imperial finance and trade. The leading
roles that colonial institutions and individuals had assumed facilitated the improvisation of a
local social and artistic culture. Change was in the air. The contest of these ideas produced a
diversity of institutions, ideologies and styles that had been influenced by British thinkers and
events.
Manchester and the Communist Manifesto
Having first read The Communist Manifesto2 in a history class at school, it had never
occurred to me that it had been written in an old library desk in Manchester. Walking into the
upstairs room at the Chatham Library in Manchester, I was not expecting to see the desk
where Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels had sat together to write this call for revolution (see
Figure 18). Their words had created an image of street rebellion, but they wrote them here in
a conservative space, cut off from a city dominated by poverty and the harsh working
conditions of mills dotted along the river. The Communist Manifesto was written in 1847, the
same year John Hepburn was keeping his journal. Smeaton and colonial Victoria did not
share the economic conditions that had been experienced in Manchester, thus The Communist
Manifesto struggled for relevance to workers both locally and within the colony.

1.
2.

Hibbert, Queen Victoria, 225.
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto (1847; repr, London: Wordsworth Editions
Limited, 1987).
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Figure 18. The writing desk used for The Communist Manifesto: Chatham Library, Manchester.

It was a contrast to life in Smeaton. Hepburn wrote of Smeaton Hill, which does provide an
insight into daily life at the time: ‘Jan 3. Men employed thatching haystack. Cold breeze from
S. E. George Dowling lost 80 sheep and did not report them.’3 Day after day there are similar
entries of this pastoral setting:
Smeaton House is on the north side of the creek, surrounded by the beautiful old
forest trees and overlooks the valley of the stream along which, at the bleating of the
pioneer’s sheep, the primeval woodland echoed and re-echoed the first pastoral notes
that awoke the pristine stillness of the Smeaton Hills.4

In 1847, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels had pronounced this warning: ‘A spectre is haunting
Europe – the spectre of Communism.’5 The manifesto was a call to arms: ‘The proletariats
has nothing to lose but its chains. They have the world to win. Working men of all countries,
unite!’6 The perspective from the Chatham Library embraced a city that had been dominated
by poverty and the harsh working conditions of the mills that are dotted along its rivers and
canals. The manifesto looked beyond Manchester as it described the international expansion
of finance and trade: ‘Modern industry has established the world market for which the
discovery of America paved the way. This market has given an immense development to
commerce, to navigation, to communication by land.’7 It also identified the rise of the
bourgeoisie class: ‘This development has, in its time, reacted on the extension of industry;
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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and in proportion as industry, commerce, navigation, railways extended, in the same
proportion the bourgeoisie developed, increased its capital, and pushed into the background.’8
The manifesto lacked relevance to the Smeaton of 1847, but the advocacy of class conflict,
communism and socialism marked a time when there was a clash of political ideas in the
Colony of Victoria.
The significance of Manchester as a financial centre was recognised when ‘in January 1826,
with bank failures and commercial bankruptcies …’9 the Bank of England decided to
establish bank branches in cities outside London: ‘The main objective was to obtain greater
control of paper circulation.’10 The city had become a commercial centre due to the
importation of cotton and its processing in the local mills. The wealth created through cotton
was celebrated in the grand Manchester Town Hall using the Ford Maddox Brown murals in
its great hall (see Figure 19), such as the one depicting John Kay, the Inventor of the Fly
Shuttle and ‘the floor in white mosaic and patterned with bees symbolising industry is
bordered by an interwoven motif representing ropes of spun cotton.’11

Figure 19. Mosaic bee, the emblem of industry: Town Hall floor, Manchester.
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Another political movement that had a strong presence in Manchester did make itself relevant
in the colony. The People’s Charter was launched in Glasgow and presented to the House of
Commons in 1839. The Six Points of Chartism related to electoral and parliamentary reform.
The charter proposed ‘voting for every man over the age of 21, the secret ballot, no property
qualifications, constituencies of equal size and annual parliaments.’12 In contrast to the
Communist Manifesto, it accepted the legitimacy of the sovereign state. Its platform was
transferred to the colonies by its leaders who were sent to the colonies commencing from
1839.
A number of Chartists were transported to Australia for their political beliefs. Others,
were immigrants attracted to Australia by its offer of political autonomy not available
in Britain. Invariably, some found their way to the Victorian goldfields, and through
them echoes of Chartism could be found in the egalitarian attitudes and social
transformation of the goldfields.13

The impact of these ideas became apparent in the colony when the government, led by
William Nicholson, enacted laws to introduce the secret ballot in 1856.
In Manchester, Chartism had been active in the reform of working conditions in factories and
mills:
Practically the birth of the wholesale tailoring industry trade may be said to date from
1850 in Manchester. Chartism had by then come to a head and the frequent exposures
of the ‘sweating’ system had caused several attempts to be made at a cleaner and
better mode of manufacture. Where Manchester led, other towns followed. 14

Engels argued that the ‘Revolution of 1848’15 resulted in a change of position on industrial
reform as ‘English manufactures had to enact the People’s Charter in parliament.’16 This
included key concessions on working conditions, such as ‘the fixing by an Act of Parliament
of their working day.’17
The gold rushes did produce a rebellion, which the Miners’ Federation of Australia described
as significant, but it was not the birthplace of the colonial unions:
12. British Library, ‘The People’s Charter,’ accessed November 19, 2019, https://www.bl.uk/collectionitems/people-charter.
13. Keir Reeves, ‘The Influence of Chartism on the Victorian Goldfields,’ accessed July 14, 2020,
https://www.egold.net.au/biogs/EG00295b.htm.
14. ‘Lancashire Industries: Story of Their Growth,’ Manchester Courier, August 28, 1906.
15. Frederick Engels, ‘Preface to the 1883 German Edition of The Communist Manifesto,’
file:///C:/Users/PC/Downloads/3%20Prefaces,%20Marx%20&%20Engels,%20Communist%20Manifesto.
pdf.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid., 55.
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Unionism had come to the coalmines of New South Wales well before the Eureka
Stockade of December 3, 1854, when the goldminers of Ballarat clashed with soldiers
in a bid to force the abolition of digging licences, as a part of a movement generally
regarded as laying the foundations of Australian democracy and providing the basis
for union development. 18

From the perspective of the Miners’ Federation: ‘The goldminers of Ballarat were not
unionists but independent proprietors.’19 Eureka was a miners’ uprising but its political
ideology was less transparent.
Britain may have disapproved of the miners’ actions, but there colonial response was to
amend the laws: ‘The 1853 Mining Act was repealed in June 1855 to be replaced by an Act
for the Better Management of the Goldfields.’20 The changes introduced a democratic element
into the colonial legal system:
The granting of leases was authorised, as well as the setting up of districts for the
purpose of forming local courts. Each court was to consist of a chairman, who was
the warden of the district, and at least five of the nine other members were to be
elected by the holders of a miner’s right or a lease in the district. 21

This legislative reform – accompanied by the ongoing process of approving a constitution for
a form of democratic, responsible self-rule – moderated local unrest.
The cotton trade, which had been built on slavery, had been key to the rise of Liverpool,
which consequently led to the construction of canals that were used to transport the raw
materials to Manchester: ‘Manchester became the first industrial economy and society in the
world.’22 The industrial growth dominated the conditions in the city: ‘In 1815 Ancoats was
the district with the most cotton mills and the largest number of immigrants. It became one of
the most intensely developed industrial centres in the world.’23 Engels presented a portrait of
Manchester in 1844 before the writing of the manifesto:
In the last-mentioned broad district stand the largest mills of Manchester lining the
canals, colossal six- and seven-storeyed buildings towering with their slender
chimneys far above the low cottages of the workers. The population of the district
consists, therefore, chiefly of mill hands, and in the worst streets, of handweavers.24
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Engels was appalled at how the urban conditions produced by the increased population and
mill operations had created an environment of poverty and disease:
Such is the Old Town of Manchester, I am forced to admit that instead of being
exaggerated, it is far from black enough to convey a true impression of the filth, ruin,
and uninhabitableness, the defiance of all considerations of cleanliness, ventilation,
and health.25

Engels questioned these conditions: ‘That such a district exists in the heart of the second city
of England, the first manufacturing city of the world, the frightening condition of his Hell
upon Earth; but what does that prove?’26 His answer was to identify industry as its cause:
‘Everything which here arouses horror and indignation is of recent origin belongs to the
industrial epoch.’27 The challenge for the colony of Victoria was to develop industry without
producing these conditions. Anderson's Mill and other mills would test and help to form
colonial institutions.
Engels explained that the manifesto was based on an interpretation of history that involved
civilisation progressing through a series of stages. The motion of history assumed ‘that
economic production and the structure of society of every historical epoch necessarily arising
therefrom constitute the foundation for the political and intellectual history of that epoch.’28
The primary role given to economic production enhanced the disregard of Indigenous culture,
which had already been marginalised by the process of colonisation. Marx concluded ‘that
consequently (ever since the dissolution of the primaeval communal ownership of land) all
history has been a history of class struggles …’29 The class struggle, which would result in
the victory of the proletariat, would ‘at the same time forever free the whole society from
exploitation, oppression and class struggles.’30 This analysis was based upon an examination
of history that could be related to the colonisation process but that was not intrinsic to it. The
early forms of industrial development in Smeaton would produce tension and conflict but not
a revolutionary response.
Reform, for communist and socialist movements, became defined by the acceptance of the
key elements of the industrial epoch, which focused on economic liberation rather than social
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
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justice. The focus in Smeaton and surrounding communities would focus on improving
conditions and providing opportunity for advancement within the system. The implications of
imperial sovereignty and colonial dispossession were put aside and absorbed into the
dialectical march of history. In the same way, the Chartists’ path to reform was based on
electoral and parliamentary changes that would give First Nations peoples no rights as they
were not recognised under terra nullius.
The Communist Manifesto outlines a theory of epoch class conflict that results in the
overthrow of the state. In 1885, Engels admitted that events had not turned out as expected
and attempted to explain how economic events had produced a course from that envisioned in
the manifesto: ‘The revival of trade, after the crisis of 1847, was the dawn of a new industrial
epoch.’31 Engels understood that conditions had changed with ‘the repeal of the Corn Laws,
financial reforms, the discovery of the Californian and Australian goldfields, [and] new
means of communication.’32 This transformation of the economy due to the Acts passed by
Westminster meant that the British Parliament rather than communism had initiated change.
Although the Colony of Victoria would export wool to the British mills, it had adopted
protectionism to promote its own domestic workshops that would employ workers and create
wealth.
Engels recognised that Westminster had changed: ‘The Factory Acts, once the bugbear of all
manufacturers, were not only willingly submitted to, but their expansion into acts regulating
almost all trades was tolerated.’33 Debate in Westminster resulted in reforms in the Factory
Acts of 1850 and 1856, which improved working hours and conditions for women and
children.
The role of Parliament as an agent of reform in improving working conditions over time was
adopted in the Colony of Victoria. Chief Secretary Sir Alexander James Peacock, a liberal
protectionist, was assertive in introducing regulations to improve working conditions: ‘The
Factories and Shops Act of 1896, which he introduced as chief secretary, brought him almost
legendary fame …’34 He represented Smeaton, having ‘established his own firm, handling
31. Friedrich Engels, ‘Preface to the 1892 Edition,’ in The Condition of the Working Class in England (1892;
repr., London: Wordsworth Editions Ltd, 1987), 38.
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid., 44.
34. Alan Gregory, ‘Sir Alexander James Peacock (1861–1933),’ in Australian Dictionary of Biography
Volume 11, 1891–1939, ed. Geoffrey Serle (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1983),
https://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/peacock-sir-alexander-james-7994.
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some of the richest Victorian goldmining companies, including the Berry Group.’35 He went
on to become premier of the state of Victoria. He was ‘first elected to the Legislative
Assembly in March 1889 for Clunes and Allendale. Peacock was unopposed in the following
four elections and held the seat for a record forty-four years.’36
The scope of the Factories and Shops Bill presented an insight into the conditions of factories
and revealed a willingness of the government to introduce interventionist regulations that
would affect industry. It included better supervision:
Boards are to be elected to fix the prices to be paid for work minimum wage of 2s 6d.
Owners of factories to keep the same clean and well ventilated. Dilapidated buildings
used as factories may be condemned. Hours of work are limited to ten per day (48 per
week). Limit hours of work of women and boys employed. 37

The focus was on working conditions within the factory and setting standards for non-factory
employment. The changes were not revolutionary but based on a reformist belief ‘that
nothing can be done to better the condition of the outside workers and strike a death blow at
the sweating evil, except the whole of the outside workers are brought under supervision.’38
These actions of a sovereign colonial parliament to address a form of liberalism were not
predicted in the Communist Manifesto. The Communist Party of Australia conceded that
communism had limited influence in the colony:
Within Europe itself, the ideas of Communism took considerable time to spread.
They were advanced ideas even in the most developed capitalism. In Australia, far
behind in capitalist development and far away, they had no discernible influence. No
systematic revolutionary theory of a colonial or semi-developed country had been
advanced.39

The role of machinery was disputed. The communist position stated: ‘In England, capitalism
was developing rapidly.’40 Hill further asserted that ‘instead of machines and machinery
being used for the benefit of workers, machines and machinery were to become their master.
Machines were used for the profit of a handful of owners.’41 An alternative engineering view
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was provided by William Fairbairn in his inaugural address as president of the British
Association in Manchester in 1861:
When I first entered this city in 1814, the whole machinery was executed by hand. …
Now, everything is done by machine tools with a degree of accuracy which the
unaided hand could never accomplish. The automaton or self-acting machine tool has
within itself an almost creative power …42

The question was whether the industrial revolution was a benefit to the worker or if ‘modern
industry has converted the little workshop of the patriarchal master into the great factory of
the industrial capitalist.’43 Anderson’s Mill ‘still contains original machinery.’44 This
included a ‘reel or sieve on the top floor. This removed husks from the oats and was powered
by belts which would have been attached to the pulleys above.’45 This was an example of
machinery innovations improving working conditions.
Engels also asserted that due to the dominance of the manufacturing class, ‘trade unions,
hitherto considered inventions of the devil himself, were now tolerated.’46 In the colonies, the
trade unions that were involved in early conflict evolved into a broad labour movement.
Ultimately, the Reform Act of 1832 changed the balance of accountability as the electoral
franchise began its own process of increased participation by citizens. It was, however, the
growth of the trade unions in key colonial industries that changed the political landscape. The
struggle over working conditions was present in Smeaton as unions gathered support for
industrial action.
W. G. Spence, Unions, Miners and Shearers
A history of the Australian Council of Trade Unions makes this point about the colonial
union movement: ‘Its founders had been British, but the movement had developed
distinctively Australia standards, expectations and methods.’47 The colonisation process,
again, had been driven by the gold discoveries as British unionists arrived in the colony: ‘The
greatest numbers settled in Victoria, where gold was more plentiful and lasted longer. There

42. Charles Singer, E. J. Holmyard, A. R. Hall, and Trevor I. Williams, eds., A History of Technology Volume
V (London: Oxford University Press, 1958), 636.
https://electricscotland.com/history/other/fairbairn_william.htm
43. Marx and Engels, The Communist Manifesto, 10.
44. Parks Victoria, Anderson’s Mill, 19.
45. Ibid.
46. Marx and Engels, The Communist Manifesto, 44.
47. Jim Hagan, The History of the ACTU, Longman Cheshire 1981. xi.
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coming transferred to Australia the experience of the British working men and women that
had accumulated in the first half-century of the Industrial Revolution.’48 The boom years had
also produced opportunity: ‘Those working people who came from Britain to Australian
colonies in the 1850s found prospects and achievements in their new country very
different.’49 This was true of Smeaton and surrounding areas as unionists shared a common
cause: ‘They looked to their unions to help them shape a better life.’50 This ambition would
require struggle which went on to form the foundation of the Australian labour movement.
The experience of local unionism in Victoria’s goldfield townships helped form the William
Spence strategy of united action, which, although fiercely confronted by opponents, remains
present today. I was able to find the Shearers’ Union rule book in the Noel Butlin archives
but not the Australian Miners’ Union rule book. It was a personally signed edition by Spence
and other officials who advocated a utopian solidarity. It was clear that the unions supported
a change in the system but that their worldview and method of activism was being affected
by a range of political influences.
In Smeaton and the surrounding district, the union movement had evolved based on the ideas
from the Communist Manifesto. Marx argues that ‘with the development of industry, the
proletariat not only increases in number; it becomes concentrated in greater masses, its
strength grows, and it feels that strength more.’51 Marx continues: ‘… the workers begin to
form combinations (trade unions) against the bourgeoisie.’52 Their focus was not revolution
rather ‘… they club together to keep up the rate of wages; they found permanent associations
in order to make provisions beforehand for these occasional revolts.’53 The union leader who
challenged John Anderson and other local employers was Spence, who emigrated as a child
from Orkney in 1852.
Spence became an industrial organiser with a focus on miners and shearers. He ‘was the
driving force in launching the Bendigo Amalgamated Miners’ Association in 1872, which
met success in winning the eight-hour day.’54 In 1874, he was behind ‘a strike of Clunes’
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miners for the right to have Saturday afternoons off.’55 Ross continues: ‘About 1000
unionists and a contingent of irate women assembled, and the scabs and police were forced to
retreat to Ballarat.’56 This conflict was recognised as a significant victory for union action:
‘The Clunes action is generally regarded as providing the stimulus for the foundation in 1874
of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association.’57 This was achieved at a ‘conference held in
Bendigo [where] they adopted rules based on those of the National Miners’ Association of
Great Britain.’58
This imperial connection could be traced to coalmining regions, such as in Northumberland
and Durham, where miners united to due to poor working conditions (see Figure 20):
Conditions for coalminers became so intolerable that the workers were driven to
unite. Northumberland and Durham miners went on strike in 1810. It took the
Masters seven weeks to starve them into submission. The ring leaders were arrested
and families evicted by bailiffs guarded by troops.59

Figure 20. Coalmine complex: Beamish, the Living Museum of the North, Durham.

The Hunter River Miners’ Association ‘decided at the end of 1885 to join up with the
A.M.A.’60 and they ‘maintained contact with the union in Britain and in 1879 sent £375 to
Durham miners to assist them in a struggle against a reduction in earnings and attacks upon
55.
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their union.’61 This financial support to and from British unions was maintained throughout
the life of the colony.
British trade unions had emerged in coalmining districts where working conditions were poor
(see Figure 21): This union culture was brought by miners to the colonies of Australia:
‘Coalmining unions based on counties were in existence in the British Isles early in the
century, so it is not surprising that the “old country” miners who took over in Australia from
the convicts were soon looking beyond their mates and allies.’62

Figure 21. Coalmining working conditions: Beamish, the Living Museum of the North, Durham.

61. Ibid., 49.
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Spence drew on the imperial experiences but advocated a reforming vision: ‘He was an
apostle of “new unionism”. Spence emphasised the limitations of the craft form of
organisation and called for amalgamations to build industrial unions, raising workers
standards … as a way of achieving socialism by peaceful means.’63 This political agenda
included legislative reform on mining ventilation and inspectors – ‘changes so essential to
true progress and development of all that is best in humanity.’64
Spence was a Creswick borough councillor as well as an officeholder with the ‘… Creswick
Presbyterian Church and in the 1880s preached with the Primitive Methodists and the Bible
Christians.’65 The strength of a miner’s community is represented at the Beamish Museum in
Durham, where the Pitt village exhibits ‘Hetton Silver Band Hall, which celebrates, the
colliery brass band’66 alongside mining a sinkers’ bait cabin, communal bread oven and a
cooperative and a lamp cabin. This mining culture influenced the deep-lead goldfield
townships in Victoria.
John Anderson, as chairman of local goldmining companies such as ‘Smeaton Reserve
United Gold Mine,’67 was involved in negotiations with Spence and the Creswick branch of
the A.M.A., which was formed in 1878. Spence presented details regarding his connection to
Smeaton in his Review of the First Ten Years of the Creswick Branch, which had been written
by him as the secretary and published in August 1888. These recollections include details of
his actions in Smeaton that have not been included in his later memoirs:
Like many other branches, this association was called into existence to resist a
reduction of wages. On the first discovery of gold at Spring Hill, very fair wages
were paid. However, when the Ballarat influence controlled some of the mines,
wages were brought down to Ballarat rates; unless they agreed to a reduction, the
ground would not be worked and they would be thrown out of employment. In July
1878, notice was given to men employed in Cameron’s and Dyke’s companies’ mines
that on the following fortnight wages would be reduced to 6s 8d per shift, or two
pounds a week. 68

Spence continues: ‘A meeting was called for Thursday, 11th July 1878, and was held in Mr.
Dibdin’s Speculation Hotel, then in the corner of the Baron paddock, at the head of
63. Ibid., 49.
64. Spence, Australia’s Awakening, 51.
65. Creswick Naturally, ‘Creswick, a Living History: W. G. Spence,’ accessed March 12, 2020,
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66. Eley, Beamish, 30.
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Broomfield Gully, with Mr Dibdin acting as secretary.’69 Spence was elected as chairman.
His review of the branch history records that he ‘suggested that a strong protest should be
entered against the proposed reduction, and that miners in other districts should be warned by
advertisement that a strike was pending.’70 Spence was appointed as secretary: ‘A very large
meeting was held in the Temperance Hall, Creswick. The meeting was an enthusiastic one,
and resolutions were passed that the miners of the district bind themselves together to oppose
the reduction of wages.’71 The protest had helped form the union structure and policies:
‘Rules were drafted and adopted by Victorian miners, which included the principle of an
accident fund together with that of a trades union, afterwards made compulsory on all
branches of the A.M.A.’72
Spence continues:
At meeting of the branch, held on 29th July 1882, the advisability of asking for an
increase of wages was discussed, and it was agreed that the directors of the various
mines should be asked to grant an increase of sixpence per shift. Messrs W. G.
Spence, J. Sampson, W. Tainish, T. Phillips, and B. G. Richards were appointed
delegates with instructions to meet directors in conference. The directors of the
various mines met, and the delegates from the branch laid the case before them.
Subsequently the directors again met and appointed the following gentlemen as a subcommittee to meet the representatives of the Association in conference – viz, Messrs
H. Gore, J. English, J. Randell, J. Parkin, J. Magor, J. Anderson and T. J Dibdin.73

A process of direct negotiation between mine directors and unionists had commenced. The
representatives ‘met on the 28th August, and the following offers were submitted by
representatives of the mine owners.’74 These covered eight points: the ‘alteration of Rule 47,
so that the contracts could be entered into.’75 There was the comprehensive coverage of a pay
rates for a range of mining positions: ‘facemen, truckers, boys of 15, ‘head machine men,
labourers, bracemen, platmen and engine drivers.’76 There was a further humane issue:
‘Suggestions were also made that the association should adopt a clause admitting only
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competent men as members; also providing for old men by allowing them to work at lower
wages.’77
There was not total agreement: ‘It will be seen that had the above been accepted, there would
have been a great gain to the majority of the members.’78 There was, however, a genuine
understanding between the parties: ‘The branch delegates, however, entered into a discussion
with the representatives of the mining companies, and, after a conference lasting over three
hours, succeeded in gaining an agreement.’79 John Anderson and W. G. Spence would have
been key players in resolving the potential conflict:
This conference, and the good spirit exhibited towards the Association by the mine
owners, together with the raising of wages, established amicable relations between
employers and workmen, and put an end to the slight feeling of bitterness engendered
at the time the Association was first established.80

The form of conciliation with local employers, such as John Anderson, was in contrast with
the militant national struggle between unions and employers that would occur in the future.
It was the scope of union power over its members that challenged employers. The source of
this power for the Amalgamated Shearers’ Union was based on its rule book and Spence new
it. The revised 1887 version of the General Rules was personally signed by ‘William Guthrie
Spence President, David Temple, Secretary’ and five other union members and stated that
‘communications may be addressed to the office of the union at Albert Street, Creswick’81
where Spence and Temple were headquartered: ‘The Society shall be governed by a
President.’82 The rule book said that ‘branches of the union may be formed in any colony’83
but they must act ‘in accord with these rules.’84 This turned the individual shearer into a
member of a united fighting force that was committed to taking on the employers.
The rule book’s preface claimed that ‘experience has proved that all privileges the working
classes enjoy have been gained through and by their trade unions.’85 The driving force of
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unions was perceived as collective action: ‘As disunited individuals, they are at the mercy of
their employers, but united they can obtain all that is just and right.’86 Obedience to ‘rules’
meant that ‘peace and concord arise, which animate the members to union and friendship, the
cultivation of brotherly affections, and mutual regard for each other’s welfare.’87 This sense
of an united group, sharing values within a community is consistent with liberal and religious
notions of an ordered civil society.
The ‘working rules’ gave the authority to approve the employment to the union head office:
‘Sheep owners shall engage all shearers required, through the office of the union, in the
colony and district in which they are residents, and may send a list of names of members they
wish to engage.’88 The principle of unity was translated in practice to the compulsory
unionisation for the workforce. This was a significant bid for power at the expense of the
sheep owners and management. The rule was enforced by the local branch as the unionist
must be able to present a ‘certificate’ to the ‘union representative’89 as evidence that ‘the
member is financial.’90 Power was delegated to branch level to the union representatives and
committees but the union executive determined the wages and conditions: ‘No member shall
shear under a minimum price in each colony.’91 The threat of the boycott or strike had altered
the balance of the power relations between the employer and the employee.
This was a significant bid for power at the expense of the sheep owners and management.
The rule was enforced by the local branch, as the unionist must be able to present a
‘certificate to the Union Representative’92 as evidence that ‘the member is financial.’93 Power
was delegated branch level with union representatives and committees but the union
executive determined the wages and conditions: ‘No member shall shear under a minimum
price in each colony.’94 The threat of the boycott or strike had altered the power relations
between the employer and the employee.
The role of the union branch was formalised by the setting up of a union representative and a
committee: ‘In all sheds, the members, before commencing work, shall elect one of their
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number as union representative; and in all where 10 or more men are employed, four
members shall be elected, to act with the representative as a committee.’95 This empowered
the branch to make decisions, consistent with union policy, which was binding on all
members: ‘Should any member refuse to be guided by the decision of the committee, it shall
be in the power of the majority of members working in the shed to expel said member.’96 It
was the duty of the local branch to enforce a veto over employment of any shearer
unacceptable to the union: ‘No persons, other than the shearers engaged to shear in said shed,
shall shear any sheep, in any shed, without the previously obtaining the sanction of the
Committee and the majority of the members working in the shed.’97 The rule book granted
the union management prerogative at the expense of employer rights, which in the 1890s
resulted in industrial conflict over freedom of contract.
W.G. Spence gave a moral purpose to industrial action. He described unionists as ‘heroes and
heroines. It is the mentally strong and intelligent who are unionists and fight battles which
lead to lasting good. His fights are against injustice and wrong.’98 This perspective shared
only a passing reference to First Nations peoples and then in the context of the ‘settlement in
Australia.’99 His narrative on occupation accepted imperial sovereignty: ‘At first it was
merely a convict settlement under English rule. The Aboriginal race was a comparatively
weak one, and gave little trouble to the pioneers.’100 He had limited knowledge of Indigenous
culture: ‘When the white man came to Australia, he found possession in the Aboriginal
squatter, whose runs were tribal and whose stock were kangaroos and opossums.’101 The
consequences of the doctrine of terra nullius and the loss of native land was noted but not
from a political or moral perspective: ‘The white man gave no consideration of the black
man’s rights, but drove him off, took up enormous areas, and stocked them with cattle and
sheep.’102 The Spence autobiography makes no further reference to the Traditional Land
Owners and their rights. His years of struggle for change was a vision that did not encompass
the fate of First Nations peoples.
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The evidence that John Anderson and Spence met in a conference to reach an agreement on
working conditions revealed how the influence of British unionism had been translated into
colonial practice in Smeaton.
Company Law: Boom and Bust
The evolution of British company law formed the basis of colonial company law, which itself
was modified after being tested by the cycle of boom and bust. The East India Company had
been the most significant company in the British Empire and set a precedent for all future
commerce.
The search of the site of the former East India Company at Leadenhall Street in London ends
at the glass entrance of the modern head office of Lloyd’s of London. The East India
Company is no more. No other company rivalled its experience of the cycle of boom and
bust. The East India Company, which had been formed by Royal Charter, founded the
Empire in India, survived turbulent financial, political and military upheavals before totally
collapsing and losing all that it had accumulated. The colonisation of Victoria trialled a
different form of sovereignty. The colonial state had been separated from a commercial
entity, and the colonial office had been promoting service based on merit. The question was
how would this model of sovereignty manage a boom-and-bust cycle?
The Anderson brothers were astute in their use of company law to enhance their commercial
interests. Smeaton shared in the opportunities opened up by changes to commercial law and
financial practices. The decision to establish a new flour mill in Smeaton in 1861 commenced
when ‘a motion was passed (15 February) that Mr Miller, Mr John Anderson, Mr Clark, Mr
Kirk, Mr McAlpine and Mr Curtis select a site, draw up a prospectus, and report on the
probable cost of establishing a mill.’103 The adoption of joint stock company structure was
affirmed when ‘a week later the committee had agreed to form a joint stock mill.’104 This
proposal had a local community element but it did not come to fruition. By the end of March
1861, the committee of the Farmers Joint Stock Mill had agreed that the mill when built
would not be let out.’105 This proposal lapsed and the Anderson brothers – John, William, and
Thomas Craig – agreed to adopt a partnership company structure: ‘The outcome was that the
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Anderson brothers announced that they had purchased the land from the Joint Stock Mill
company and intended to erect their own mill.’106 In itself this was not unusual as ‘sole
traders and partnerships were by far the most common forms of business organisation,’107 and
the fact that both NSW and Victoria had introduced early forms of company structure was not
unusual.
The consequence of this company structure was to make John Anderson the head of the
Anderson’s Mill operation. This was revealed in the deed of settlement that transferred land
to the Anderson brothers by David Anderson months prior to his death (see Figure 22). The
detailed document, produced by Harston Act Law Stationers, describes ‘carrying on business
in partnership as Anderson Bros.’108

106. Ibid., 39.
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Evolution (Melbourne: Melbourne University Law Review, 2007), 2.
108. ‘Deed of Settlement,’ Anderson files, University of Melbourne Archives.
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Figure 22. David Anderson, Deed of Settlement: University of Melbourne Archives.

It outlined the share allotment, which was ‘in unequal shares; namely two-elevenths parts of
me the said David Anderson; three-elevenths parts of the said John Anderson; two-elevenths
of the said James Anderson; two-elevenths of the said William Anderson; two-elevenths of
the said Robert Anderson.’109 The legal formality of this deed of settlement, ‘signed David
Anderson 17th day of September in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
seventy-seven. Signed and sealed and delivered by the above name David Anderson,’110 is
evidence of their access to and use of specialist legal advice.

109. Ibid.
110. Ibid.
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The partnership structure of the Anderson Bros provided advantages in terms of the raising of
capital: ‘The partnership form was the optimal legal platform for a debt-financed business.’111
This meant that ‘each partner was jointly and severally liable for the debts of the firm, and
thus the pool of collateral available to firm creditors included the personal assets of
partners.’112 The implications of this obligation would be tested after the death of John
Anderson and the financial state of the Anderson Bros’ accounts was revealed. The
ownership of Anderson’s Mill was based on British legal principles that had been adopted by
the colonies: ‘The introduction of English legislation was probably inevitable in light of the
important economic role played by several companies. These economic factors reinforced the
cultural tendency to follow English law and customs.’113 The British industrial revolution
sponsored innovations in company law, which in time were modified by colonial
circumstances. This amounted to a form of imperial domination as ‘Australian company law
is an example of the transplantation of English law,’114 but for the Anderson Bros, it provided
the formal certainty of control and capital that was essential for the establishment of their
commercial operations at Anderson’s Mill.
The changes to Victorian mining law were a response to the needs of quartz deep-lead
companies:
The introduction of companies’ legislation in Victoria in 1864 broadly coincided with
the beginning of a goldmining boom … This legislation facilitated company
formations in the goldmining industry, and this in turn was a significant factor in the
development of this key industry and the enormous wealth it generated. Moreover,
the introduction of the no liability company in 1871 was an innovative response to the
requirements of the goldmining industry and occurred at a time of significant
expansion in gold output.115

These changes encouraged investment as it lowered the risk while providing the movement of
finance from company to company based on the shifting view of market for mining shares.
This was because under the ‘No-Liability Act 1871, shares were to be forfeited for non-
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payment and companies could not be sued for any further calls. Within a few years most
mining companies were of this type.’116
The mining boom attracted many to the share market, which transformed it into a more
democratic institution: ‘There was in those days no sharp distinction between wage earners
and shareholders; indeed, hundreds of miners were themselves shareholders and, having
inside knowledge, were in a better position to speculate than most members of the public.’117
Activity took place in Ballarat at
‘… the corner. From the mid-1850s, on the dusty road in front of Ballarat’s Unicorn
Hotel in Sturt Street. Here on a daily basis the miners gathered to exchange their gold
claims for cash. The prospect of a quick fortune had been opened up to many in the
community. On any given day at the Corner mining deals were done on a handshake
and anyone could participate. Capital could be secured from various mining agents.
By 1860, men most days numbered in their hundreds.’118

The flow of money through this impromptu market place soon became an institution: ‘Within
a few years the regular participants assumed the title of share brokers, modelling themselves
on their British counterparts and loosely adopting the rules of the London Stock Exchange. It
was essentially Australia’s first stock exchange.’119 This led to the formation of ‘the Ballarat
Stock Exchange 1881 in the Unicorn Hotel and the Royal Stock Exchange.’120 In time ‘the
Ballarat Stock Exchange, Finance and General Agency Company Limited was formed and
opened at the new mining exchange in Lydiard Street.’121 The refinement of the law had
given opportunity to many in the mining industry who had made some money, which
included miners. This was in contrast to the British miners, who usually experienced harsh
conditions with little reward:
Until 1872 all of the miners of Northumberland, Cumberland and Durham were
employed under the hated Bond system whereby they contracted their lives away
each year to a master in return for a bounty. The system was a legalised temporary
serfdom. 122

The fundamental legal innovation was the linking of capital raising to a company structure:
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The idea of a joint stock company was one of Tudor England’s most brilliant and
revolutionary innovations. A stock company could bring in passive investors who had
the cash to subscribe to a project but were not themselves involved in running of it.123

This created a market for exchange as ‘such shares could be bought and sold by anyone, and
their price could rise or fall depending on demand and the success of the venture.’124
The Bank of Australasia was established by Royal Charter; the National Australasia bank was
based on a deed of settlement and private legislation. The Colony of Victoria adopted but
modified British commercial legislation: ‘The Companies Statute 1864 was based on the
English Companies Act of 1862. By 1862, the controls found in earlier English companies’
legislation had been abandoned, and the Companies Statute 1864 was facilitating rather than
regulatory in character.’125 This led to the establishment to a range of joint stock financial and
land institutions. The flaws in the colonial legislation meant that a lack of transparency
facilitated corruption. For example:
The facts which lay behind the formation of a company were easily concealed from
those who were invited to invest in it. In particular, land companies were sometimes
formed to acquire properties from their directors or promoters at large profits, the
facts of the directors’ interest not being revealed to investors.’126

At best, these loopholes encouraged speculation rather than prudential investment. Edmund
Parkes, superintendent of the Bank of Australasia, gave evidence to the ‘Victorian Royal
Commission into Banking Laws 1884/7.’127 He expressed concern at the misuse of the term
‘bank’:
I can assure you it is a very grave matter, I might just mention that I passed an
institution, which shall not be named, but it has a name in front as a permanent
building association: but on the wall I see written ‘deposit Bank and Savings
Bank’.128

He warned that the government ought to act: ‘I have no doubt the government might
prosecute that institution but they do not. There, you see, there is, in bold letters, something
which is not the title of the company, and we know it is going on, and high rates are paid.’129
123. Ibid.
124. William Dalrymple, The Anarchy: The Relentless Rise of the East India Company (London: Bloomsbury
Publishing, 2019), 7.
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He referenced reckless commercial practices: ‘Several are paying 7½ per cent now, while the
banks are paying 5%. It must mean disaster to somebody.’130 The Royal Commission and
Parliament dismissed his evidence and it was only after the banking crisis of 1893 that
relevant legislative amendments were made to law. Company law had provided commercial
expansion but increased risk.
The events culminating in the land boom and banking crashes were a prelude to the
legislative reform of company law: ‘After a period of deadlock between the Victorian Houses
of Parliament, a change of government in 1894 resulted in Isaac Isaacs becoming attorneygeneral with a strong commitment to company law reform.’131 His program was aimed ‘to
address the misconduct that had arisen during the land boom and crash. He introduced a
company’s bill in 1894 and after the usual protected debates and deadlocks between the
Houses, it was ultimately passed in a reduced form at the end of 1896.’132 This meant that the
colony emerged from a period of crisis with a consolidated and stable commercial
framework: ‘The excesses of the land boom led to innovative reforms, which gave Victoria
the most advanced disclosure and investor protection legislation in the common law
world.’133 Lipton states that ‘the colony had adapted its company law based on experience
and circumstances.’134 The consequence was the successful operation of companies that
flourished after Federation and became associated with Australian invention.
One such company had Smeaton as its origin:
It was around this time in 1903 when events would culminate in the establishment of
what would become one of Ballarat’s premier manufacturing industries, Ronaldson
Bros & Tippett Limited ... The Ronaldson Brothers were raised on the family farm at
Smeaton; more than likely this rural background may have fostered Dave’s interest in
agricultural machinery production. 135

They were located near Anderson’s Mill: ‘Mr and Mrs John Ronaldson had a block of rich
chocolate land on the bank of Birch’s Creek.’136 Like the Andersons, they had emigrated to
the colonies: ‘They came to Melbourne in the White Star ship in the fifties. Their oldest son,
Ada, was appointed inspector of mines, and his brother, David, was one of the partners of the
130.
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firm of Messrs Ronaldson and Tippett, agricultural engineers.’137 Its history and machinery
have become an icon of industrial farming heritage. The company that had its origins in
Smeaton had grown to become a symbol of Australian manufacturing on the world stage: ‘By
1927, Ronaldson Bros and Tippett were the largest engine manufacturing plant in the
Southern Hemisphere, producing the famous Austral engines and tractors.’138
In a similar manner, Anderson’s Mill waterwheel was remembered in 1937 as ‘still doing the
same work for most of a century.’139 Today, after 75 years of constant use, ‘ “our old friend”
is still groaning on, efficient as ever.’140 It had become a part of the Smeaton colonial
heritage. The Anderson’s Mill business continued its operations until 1957. These companies,
which had become key to local communities, had been based on company law, which had
been forged in the traumatic final years of the colony. The Anderson’s Mill business
continued its operations until 1957: ‘It has seen droughts, and floods, prosperity and lean
times and has been seen many people come and go.’141 What did change during the colonial
era was the speed by which ideas could travel due to innovations in technology that linked
Smeaton directly to the Empire.
The Post and the Telegraph
The Australasia Bank head office became the centre for communication as Parkes adapted to
the changing technology, balancing his regular mail reports alongside the speed of the
telegram as it shot brief messages throughout the colonies to London and to other parts of the
world. The bank, at the corner of Collins and Queen streets, Melbourne, was opened in 1876
and designed by Joseph Reed. It was strategically placed in Melbourne’s financial district.
The race was on as money transactions criss-crossed internationally in search for profit.
The Smeaton post office opened on 21 June 1861, thus linking the township directly with the
world through the postal service. The region itself had been mapped by Major Mitchell in his
Australian Felix 1836 expeditions, but the locality was a small piece in the tapestry of the
British Empire. When I walked on the Greenwich Museum’s world floor map, it was possible
to identify each port that linked Britain, Hong Kong, India and Singapore to the Australian
137. Smeaton Centenary Committee, Smeaton Centenary, 21.
138. ‘Former Ronaldson Bros and Tippett Factory Demolished,’ The Courier, December 12, 2016,
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colonies. The movement of mail traced the geopolitical strategic structure of the Empire and
was key to facilitating the exercise of British sovereignty. The mail delivery routes
themselves were only made possible by Britain’s naval supremacy and imperial land
occupation.
The Australian colonial mail service was delivered via the various contracts that had been
awarded to the Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Company. The sailing ships were,
over time, replaced with steam-driven ships. The opening of the Suez Canal transformed the
international movement of mail from Britain to Singapore and then onto the Australian
colonies. This involved not only the effectiveness of Britain’s diplomatic policies with Egypt
but also the establishment the Straits Settlement as a Crown colony on 1 April 1867 (see
Figure 23):
Australia was the obvious addition to P&O’s existing routes. In 1850, work began on
the construction of Keppel’s wharf in Singapore, which functioned as a transshipment port, but it was not until 1853 that the Singapore–Australia mail contract
was officially awarded to P&O in a hard-won battle. 142

Figure 23. British clubs established in Singapore to accompany the imperial trade.

This was achieved by the government transferring the Straits Settlement from Calcutta to
Singapore:
In 1869, the Suez Canal opened the link with the Red Sea with the Mediterranean,
meaning ships no longer had to make the lengthier and much riskier voyage round the
Cape of Good Hope. Singapore remained the primary coaling and refitting station for
steamships from across the whole of south-east Asia, and most ocean-going liners
142. P&O Heritage, ‘Terra Australis,’ accessed May 23, 2020, http://www.poheritage.com/our-history/timeline.
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berthed at the port on their way from Europe, via India, to the Far East or to Australia
and New Zealand. Singapore was developing an important station in an imperial
network of submarine telegraph lines. Submarine telegraphy made possible the
prompt circulation of market information and electronic the transfer of capital that
gave birth to the whole enterprise of modern banking.143

The P&O mail service was essential to the exercise of Crown sovereignty, finance and trade.
Frank Scudamore, a senior official at the Royal Mail, recommended that the financial terms
of an agreement with ‘the P&O question cannot be dealt with on commercial principles
because the conditions of the postal service compel the contractors to disregard commercial
principles.’144 The operation of the mail service was in the national interest: ‘For the sake of
keeping up such communication with the East as the Nation requires, (the post office) must
set commercial principles in defiance, and, cost what it may, the Nation must either pay
(P&O) what they lose (on handling mail services) or forego the communication.’145 The
company maintained the colonial mail contract, thereby linking its history to the fate of the
Empire.
The discovery of gold changed the demographics of the Colony of Victoria, which produced
a greater demand for mail services. The Victorian Government responded with improved
infrastructure as state post offices were constructed to manage the increased flow of mail
from around the diggings. The Creswick Creek Post Office was established in September
1854, rebuilt in 1862, and then added to in 1887: ‘If the recipient lived at a fixed address,
they could arrange for the post to be delivered; if this was not the case, then a post office
would be given as the address and the recipient would pick up the mail themselves.’146 This
opened up the postal system to the Smeaton community prior to the establishment of a local
post office. Mail would travel by horse, bullock, or camel, but ‘it wasn’t until Cobb & Co
began a run between Bendigo and Melbourne in 1854 that mail delivery began to
improve.’147 Finally, the system became more efficient when steam trains began transporting
the mail.
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The letters between family members who were separated by the gold discoveries conveyed
the personal experiences of the miners. Noah Dalway wrote to his mother in Belfast on 10
December 1852, describing his sense of loss:
I sometimes feel that I shall never more see you all … it is now that I feel the loss of
you all and of a home where, had I been what was required of a son, I might be now
happy in that home without any care, anxiety or laborious work …148

The hopes of a better life in the colonies had been replaced with despair:
This Australia, dear mother, is most falsely represented: … thousands come thinking
to get a fortune in a few months but alas what a mistake they make and the goldfields
again which contain so many thousands, what are they doing, barely making a
living.149

Such letters were key to maintaining family relationships and helped to form an portrait of
the colony for those in Britain.
Communication was also conveyed by British newspapers, which would publish stories from
the goldfields. The Glasgow Herald had an Argus report dated 27 September 1853, including
a letter from Ballarat: ‘It may be safely asserted that Eureka, if not now, will soon become the
El Dorado of Victoria.’150 The reporter concluded with a glowing view of the colony: ‘We
think that it is not an unwarrantable assumption to claim the Colony of Victoria with the
honour of being the richest goldfield in the world.’151 This exchange of information was
taking place as many British readers were themselves making then decision to emigrate to the
goldfields.
The role and function of the post office emerged in Britain during the rule of Oliver
Cromwell when the Postage Act had been made law in 1657. The purpose of the post office
was ‘to maintain a certain and constant intercourse of trade and commerce and to discover
and prevent many and dangerous and wicked designs.’152 It was through the transmission of
imperial decisions that the colony formed itself into a ruling state.
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Over time the Australian colonies debated communication policy at ‘the many intercolonial
conferences held from the late 1850s on postal, telegraph and cable matters.’153 This involved
‘the separate Australian colonies agreeing or, just as often, disagreeing about the alternative
overseas mail steam-shipping routes during the 1850s, ’60s, and ’70s.’154 Political leaders
continued to work towards a national system when in ‘the early 1870s until the end of the
century, engaging in a mixture of co-operation and rivalry over the expanding intercolonial
telegraph network and possible links to international cable routes into Australia.’155
The hierarchy of command meant that the colonial superintendent at the head office (394
Collins Street, Melbourne), Edmund Parkes, was accountable to the London Court of
Directors for the bank. Parkes wrote detailed reports regarding branches and banking issues
throughout the Australian colonies and New Zealand: ‘A letter went across Europe to
Brindisi by packet boat to Alexandria, overland to Suez and thence by sea, a saving of several
weeks on what was still a long trip.’156 The delay of around six months between the written
report and the Court’s response empowered Parkes but meant that, ultimately, authority
remained in London.
Parkes asserted his authority as a leader in the colonial financial sector. The ‘head officers
and Boards of Directors in London, carried on their business 12,000 miles away from the
colony.’157 They ‘had to send instructions, advice and admonition to staff in distant branches
in the knowledge that what they wrote was based on information several months old and
would not to be read for several months more.’158 Given this situation, ‘Parkes took up the
opportunity to initiate action. His reports met the condition that it was necessary to explain
policy and to give reasons in ways which would not have been necessary for a bank operating
in a small country or a single centre.’159 He did so by outlining in minute detail operations
that involved numerous Australian and New Zealand bank branches. This meant that the
London court played catch up to the expansionist vision pursued by Parkes.
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By 1890, the telegraph had come to Smeaton. It was listed in the ‘Appendix Q. Postal
Telegraph Lines Victoria.’160 It showed that ‘the route continues from Melbourne to Kyneton,
through Trentham Railway Station to Daylesford and onto Smeaton then Kingston to
Allendale, Creswick, Ballarat and back to Melbourne.’161 The establishment of the towns
based on the goldfields meant that the telegraph weaved its way around central Victoria to
other colonies: ‘The four eastern colonies got together very early – in fact, in 1856–57 – and
agreed to establish an intercolonial network that linked Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney
and, briefly by submarine cable, even Hobart by 1858–9. This in turn linked directly into the
Empire: ‘London was, by 1865, linked to Ceylon by cable, and in the years that followed,
that cable was extended first to Java, and then in 1872 to Darwin, where it joined the just
completed Darwin–Adelaide telegraph.’162 This innovation in communication technology
opened up new possibilities in the emerging financial system, particularly in regard to the
speed of banking practices between London and the Colony of Victoria.
The ‘annual general meeting Comptoir d’Escomte held on 31 January 1881 [noted] the
creation of a representative office in Melbourne.’163 The international money market meant
that in the colonies ‘arrangements can be made for purchase of documentary bills on the
Australian colonies by the Head Office, London branch, and correspondents throughout the
United Kingdom.’164 The Anglo banks in the colonies had begun to face domestic and foreign
competition.
The Australasia Bank became aware of this challenge as cables made transfers payable
immediately. Selby, the bank’s secretary in London, wrote: ‘This business has effected a
revolution in the exchange transactions of this country with America and India. The change
has resulted from an extension of telegraphic facilities.’165
By 1883, banking officials in London had been documenting the changes: ‘The practice of
the mercantile world is undergoing a change, which bids fair to revolutionise the whole
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system by which business has until comparatively recently been carried out.’166 They had
identified the way in which technology had been transforming existing practices: ‘The use of
telegraphic transfers, whereby many transactions which a few years ago would have resulted
in the creation of bills of exchange, can be effected entirely without their aid.’167 ‘The
technology changed the form of a transaction, which, in turn, challenged imperial control of
the financial system.’168 A merchant could now finish the whole transaction almost within a
few hours instead of drawing a bill against the goods and discounting it, which bill might be
in circulation for nearly three months.’169
The speed and form of telegraph communication did create problems for banks aiming to
control the flow of information to markets. Grey Smith, manager of the National Australasia,
wrote concise, informative letters to the London office because he knew that credibility in the
city was required to maintain capital. The international cable messaging of rumours had the
power to undercut the status of a financial institution. Smith wrote to his manager in London
on 21 March 1893: ‘The public cablegrams will have kept you informed of the scale of the
scare in financial circles which prevailed from the beginning of the present month until a
week ago.’170 The rising panic ‘had its origin in a telegram from London published in The
Age in which it stated that “two or Australian banks were in difficulties” – the immediate
effect was a drop in the market value.’171 Smith may have reassured his manager but was
perceptive in believing that market confidence could evaporate if the public received shock
items of news by cable.
The laying of electric telegraph cable in 1872 linking the Australian colonies to Britain at
first produced a limited change in the communication system. Local control over day-to-day
operations was too detailed for the electric telegraph and delayed control shifting to London
for some years. The ‘more speedy communications did not greatly alter the situation. The
coming of the cable after 1872 permitted rapid contact on urgent matters, but only with
economical brevity.’172 The independence of colonial management peaked during the time
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that Parkes held office. By ‘the early twentieth century, London directors could effectively
exercise control in ways that would have been impractical earlier.’173
The bold confidence exhibited by Parkes during his years in charge was expressed in this
exchange of words at the banking Royal Commission: ‘Have you a board of directors in the
colony?’ ‘We have a local director here, one in Sydney, and one in Geelong, that is all; the
superintendent is supreme. ‘Is the local director appointed by yourself?’ ‘By me.’174 The
isolation of the Colony of Victoria had provided the opportunity for development made
possible by the introduction of imperial postal and cable communication. It was this
independence that gave Parkes the ability to make the decision to open a bank agency in
Smeaton aimed at keeping the Anderson business afloat. The developing Smeaton
community was changing in line with the general process of the colonisation of the colony of
Victoria.
Colonial Society
The essence of colonial society was that it had its origins in British culture. There had been
little learnt. A symbol of First Nations peoples’ heritage had been found at the Lal Lal Falls:
It is ‘located south east of Ballarat, Victoria, evolved from an Indigenous cultural site
into a renowned recreational and tourism attraction. Situated within the traditional
country of the Wathawurrung people, the falls are one of Victoria’s most significant
Indigenous cultural sites, as it is one of several recorded living sites of Bundjil – the
Kulin people’s creator spirit. Such is the importance of the falls to the Aboriginal
people that the site is now listed as a spiritual place on the site registry of Aboriginal
affairs.175

What would be the form of colonial culture?
Street plans of Smeaton in 1890 were published in the recollections of J. F. Sewell in
Smeaton 150 Years After Captain Hepburn with ‘courtesy of the National Bank.’176 The
Smeaton township had similarities with the Beamish Museum recreation of a main street in a
northern English town set in 1900. The Smeaton dressmaker’s shop would have had products
most likely imported from Britain that were displayed in the Beamish drapery, which
included ‘buttons, hooks, collars, liberty bodices, corsets, hats, gloves a fabric for their own
173. Ibid., 337.
174. ‘Victorian Royal Commission into Banking Laws 1884/7,’ 16.
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clothes.’177 Both towns shared a bakery. In Smeaton, this was owned by ‘William Toose [and
sold] bread, cakes, biscuits.’ 178 They both had a Registry office ‘which in Smeaton was run
by ‘Mr Pritchard and Mrs Pritchard. [He]was a man of many parts who left an indelible mark
on the history of Smeaton. He came into the township of Smeaton and lived next to the
Cumberland hotel’ (see Figure 24).179

Figure 24. Cumberland Hotel, Smeaton.

He moved to the ‘allotment nearly opposite. He was register for births and deaths and also a
sexton.’180 Eley says that ‘the Beamish solicitor’s office[had] a Dickensian feel,’181 while ‘Mr
Pritchard’s shop was the district’s parcels office, made cheap shoes, and he was a
commissioner for affidavits.’182
The Smeaton general store would have provided goods similar to the ‘Beamish Ainfield Plain
co-op store, which included three departments, grocery, drapery and hardware.’183 Groceries
included ‘split peas, lentils, sugar. Butter arrived in barrels and would be shaped into portions
using wooden pats. Many foods were sold loose and would be weighed and packed for
customers.’184 The hardware store supplied ‘lighting, heating cooking utensils, sports
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equipment wall papers, lino, and bikes.’185 They both had hotels, a hall, a post office,
churches and a bank, which was an ‘imposing building to give customers confidence, safes
and strong rooms.’186 Smeaton had a coach and livery store, which, like the Beamish town
stables, provided ‘small ponies, draught horses, and horse drawn vehicles.’187
These main street townships were replicated around Britain and the colonies. They provided
similar services and goods, forming a local community with a cultural affinity. Smeaton had
members from diverse backgrounds who had made the decision to settle in this newly
established township. In time, families would remain in the district for generations. This was
true for ‘the butcher, Alfred Redman. He took the shop opposite the National Bank. He
bought “the farm”, formerly the residence of William Anderson.’188
Art of the goldfields found its way back to Britain and helped to promote a vision of the
colony that aimed to appeal to the public imagination. British newspapers ran advertisements
that excitedly announced: ‘Now Publishing On Penny Weekly numbers: The Gold-finder of
Australia’189 or ‘How he went, how he fared and how he made his fortune.’190 In large capital
letters it promised ‘fifty splendid Engravings taken from drawings made on the spot.’191
These drawings were promoting the colonies to the British public:
The author of this book was John Sherer who had never been to the colony. The work
copied the artist S. T. Gill. For many potential emigrants, The Gold-finder in
Australia proved to be a popular guide to the Australian goldfields for people in
England.192

It was a place where ‘success and failure were measured not on the goldfields, but in terms of
surviving the goldfields and setting up a civilised world.’193 The portrait of the diggers, with
their few possessions but with a spirit of optimism, conveyed not only a sense of opportunity
but of equality.
Patronage of the arts became an influential force in the civic development of Ballarat as it
emerged as a central goldfields city. The chief secretary, Alfred Deakin, at the Fine Art
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
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192.
193.
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Gallery’s opening ceremony on 13 June 1890, proposed ‘success to the Ballarat Fine Art
Gallery. Mr Oddie must indeed feel proud today. He alone inaugurated the movement in
favour of the establishment of a fine art gallery in Ballarat.’194 The president, James Oddie,
was a person of wealth: ‘James also developed a money-lending agency, which he later
constituted a deposit bank … he became one of Ballarat’s wealthiest citizens.’ 195 Deakin
made reference to ‘gifts made by Thomas Stoddart’196 to the gallery. Stoddart was another
patron ‘who had presented a dozen Italian white marble statues to adorn the public
gardens.’197 He had made his money in commerce and ‘laid the foundation stone for that
building [Mining Exchange] and his large stockbroking business, Stoddart & Binnie,
immediately occupied the upstairs room …’198
James Oddie initiated artwork by Austrian-born artist Eugene von Guérard who had been in
Ballarat during the gold rushes: ‘Oddie commissioned him to paint a large canvas which
would depict Ballarat as he had seen it in the summer of 1853–54.’199 The result was the
painting Old Ballarat as it was in the summer of 1853-4. Von Guérard had arrived in the
colony in 1852 and his diary entry of 18 January 1853 documents observations that were to
become the basis for this painting. His diary entry for 23 January noted that Ballarat ‘consists
of a camp of tents.’200 He noted that he had made ‘a historical record of my dear Old
Ballarat.’201 The creation of capital through finance and commerce sponsored the foundation
civic society.
Horseracing came to Lal Lal Falls:
In 1863, the year prior to the foundation of the Victorian Racing Club (VRC), a rough
racecourse was laid out in the reserve just above the Lal Lal Falls on the south side of
the creek. A group of locals planned to stage a New Year’s Day picnic race
meeting.202

The event had a social tone:

194. ‘Ballarat Fine Art Gallery Opening Ceremony,’ The Argus, June 14, 1890.
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It was very much a family affair where amusements were set up for children and the
picnic opportunity at the falls was just as important as the races. Most of the patrons
that travelled from Ballarat did so by train.203

Its success led to expansion plans, finally resulting in an approach to the government for
financial support: ‘Just prior to the Railway Construction Bill of 1884 being introduced to
Parliament, a deputation met with Duncan Gillies (MLA), Commissioner of Railways, to
advocate for the construction of a line to the racecourse reserve.’ 204 This lobbying effort was
effective and an amount of ‘£4,000’205 was allocated for the construction of the racecourse
line. Sovereign power had been exercised to give public money to support a sporting event on
a traditional sacred First People’s site.
There had been an attempt earlier in the year to celebrate the Queen’s Birthday with a Lal Lal
race meeting. The Ballarat Star proclaimed: ‘On this, the anniversary of the Queen’s birth,
the loyal Colony of Victoria will put up a splendid record of royal sport. Queen’s Birthday is
a great holiday.’206 The imperial loyalty was tested by the local weather: ‘The cold, wintry
weather kept the public away. Only about 2000 to 3000 people braved the conditions.’207
This calendar event did not continue, but it does reveal a colonial society that was proud to
implement its imperial heritage over the land it now controlled. The growing fame of the
Melbourne Cup from 1840 was a statement of colonial confidence. Horseracing also had a
presence in Smeaton (see Figure 25):
An early subdivision located a racecourse immediately south of Marshall’s corner. It
does not seem to have been used. A racetrack was established at Ullina. Horseracing
at Ullina reached its peak during the era of the deep-lead mines, declining as the
population moved away. 208
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Figure 25. Heritage site of the Smeaton racecourse at Ullina.

The Smeaton community was prepared to defend its sovereign rights over property. The
racecourse ‘a portion of which some persons were then seeking to obtain under the 42nd
section,’209 was to be defended. At a public meeting held on 22 April 1868 at Lowry’s Hotel,
Ullina, the local Mr J. Curtin, to cheers, stated that ‘the land in the vicinity had been sold at
high prices, Smeaton being considered a most important and desirable locality.’210 He moved:
‘That this meeting is of the opinion that it will be highly injurious to the prosperity of the
district that any portion of the existing Smeaton Racecourse be diverted from the purpose for

209. Ballarat Star, Smeaton Racecourse, April 25, 1868.
210. Ibid.
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which it was originally granted.’211 The resolution passed. Community participation in the
democratic process had become a part of the colonial culture.
The style of art in the colony moved away from works with an imperial connection to those
reflecting the emergence of a local style that focused on Australian themes. In Melbourne,
‘the State Library was opened in 1854’212 and by 1861 ‘a picture collection’213 that ‘grew
alongside it, officially became the National Gallery of Victoria.’214 The perception that art
should be a ‘stimulus for intellectual refinement’215 led the trustees to engage the British
artist John Rogers Herbert, a Royal Academician, to produce a copy of the painting Moses
Bringing Down the Tables of the Law, which hung in ‘Peer’s Robing Room in the House of
Lords at Westminster, for £1700. 216 The purpose of the painting and its iconography was to
reinforce authority through a religious theme and as a symbol of Westminster rule.
Colonial artists had begun to select themes that represented the colour and light of the local
landscape: ‘The Heidelberg school of painting, as we familiarly call the Australian
Impressionists, marks a decisive turning point in Australian painting.’217 Scenes featured ‘the
environment, the bush and the pastoral landscape, the bustle of Marvellous Melbourne. Their
paintings revealed – and idealised at times – the common experience of Australians.’ 218 The
theme of immigration was explored by English-born artist Tom Roberts in his painting,
Coming South:
Painted within a year of his return to Melbourne in 1885, after four years in London
and the Continent, it reflects his own experience and that of virtually every settler and
their families: boredom and congestion would be the rite of passage for these
immigrants.219

The innovations of these painters meant that the iconography of their works reflected scenes
common to Smeaton and experiences shared by the people. There was a sense of confidence
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in colonial society that was being expressed through the wish to celebrate achievement and
advance prosperity.
This chapter has identified the conflicting forces that resulted in changes to colonial society.
Political theorists, union action, commercial structures, communication networks and cultural
pursuits amounted to a driving confidence in a concept of progress. The examination of the
business interests of the Anderson brothers provides an historical thread that links the
struggles and innovations of those years. The speed of change subsequently produced a
challenge to stability as the different paths to progress competed with each other.
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Chapter 5
Going for Broke
I am glad to see that you are prouder to be an Englishwoman or rather more a Briton,
for you may be as proud of the Scotch blood in your veins as of any other. One of the
last walks with darling Papa he said to me ‘England does not know what she owes to
Scotland,’ She is the brightest jewel in my Crown-energy, courage, worth, inimitable
perseverance, determination and self- respect.1
—Queen Victoria to Crown Princess of Prussia, 10 February 1871

This chapter traces the turbulent financial times when some investors had become speculators
going for broke. In doing so, it examines the Scottish legacy in central Victoria, with a focus
on the shared financial and trading practices. The warnings of a boom-and-bust cycle were
dismissed, which had dire long-term implications for Smeaton. The contesting ideas included
spin-offs from the Scottish Enlightenment that can still be witnessed in the remnant
triumphal-style building stock from Glasgow to Dunedin, Melbourne, Ballarat and Smeaton.
The pursuit of wealth had led to a contest between profit and risk. The line between legality
and illegality had become blurred. The foundations of colonisation were being tested.
Arthur Anderson, P &O, and Scottish Corporate Power
Scottish figures had been leaders in commercial enterprises that operated within the Empire.
Arthur Anderson from Shetland and John Anderson from New Cumnock although unrelated,
were business and civic leaders who shared the same traditions. How could the lives of John
Anderson and Arthur Anderson, so distant during their lifetimes, illustrate the workings of
the British Empire?
New Cumnock lay by the Afton River, which Robbie Burns in 1791 dedicated his poem
Sweet Afton to:
Fly gently, sweet
Afton! among thy green braes,
Flow gently, I’ll sing
thee a song in thy praise. 2
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John Anderson represented an entrepreneurial pioneering family that inherited a Scottish
tradition of self-improvement, philanthropy, and success through commerce. An examination
of Arthur Anderson, founder of the Peninsular and Orient shipping company (P&O), reveals
elements that provide comparisons and a model for John Anderson’s business career. In
1815, ‘his commercial life took off when he travelled to London where he gained
employment as a clerk in Willcox and Carreno’s shipping and insurance concern.’3 His career
was established when ‘… in 1823 the partnership changed to Willcox & Anderson.’4 After
the death of Willcox, ‘… in 1862, Anderson succeeded as company chairman, a position he
held until his death in 1868.’5
A portrait of John Anderson, was painted by Archibald winner John Longstaff in 1897, two
years before Anderson’s death (see Figure 26). The portrait hangs in the old council
chambers (Creswick Museum) and the citation reads: ‘John Anderson was born in Clunes in
1861 of English and Scottish parents. A man of high moral character and strong mental
power. A leader amongst the best men of his best days.’6
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Figure 26. Portrait of John Anderson by John Longstaff.7

The P&O heritage website features a portrait of Arthur Anderson Esq MP, which was painted
by Thomas Dicksee in 1850. Next to the painting are the words: ‘Arthur Anderson was the
founding father of P&O. … Known for his imagination and foresight, Anderson was
instrumental in P&O’s success. … he became an MP, proudly representing the Shetland
Islands where he was born in 1792.’8
Arthur Anderson and John Anderson shared some similarities in their approach such as the
identification of a service or product that fulfilled an unmet developing demand; a grand
vision of potential growth; the use of machinery with a focus on steam technology; the
confidence that business could be conducted from and to remote regions across continents;
and a belief that business equated with progress and civilisation. Arthur Anderson and John
Anderson did, however, develop different business models. He set up a company structure
7.
8.
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that brought in additional skilled management and capital, which enabled the business to
expand. His company was based on an essential core service but could expand, while John
Anderson moved into the speculative industry of goldmining.9 The P&O line became an
internationally dominant shipping company and its original founder, Arthur Anderson, paved
a way for commercial success that could inspire others such as John Anderson. These two
Andersons shared the belief in the power of the Industrial Revolution, in particular, the use of
steam.
The gold discoveries provided business opportunities for John Anderson and Arthur
Anderson because it stimulated a demand for goods and services that their companies could
provide to the Colony of Victoria. John Anderson identified that timber was required for the
flourishing goldmining industry. The foundation of his family’s business remains recognised
with the Anderson’s Mill trademark featuring a centrepiece icon of a sawblade. 10 The plan
was to meet the timber demand by starting ‘in a small way with a sawpit near Dean.’11 They
continued to expand and ‘in 1858 they built their first steam-powered sawmill at Dean and in
1861 built another at Adekate Creek.’12 They used steam driven machinery when ‘a tramway
was constructed at a cost £9000.’13 There was further investment in the business even after
the establishment of Anderson’s Mill when ‘in 1886 the Anderson’s spent £3500 on building
an enormous new mill beside the tramway track at Barkstead.’14 The gold discoveries had
produced a commercial demand for timber, which devastated the natural environment but
created wealth.
Arthur Anderson, as the founder of P&O, identified the increased demand for a mail delivery
service to the colonies. The P&O official history explains: ‘Spurred on by the Australian gold
rush and the guaranteed income of a mail contract, P&O sent its first steamer to the New
World in 1852.’15 The venture was linked to the imperial project: ‘The history of this
company affords a remarkable example of the rapidity with which British energy and
enterprise aided by British capital and skill can conceive and execute the most gigantic
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schemes.’16 The gold discoveries opened up opportunities for their business operations: ‘By
the time the Royal Charter was granted on 31 December 1840, P&O had already been
operating the mail service from Southampton to Alexandria.’17 These services provided the
P&O company with the experience to compete for a government agreement when a decision
was made to transform the operation from a public to a private one.
The company was prepared but ‘it was not until 1848 that the British Government advertised
for a monthly mail contract. Australia was the obvious addition to P&O’s existing routes but
to fund the necessary investment, the company required the surety of a mail subsidy.’18 They
drew on technological innovation to shorten the duration of the voyage: ‘The Chusan, built in
1852, was the first steamer to carry mail to Australia and served Sydney, Melbourne,
Singapore, Hong Kong and Calcutta.’19 The commercial opportunity was confirmed when in
1853 ‘the Singapore–Australia mail contract was officially awarded to P&O in a hard-won
battle.’20
The impact of the gold discoveries had given the company its connection to Australia, which
has continued for many decades. The operation of the mail service was in the national
interest. The company maintained the colonial mail contract, thereby linking its history to the
fate of the empire.
P&O had formed a partnership with the Crown in delivering correspondence throughout the
colonies and was proud to align itself with the royal navy: It celebrated its “royal approval” at
a naval exhibition when ‘in June 1891 Queen Victoria visited the P&O pavilion and sat for an
official photograph in front of it.’21 The company, founded by Arthur Anderson, had evolved
‘from gun running to chartering steamers,’22 during the ‘1820s Portuguese and Spanish civil
wars.’23 The company supported the British Government in the European wars. In return the
company ‘earned the right to fly the colours of the Spanish Bourbons (red and yellow) and
the Portuguese of Braganza (blue and white) in a new peninsular pennant.’24 The Anderson
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brothers trademark recognised its heritage: ‘Today, the now famous and familiar P&O flag
remains unchanged.’25
On his death, Arthur Anderson was remembered for his philanthropy. Shetlanders from
around the Empire rallied to give recognition to his contributions to the community: ‘When
the intelligence of the death of the late Arthur Anderson reached Dunedin, New Zealand, it
was felt by Shetlanders resident here that such boons should no longer be received with
apathy of a formal “thank ye”.’26 He was not praised for his commercial success or wealth
but for ‘the noble and generous conduct of the late Arthur Anderson Esq in erecting and
endowing the Lerwick Educational Institute and the Widows Asylum and in supporting
numerous projects for the benefit of the Island.’27
This Scottish model of business and philanthropy was shared by other Scottish such as John
Anderson in Smeaton: ‘The Anderson family played a prominent role amongst the new
settlers in establishing the institutions of the Old World. Their name occurs frequently on
local committees and organisations as the new community developed.’ 28 The ethical
contributions of both men was focused in establishing institutions within the framework of
Scottish culture. Arthur Anderson was remembered with a Scottish saying: ‘Do well and
persevere.’29 This motto could also apply to the life of John Anderson of Smeaton.
David Anderson and Co. adopted traditional icons to promote their product after World War
I, drawing on their Scottish heritage: ‘Anderson’s Pan Toasted Scotch Rolled Oats’30 declares
the slogan on the packaging in the name of D. Anderson & Company, Millers, Smeaton.
The words are blended into a tartan pattern with a carton figure of a Scotchman dressed in a
kilt, holding porridge and oars plant. The Scottish heritage is used to promote the label of the
product: ‘Generations of research and industry stand behind the Anderson’s Mill, established
a century ago by hardy Scottish pioneering family whose name it bears.’31
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The popularity of Scottish iconography had been inspired by Walter Scott with the romantic
patriot images of tartan and bagpipes. Scottish iconography had been passed down through
generations in many lands.
From the Northern Lights in the Shetland sky to the Southern Cross above Smeaton, the skies
had meanings for many, including the Viking navigation and First Nations peoples’
dreamtime. For a time Shetland and Smeaton belonged to the same empire. Shetland had
become a part of Scotland, then the British Empire, after years of dispute over a dowry
arrangement by the King of Norway. It was a broad empire and within it business leaders
pursued their own visions for commercial success, which, in turn, impacted on ‘civilisation’.
Roads, Bridges, and the Scottish Enlightenment
There had been efforts to raise the finance for a substantial bridge that would provide access
to Anderson’s Flour Mill: ‘A deputation from the Shire of Creswick waited on the Minister of
Public Works yesterday, introduced by Messrs Richardson and Wheeler, MLAs, and asked
for a further grant towards the erection of the Smeaton Mill bridge.’32
The bridge over the Birch Creek was built in 1892 (see Figure 27):
On the Ballarat to Castlemaine Road is a notable example of a bluestone bridge. The
single span, 50-foot bridge was constructed for the Creswick Shire. It is of historical
significance for its ability to describe transport routes requirements of the 1890s and
in particular for its close relationship with the significant Anderson’s Mill.33

It is believed that the bridge was influenced by the work of the Scottish civil engineer,
Thomas Telford.
Laurie Peterson has a view that it is likely that some of Victoria’s early bridges &
buildings were built by Scottish immigrants who were descendants of folk that were
trained by Telford. At the end of his talk in response to a question from the audience
he commented that the Smeaton bridge was one of his favourites (and promptly
brought up a photo of the bridge) and he thinks it is likely that there is a connection
with the builders and Telford. 34

32. ‘New Bridge at Smeaton,’ The Age, June 21, 1883.
33. Heritage Council Victoria, ‘Statement of Significance: Bridge Over Birch (Formerly Bullarook) Creek,
Newstead–Creswick Road, Smeaton,’ Victorian Heritage Register – H1425,
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Figure 27. An example of the Telford influence on the Smeaton Bridge.

The meaning of Scottish enlightenment varies, depending on the ideas expressed by its major
thinkers. A common feature of the Scottish school was that it related to both intellectual and
practical change. The relevance of the concept to Smeaton can be illustrated by
understanding that 19th-century construction of Smeaton’s transport infrastructure was not
only a pragmatic necessity but also a cultural form of progress. In The Life of Thomas
Telford, written in 1867, it was explained in the following way:
In the course of eighteen years, 920 miles of capital roads, connected together by no
fewer than 1200 bridges, were added to the road communications of the Highlands, at
an expense defrayed partly by the localities immediately benefited, and partly by the
nation. 35

This nation-building achievement impacted on society. These projects had a utilitarian
benefit, but the philosophic consequence was an ‘increase of civilization.’ This belief linked
engineering, in the form of road construction and bridges with the communication of
enlightened ideas out of Edinburgh and Glasgow to the regions. The works by Telford were
viewed as a legacy of the Roman heritage in Britain.
Mr Telford’s extensive practice as a bridge-builder led his friend Southey to
designate him Pontifex Maximus. We have found him furnishing designs for about

35. Samuel Smiles, The Life of Thomas Telford, Civil Engineer (1867; e-text#939, Project Gutenberg, 1997),
94, https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/939/pg939.html.
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twelve hundred in the Highlands, of various dimensions, some of stone and others of
iron.36

This legacy could be seen in a smaller bridge built in 1890 to provide access from the flour
mill to the main road linking Ballarat and Castlemaine (see Figure 28 and Figure 29):
‘Anderson’s Mill Bridge is a three-span road bridge with bluestone piers and abutments with
timber superstructure and handrails.’37 The bridge infrastructure complemented the
Anderson’s Mill complex, facilitating its ability to transport its goods to surrounding markets.

Figure 28. Restoring the heritage Anderson’s Mill Bridge, 2018.

36. Smiles, Thomas Telford, 111.
37. National Trust, ‘Anderson’s Mill Bridge,’ File No. – B6920,
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Figure 29. Completed restoration of the heritage Anderson’s Mill Bridge.

The gold discoveries created the need for an improved road network. The provision of such
infrastructure had a functional purpose. It was considered that ‘the progress made in the
Lowland districts of Scotland … has been … remarkable.’38 The rapid development of the
colony due to gold had stimulated road construction, which like ‘… America has had the
advantage of importing its civilization for most part ready-made, whereas that of Scotland
has been entirely her own creation.’39 This meant that the colonies ‘have accomplished so
much within so short a period.’40 This process of exporting civil engineering knowledge had
caused ‘… the most extraordinary instance of social progress in modern times.’41 The
requirements of gold towns for better transport infrastructure not only resulted in better roads
and bridges but also in the speedy transformation of the colony based on imperial culture.
Telford said that during the construction of the Caledonian Canal ‘about three thousand two
hundred men have been annually employed.’42 He believed that they had lacked skills: ‘At
first, they could scarcely work at all: they were totally unacquainted with labour; they could
not use tools.’43 The project had educated the workers: ‘Since these roads had been made
accessible, wheelwrights and cartwrights have been established, the plough has been
introduced, and improved tools and utensils are generally used.’44 The participation in
engineering works had not only resulted in functional benefits but a better society: ‘I consider
these improvements are amongst the greatest blessings ever conferred on any country.’45 This
idea of progress through industrial processes had been transferred to the colony and was
being expressed through the motivation behind the 1880 Melbourne International Exhibition.
The Act of Union was silent on the role of universities, thus creating the freedom for
Edinburgh and Glasgow to take a lead in critical thinking and the development of academic
disciplines. The Scottish enlightenment, with figures like Adam Smith and David Hume,
presented man as a product of history:
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Our most fundamental character as humans beings, they argued, even our moral
character, is constantly evolving and developing, shaped by a variety of forces over
which we as individuals have little or normal control. We are ultimately creatures of
our environment. 46

The Westminster system of government had evolved over centuries. Forms of government
were up for debate and had been influenced by emerging political theory. A leader of the
Scottish enlightenment was philosopher David Hume, whose ideas had an impact on the
constitutional development in the USA and Australia. Hume outlined his rationale for the
separation of powers. He identified limitations in the exercise of political authority and
argued that structures and systems were required to produce good government: ‘Democracies
are turbulent. For however the people may be separated or divided into small parties, either in
their votes or elections, their near habitation in a city will always make the force of popular
tides and currents very sensible.’47 He saw that units of power could be separated: ‘The parts
are so distant and remote that it is very difficult, either by intrigue, prejudice, of passion, to
hurry them into any measures against the public interest.’48 Hume believed that ‘botched and
inaccurate governments’49 produce the obstacles to change and believed that many were
‘governed by authority, not reason.’50 These problems should not stop the speculation of
better forms of government. He viewed that reform was possible and necessary ‘… though it
may be not so easy to establish a new system of government, as to build a vessel upon a new
construction.’51 The conflicts of the Victorian colonial government and the movement
towards Federation created a testing ground for such ideas that had emerged from the texts of
the Scottish Enlightenment.
Memories of early Glasgow provide an example of the relationship between a streetscape and
their social heritage: ‘On the north of Argyle Street is Queen Street, running up to the third
centre of Glasgow, George Square. According to some Glasgow stories, this city gave the
world its first tea-room. Queen Street today is mainly Victorian.’52 The past was remembered
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but it has gone: ‘It was the old cow-loan, and the city shepherd drove the city cows up this
track to the pastures of the Cowcaddens.’53
In the same way, the pre-colonial landscape, remodelled as road building, crossed the colony,
expressing the needs of society based on the doctrine of terra nullius. The building of the road
network balanced competing needs but with no legal protection of First Nation peoples' sites
or communities.
The road network ranged from Collins Street to the roads connecting Smeaton to Melbourne
and surrounding cities. Sovereign power facilitated and controlled the rollout of the road
network: ‘Progress in settlement created necessity for local government bodies and in
January 1859, the Creswick District was proclaimed a municipality under a road board.’54
This authority was governed by legislation passed in 1853 and pre-dated local shires. It came
to the Smeaton area when ‘on the 26th April 1859, at the Kingston Hotel, members of the
board were elected [including] John Hepburn and William Anderson. At the first meeting of
the Board, Captain John Hepburn was elected chairman.’55 During this time, townships
throughout Scotland and the colonies had not only become linked by roads but had also
become connected to the imperial financial system.
Scottish Finance and the Local Branch Structure
When I was on the bus travelling to the terminus to catch the ferry from Cairnryan to Belfast,
Northern Ireland, I passed through the town of Alloway in Scotland and was fascinated to
think that the villagers may have put their money into goldmining ventures around Smeaton
or into land boom banks in Melbourne. Robbie Burns was born in Alloway and his words
from the poem To a Mouse could have been a warning for those who mistook speculation for
investment:
‘The best laid schemes o’ Mice an’ Men
Gang aft agley’.

The expansion of bank branches in the colony was undertaken with care but with an urgency
given that rival banks were competing to take control of emerging townships. Eight years
prior to the construction of the Smeaton branch of the National Bank of Australia, Grey
53. Ibid.
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55. Ibid., 128.
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Smith was examining the local options. On 18 November 1872, he wrote: ‘The Victorian
Government is determined to extend; they have decided on Creswick and Clunes – I fear they
may forestall us at Kingston or Smeaton if we are not quick.’56 His analysis was that ‘no
doubt a bank is bound soon to be at either of those townships’57 but the question was which
town would be a ‘prudent occupation.’58 On the one hand, ‘Smeaton is the more central, but
does not overweigh the special inducements offered by Kingston? The Shire account and
such.’59 His conclusion was to research the area before making a commitment: ‘Mr Roberts
might go there to look about him.’60 There was a drive for branch expansion but decisions
had to be based on minimising risk.
The Scottish banking system evolved into an alternate model to the English one and was
influential in the development of Australia’s colonial financial system. The dominance of the
Anglo banks had been challenged by the establishment of numerous colonial banks, all of
which were determined to open new branches: ‘The Scotch banks are all joint stock banks. In
England there is a mixture of joint-stock and private banks.’61 Bank branches were opened
throughout the colony: ‘The Scottish banks generally have branches.’62 There developed a
relationship between the banker and the community, which eased the flow of funds that was
not dependent on the role of the Bank of England. The weakness in the English financial
structure resulted in banks lacking stability:
Instead of being independent, banks, based upon their own resources and able to
withstand a shock of their own strength, were chiefly of inadequate capital … Their
very existence depended on the action of the Bank of England and the London bill
brokers.63

The capabilities of the colonial banking system were to be tested as massive domestic and
British funds passed through their books.
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The adoption of the Scottish branch model was made possible by the townships that had
developed as a result of the urban needs of the miners on the goldfields and the consequent
opening up of new farming settlements, often involving former miners, under the Victorian
Lands Act. These townships complemented those that had been created by the wealth of
pastoral interests. In the 1880s, bank branches were established in Smeaton, Allendale,
Kingston, Clunes and Creswick. They included Anglo banks such as the Australasian and the
Union, colonial banks such as the Bank of New South Wales, the Commercial, the National
Australasian, the State Savings and the Post Office banks. This diverse range of banks and
branches required economic growth to maintain their profitability.
By 1880, the financial sector had become aware of the duplication of a number of bank
branches:
In no country in the world has the popularisation of banking, in the sense of its
universal adoption, been carried to a higher point than in the Colony of Victoria, and
during the last two decades it has advanced with astounding strides.64

The statistics revealed that ‘there is in England and Wales a banking office for every 12,000
people, in Scotland one for every 4000’65 while ‘in Victoria, one for every 2760.’66 This
adoption and expansion of the Scottish model had produced ‘wasteful extravagance’67 and
meant that ‘when the days of stringency come round again, these branches are a source of
weakness and anxiety to the bank.’68 The viability of the colonial financial system depended
on confidence and sound investment decisions.
Little remains of the industrial heritage alongside the Clyde River in Glasgow, such as the
shipyards, which were central to Glasgow’s emergence as an imperial industrial city (see
Figure 30). Yet the Scottish state of mind during the 19th century is key to understanding the
history of the Colony of Victoria.
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Figure 30. The Clyde River in Glasgow.

Scottish investors had accumulated wealth through international trade, which then led to a
massive and ongoing transfer of capital through foreign financial structures: ‘Scotland had
furnished credit and invested abroad since time immemorial. Yet the scale and global spread
of Scottish funding overseas between the 1870s and the Great War was a new departure.’69
Gold discoveries had given the Victorian colony an image of opportunity and wealth.
Scotland had increased its foreign investment at a time when the colony was experiencing a
land boom: ‘It was nothing less than a financial revolution, which helped to mould the
development of economies in the Americas, Asia, Africa and Australasia, and facilitated
emigration to these territories.’70
The lack of transparency and its diversity meant that the amount of capital that exited
Scotland due to emigration could not be ascertained. There were:
an unknown number of Scottish capitalists who worked through the stock exchange
in London and the potentially immense sums taken out of the country by emigrant
Scots from their personal funds and savings accounts as they set out for new lives
across the Atlantic or in the Antipodes. 71

The gold rushes did create a positive colonial image, but their productivity did not provide
sufficient evidence that would have led to sound investment decisions.
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It was during these years that the many of the Dja Dja Wurrung, 72 the local First People, were
moved into stations such as Coranderrk, commencing in 1863.73 This forced movement of
First Nations peoples was taking place as the impact of foreign investment transformed the
economic and social structure of the Victorian colony and the expansion of the railway
network prompted the ongoing opening of bank branches. This development can be
appreciated by an examination of the Directors’ Report to Shareholders of Ballarat Co. in
August 1876. It states that ‘the opening of the railways to Ballarat has been given an impetus
to trade in the town, and the manufactures are at full work’74 and identified future
opportunities: ‘The long-advocated railway by Learmonth to Avoca, thence to St Arnaud and
Donald, would bring within reach of Ballarat the splendid wheat-growing country lately
selected.’75 The strategy was to establish a new branches in districts had been established as a
result of new land acts and the expansion of the railway network. In that time the Traditional
Owners had either died out or been moved away from their local communities when foreign
capital had imposed a transport grid that was based around Melbourne and the Victorian
regional cities, with links to areas of finance, trade and an aspiring population. The speed of
travel had collapsed distances and overridden traditional boundaries thus, changing the
cultural landscape.
The differences between the private and state banks were defined when ‘by the beginning of
the 1820s, two forms of banking had been established in Australia in separate institutions,
one to meet the needs of the business community and the other to encourage savings amongst
the poorest sections of society.’76 The concept of a savings bank had its origins in Glasgow,
Scotland: ‘Reverend Henry Duncan is often considered to be the “father” of savings banks.
Duncan had derived his idea for a savings bank from the friendly societies, where people
deposited regular amounts as an insurance against illness, accident and death.’77 This social
objective set up a reform movement that won general support:
Duncan’s key innovation was to allow people to deposit and withdraw money more
freely than friendly society rules allowed. Within a few years, communities in many
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parts of the British Isles had established local ‘trustee’ savings banks modelled on
Duncan’s Bank.78

The colonies were open to ideas and ‘always present throughout the period from 1850 to
1890 was the question of state banking.’79
The State Savings Bank of Victoria was founded when ‘in June 1841, the Governor
introduced legislation into the New South Wales Legislative Council to establish instead a
separate savings bank at Port Phillip.’80 The State Bank was able to provide security to
depositors with the ‘government guarantee of repayment of depositors’ funds, which
characterised the bank ever afterwards.’81 The Savings Bank of Port Phillip believed it was
the working man’s bank and that ‘the “labouring classes” would use it to deposit their meagre
savings.’82 Many people in the goldfields had money to deposit, which required access to a
bank: ‘The residents in the mining towns of Inglewood, Maldon, Heathcote, Talbot and
Daylesford had requisitioned for a bank, and had been refused. The profits of the bank were
not sufficient for the Commissioners to make the venture.’83 Many branches were opened
including sites in Ballarat, Castlemaine, Maryborough, Avoca, Beaufort, Creswick, Maldon
and Clunes.
In February 1863, the Honourable G. S. Coppin gave notice in the Legislative Council, which
declared that there was ‘a desirability to establish savings banks in connection with various
post offices throughout the Colony.’84 There was fierce competition amongst towns for a
branch: ‘An application for a Victorian Savings Bank’85 was submitted by the Creswick
Borough in 1863 when John Anderson was the president. At that time the response from the
Comptroller of Savings Banks was negative.
There were alternatives. Records reveal that by 1889 the Smeaton Post Office had ‘£1138
18s. 11d. in savings bank transactions.’86 After the banking crisis, the Royal Commission into
State Banking ‘recommended that the 384 existing post office savings banks be amalgamated
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into new state banks.’87 This finally took place in 1896 through an act of parliament. Scottish
banking had influenced banking in the colonies, including in the goldfield towns, which
contrasted with the elitism of the English private partnership banking of the likes of Barings
and Rothschilds. The state banks had come to the people and the people built a public
financial network. The problem for those making the decisions over the placement of savings
was to delineate the dichotomy between investment and speculation.
The Spell of Speculation
The thrill of discovering gold had come to Smeaton. John Anderson was confident in his
investment in what would become the Smeaton Reserve United Gold Mine. The ‘Starting of
the Machinery’88 of the Smeaton Reserve United Gold Mine was described ‘by our special
reporter the August 4th 1882 edition of the Creswick Advertiser.’89 John Anderson had been
involved in businesses that were meeting the demands created by the gold discoveries;
however, his investment in a range of goldmining companies did introduce the element of
risk.
Investment in the share trading had risen during the 1880s and goldmines in the region of
Smeaton were attracting capital:
A fair amount of business was conducted in the leading goldmines, especially those
in the Creswick district, which supplied the highest mining dividend payer of the
year, the Madame Berry mine with a dividend of £101,707. The main speculative
interest amongst goldmines was in the Creswick district, where a number of
companies were trying to trace further extensions of the Madame Berry deep lead. 90

The problem was that many of the deep-lead mines were not meeting expectations and this
was being reflected in the stock market: ‘Activity in the old standby, goldmining shares, also
remained fairly limited.’91 The downturn was affecting company mines around Smeaton:
‘The new Creswick deep-lead companies did not fulfil expectations because they encountered
difficult mining conditions in the form of excessive water and shifting sand in the areas
where they were trying to work.’92 The most profitable mine was in decline: ‘In addition the
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Madame Berry’s dividend fell to £69,000.’93 The more astute investors were willing to shift
their attention to other ventures: ‘Much more attention was being devoted to silver-mining at
Broken Hill and Silverton.’94 The structure of the Scottish branch system had identified the
importance of agencies in the villagers: ‘To every nook and corner of the country within
reach of a bank, it was necessary to appoint agencies, under trustworthy and experienced
officials, many of them local solicitors, with an accurate knowledge of their respective
neighbourhoods, and with whom dealings could be carried out.’95
The prospects for a mine depended on daily results and did not easily translate into a
prudential investment from a far-off Scottish village:
These agencies are a remarkable feature of Scottish banking. They Crown the
financial edifice. We have known a small village which you would walk through in
three minutes, whose bank agent turned over eighty thousand pounds a year. We
know villages not much larger where three times that amount passes through the
hands of agents annually. 96

The expertise and knowledge of these officers was open to doubt. A promising return on
investment did not guarantee a profitable business:
One of the specialised functions of the nineteenth-century solicitor was to advise on
investments, and solicitors in particular managed large sums of money on behalf of
clients, part of which they readily channelled into the company’s high-yielding
investments.97

The ongoing trade in mining shares was complemented by the growing attractiveness in land
development. From Smeaton to Scottish villages, investors joined the search for speculative
monetary gain domestically and in overseas ventures.
Goldmining was the major industry listed on the stock market and the mining companies
were key to the development of its practices. The formation of building societies, based upon
British investments, gave company directors capital that could be used for either prudent
investment or speculative activity. The discovery of gold in a mine meant a sharp rise in its
value; land prices, too, could quickly rise due to the increased demand from buyers. The
speculative nature of the business was opaque. The price of land was boosted by investment
based on credit and savings but would fall as soon as this was withdrawn.
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The profit from gold came from its value and the quantity discovered, but the value of the
land was based on the market price: ‘A characteristic of most early goldmining companies
was the issue of high par value, partly paid shares. This adopted the prevalent practice in
England.’98 For Victorian goldmining, this meant that ‘when a rich ore was found, this
generated speculative activity in the share market.’99 In places like Smeaton and Allendale,
‘calls on shares would be made by companies that owned the mines where ore bodies were
discovered, and owners of other mines in the vicinity were encouraged to further explore
their leases and make calls on their shareholders.’100 This resulted in finance being moved
around quickly as word of a successful mine operation spread, but once a negative report had
begun to circulate on a mine it resulted in finance being be quickly withdrawn and reinvested.
This produced a ‘speculative cycle,’101 which meant that profits could be made by those
holding partly paid shares, but just as easily, losses could be experienced by those left
holding these shares in a non-performing goldmining company.
In 1891, Grey Smith wrote to the manager in Sydney, warning him of the instability that
would be caused by reducing deposit interest rates:
I have held for many years that the rate cannot long be kept below 5% for, while that
rate will conserve a bank’s deposits, no sooner is less than 5% determined than
depositors are detached and begin looking about them and transforming their money
to quarters where their five per cent or higher is attainable.102

The speculative cycle of investment in mining companies was being repeated in the financial
market as investors chased higher interest rates in the pursuit of profits at the cost of higher
risk.
The City of Glasgow Bank crashed in 1893: ‘On 1 October the City Bank directors accepted
the bank would have to cease trading. The manager sent a telegram to the branches.’103 In
words almost identical to those in the National Bank of Australasia note found in the Grey
Smith 1893 diary, it stated: ‘ “Bank has stopped payment. Close your door at once and pay
nothing whatever; other banks will pay the notes,” the Glasgow Herald reported.’104 Though
the news of the stoppage of the City of Glasgow Bank created great excitement throughout
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the country, nothing in the shape of a severe panic took place anywhere: ‘The overthrow of
the City of Glasgow Bank is one of the most serious commercial disasters that has befallen
the community for many years.’105 The stability was achieved by ‘the fact that the other
Scottish banks made an immediate decision to pay out on the City Bank did much to prevent
a panic.’106 This action was not coordinated by the central Bank of England but by local
bankers: ‘To this locality it has a painful interest but it will have a wider influence in creating
doubts as to the state of trade all over the country.’107 This fear of a financial panic had
spread throughout the Empire.
Grey Smith had been aware of the troubled times in Glasgow after the collapse of the City of
Glasgow Bank. He understood the implications of a banking bust, especially when it involved
fraudulent actions by the bank. He expresses his outrage when he says:
Full particulars have reached here in respect of the City of Glasgow Bank failure. It is simply
amazing in the light of subsequent disclosures how that concern had managed to tide along as
it had, seeing it must evidently have been overwhelmed with bad debts108 and years; I can
faintly imagine how this occurrence must have intensified distrust even in London at that
inopportune time and picture to myself that good security is not always productive there as a
matter of course.109. Scottish investment was directed to the colonies:
In the 1880s in Australia, at least a third of pastoral, mortgage and investment
companies (and even a higher proportion of deposit receipts issued by banks) were
taken up in Scotland. The Scots had a particular niche interest in pastoral
development and in Scottish migrant settlement in New Zealand where their
concentration of capital was unmatched.110

The implication of this investment was a reduction in Scottish development: ‘When financial
markets in general are considered, it is now apparent that in Scotland there has been a
decisive swing away from home to overseas in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.’111
In the 1880s, The Statist commented:
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There are investors and speculators of all sorts in all communities, but as a rule they
are exceptional beings. In Scotland, however, they form so large a percentage of the
well-to-do class as to be rather the rule than the exception.112

This flow of capital between the colonies and Scotland was core to the problems that had
been experienced by the City of Glasgow Bank. It was organised by James Morton: ‘In the
late 1850s, when Scottish banks were becoming interested in investing in undeveloped
colonies, he saw an opportunity that both he and the banks could exploit.’113 He established
the New Zealand and Australian Land Company, which invested in ‘raw sheep runs into
improved farm land.’114 The company ‘built an Australian farming empire that became the
largest colonial-era farming enterprise in both countries.’115 Morton became the banks’ major
creditor. On 30 October 1878, The Bailie explained that Morton ‘must for years have been
the controlling power of the City Bank and he stands indebted to the shareholders at this
moment for over two millions of hard cash.’116 The inability to manage debt led to the crash:
This was an unprecedented financial disaster in Scotland, especially in Glasgow
where shareholders lost not only the value of their shares in the bank, but also had to
make good the huge deficit, leaving over 15,000 shareholders, including Morton,
bankrupt.117

The directors were charged for issuing balance sheets that they ‘did wickedly, and
feloniously, with the intent to defraud the members of the public of the said company and
public.’118 The intent had been to ‘fabricate’119 with ‘false’120 and ‘fictitious’121 accounts.
They were found guilty of a range of offences. A warning had been sent around the Empire.
The crash also had consequences for New Zealand:
The 1870s land boom was funded by borrowed money, with high interest rates
attracting investors from Britain and the Australian colonies. The fall of the City of
Glasgow Bank in 1878 triggered uncertainty in the New Zealand economy and the
boom collapsed overnight, precipitating what has been known as the long
depression.122
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In time this impacted on pastoralists such as John Ackland at Mt Peel Station in Canterbury
where he became ‘indebted to Dalegty and Co. for an amount of £2318.’123 The flow of
money through Glasgow to the colonies facilitated trade but increased the risk that poor
management of a financial institution could produce volatility, cause economic decline and
devastate lives in areas of the Empire.
Land, predicated on the doctrine of terra nullius, was not only under the control of the Crown,
but also took on a commercial value that set up the boom fed by the hope of speculative
profits: ‘British money flowed into the colonies because of higher interest rates available here
than at home. A series of land banks soon emerged to soak up this capital.’124 The
opportunity for gain seemed simple: ‘They offered higher rates on savings than private banks
and soon began to compete with these banks.’125 The problem was whether these financial
returns were based on stable, sound company structures, where the banks were exercising
prudent commercial practices.
A further use of land titles was as legal security for credit. In the Colony of Victoria, many
banks were allowed to lend on the basis of land based on Victorian company law and other
incorporated banking acts. The number of colonial financial institutions that made advances
based on land put pressure on Edmund Parkes at the Australasia Bank. The bank’s Royal
Charter, granted in 1834, states that ‘(vii) land or similar property might not be taken as
security, nor should the bank deal in real estate or merchandise, except as might be necessary
to dispose of property taken for unpaid debts’. 126 Parkes understood the realities of financial
competition and, while respecting the Royal Charter, explained his position to the Royal
Commission into Banking in 1886. He was asked: ‘Your charter then absolutely prohibits
direct advances on real property in the first place, does it not?’127 His answer illustrates how
the power that rested in the Treasury and the Bank Court in London had been diluted in
practice by the Australasia Bank in Victoria: ‘It does; but I need not say from the way in
which this is drawn that it is easily – I do not like to use the word “evaded” – but an advance
can be made on the same indirectly.’128 Land provided credit that could be directed to
speculative investment in the colony. These imperial notions of land, alien to First Nations
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peoples, not only produced an economic boom but also consolidated the role of land as being
a commodity that could be traded and understood in terms of its market value.
In 1892, the Australian Insurance and Banking Record struggled to give clarity to events:
‘The time was one of illusion, and no one anticipated a revulsion of values that would shake
to their bases the financial organisations of Melbourne, which were deeply engaged in real
property business, whether as traders or mortgagees.’129 The regret regarding the morality of
financial practices was mixed, with there being bewilderment concerning the nature of the
property investment cycle: ‘At the time it was thought that the crisis would at once pass its
acute form, and that follies and delusions of 1887 and 1888 would be effectually disposed
of.’130 The paradox was that ‘although the banks definitely closed what was known as the
land boom, yet there was no immediate breakdown of the organisations concerned in it.’131
The bust of the boom ‘should have occurred at the close of 1888, and the wreckage been
promptly cleared away.’132 This correction did not take place, however, because an effort was
made to save them:
A strong, and at first apparently successful effort, was made to save if not to
strengthen them, and the bold card was played, opening London offices for collection
of British money for the purpose of tiding over what was regarded as a temporary
depression of the real property market.133

These British loans included Scottish investors who were hanging on to their faith in the
prosperity of the Antipodeans.
In 1890, the Smeaton Reserve United Gold Mine, with John Anderson as chairman, was
closed by the bank and all its assets were sold.134 Speculation in goldmining companies had
not been profitable for the Andersons: ‘The brothers invested in over thirty goldmines, only
one of which, the North Clunes Company, paid substantial dividends.’135 The Australian
Insurance and Banking record observed that:
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As 1891 advanced, it became clear that Melbourne was on the eve of a crisis. A crisis
proximately originating not from a succession of bad seasons and low prices, or
political disturbance and the frightening of capital, but from the distrust of the British
lender, the completion of large undertakings of profitless construction, and the low
state of export trade. Nearly all the financial institutions of Melbourne outside the
associated banks have been placed hors de combat (out of combat).136

The excitement of the Broken Hill silver boom of 1887 was not without suffering. The Line
of Lookout and Miners Memorial at Broken Hill remembers the hardship and loss of life
involved in the mining industry. In the same year the deep-lead goldmines around Smeaton
were booming on the stock market. There is no such goldminers’ memorial in Smeaton or the
surrounding towns, meaning that many of the mining tragedies that occurred in the area have
been forgotten. The cost of speculation cannot merely be measured in money. The hardship
of the era is not visible but the architectural heritage does represent its wealth and optimism.
Buildings of Triumph
The ruins of the Bendigo goldfields in Otago, New Zealand, suggest a spirit of human
endurance. Gold seekers coming from many parts, including the Victorian goldfields, crossed
over pastoral lands that were occupied by Scottish settlers in search of fortune. The creation
of a community in the remote brutal landscape was a social triumph. The wealth that arose
from these Otago diggings produced a sense of achievement in the service cities such as
Dunedin. The architecture of triumphant buildings was commonly associated with gold
discoveries, whether in New Zealand, Melbourne, Ballarat or Smeaton.
Edmund Parkes reported to Selby, the Secretary of the Court in London, on 27 September
1881: ‘A site has been obtained for premises in Smeaton in an advantageous position for
£160.’137 Reid and Barnes were leading architects in the colony: ‘The firm designed many
banks beginning in the 1870s. The major source of commissions was the Bank of Australasia
under the direction of E. S. Parkes.’138 Parkes also chose this firm to design the public face of
the Bank of Australasia in Smeaton. In that same year, Grey Smith engaged another respected
architect, Leonard Terry, to complete the Smeaton National Bank of Australasia. This rollout
of buildings projected an attitude of triumph and became a battleground for rival banks.
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A walk down Collins Street in Melbourne reveals a celebration of buildings that had been
designed and built to express the triumph of the booming city. Joseph Reed had been granted
the contract by Parkes to design the head office of the Bank of Australasia. He was also the
architect commissioned to design the Melbourne Town Hall in 1867as well as the facades for
Scot’s Church and St Michael’s Church. Further east in Collins Street, Terry designed the
Melbourne Club after a request from its president, Grey Smith. The spirit of wealth arose as a
result of the growing commercial and financial success of the Victorian colony. It was
reflected in these buildings in booming Collins Street and was replicated on the main street
corner in Smeaton.
The Royal Melbourne Exhibition Building had been designed by Reed and Barnes. Joseph
Reed had visited Florence where he became inspired by Brunelleschi’s dome on Duomo
Santa Maria del Fiore (see Figure 31). The construction of the dome was based on the
growing wealth of Florence, which had occurred at the same time as the Medici Bank had
become the Vatican’s banker.
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Figure 31. Brunelleschi Duomo model: The Opera del Museum, Florence.

The Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880–81 placed the city and the colony on the
world stage. Gold had transformed the land so that it had achieved fame before Barcelona
with its World Fair of 1888. Eight years before, Joseph Reed had taken the Christian dome
from Duomo in Florence and made it a symbol of secular glory: The ‘humanist architect
Leon Battista Alberti described the dome as “a structure so great, rising above all the skies,
big enough to cover with its shadow all the peoples of Tuscany”.’139
In a similar way, Reed’s dome on the Melbourne Exhibition Building was a celebration of
industry, progress, and profit across the Colony of Victoria from Melbourne to his
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Australasian Bank in Smeaton. The gold seekers had begun something beyond the imperial
imagination.
A sense of achievement, involving Joseph Reed and Leonard Terry, was on show in the
regional centre of Ballarat, flowing from an affluence generated from the local discovery of
gold. The City of Ballarat takes pride in its heritage buildings. The authors compare Ballarat
to Athens and Florence. They quote Anthony Trollope, who visited in the early 1870s and
was surprised that Ballarat ‘was so well built, so well ordered and endowed with plenty,’140
and Mark Twain who visited the city in 1896 ‘and was surprised to find all the essentials of a
metropolis.’141 The book noted ‘the huge gold discoveries’142 and the importance of the
‘Eureka uprising.’143
Leonard Terry designed for ‘Lydiard Street North, 1-15 a sequence of four banks’144 between
1860-6, which were described as ‘possibly the most important buildings in Ballarat.’145 He
was engaged by four different banking institutions: ‘The Bank of Australasia, the National
Bank of Australasia, the Colonial Bank of Australasia and the Bank of New South Wales.’146
His reputation gave credibility to the banks and to the city of Ballarat.
Reed and Barnes left an imprint of their work. They were architects for the State Savings
Bank at 48 Sturt Street in 1872. It was a significant building, described as ‘a particularly
elegant Renaissance, and was constructed at what may be regarded as the peak of Reed and
Barnes practice.’147. Nearby, the new Mining Exchange was designed by ‘C. D. Figgis at 6
Lydiard Street. The foundation stone, laid on 21 June 1887, replaced “the corner”, an
unrivalled monument to Ballarat’s former prosperity.’148 These buildings exhibited wealth,
were in a city founded on gold, and were financial institutions that facilitated commerce. The
spirit of triumph remains but these buildings no longer serve the original purposes for which
they were constructed.

140. Wendy Jacobs, Nigel Lewis, Elizabeth Vines, and Richard Aitken, Ballarat: A Guide to Buildings and
Area 1851–1940 (Ballarat, Vic: Jacob Lewis Vines Architects and Conservation Planners, 1981), 9.
141. Ibid., 23.
142. Ibid.
143. Ibid., 14.
144. Ibid., 18.
145. Ibid.
146. Ibid., 34.
147. Ibid., 42.
148. Ibid., 9.
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The battle for a share in colonial banking market was taken to New Zealand where Parkes
pivoted the Australasia Bank against the Union Bank. He reported: ‘Dunedin – site for
premises: A valuable and well-situated leasehold site that was thought desirable for us to
purchase was recently submitted at auction, but the price obtained for it was beyond the
maximum.’149 Parkes struggled to make inroads in New Zealand as Australasia Bank was late
on the scene and had to compete with locally owned New Zealand banks. The court at 4
Threadneedle Street, London, was being forced to authorise branch expansions in remote
regions of the Empire, a practice which in time it would question. This power play between
banks that had spread throughout New Zealand and the Australian colonies was a microcosm
of the Empire’s dilemma of imposing control: the more it expanded, the more its central
authority and power would become diluted courtesy of the actions of the colonial managers.
The essence of the triumphant architecture was that it had been driven by this market
competition. An example of a building of triumph was the construction of the Dunedin Union
Bank of Australasia in 1874. The Anglo bank was making a statement aimed at presenting a
face of credibility to the public. Many elements had to come together to create this grand
heritage building. The court in London and the head office in Melbourne had to make the
decision to allocate the resources to this particular site. The port city of Dunedin itself
became identified as a key site due to its role in servicing the financial needs of the Otago
goldfields. The goldfield towns themselves ‘rarely produced permanent branches. In Otago,
the Union opened a number of agencies that were controlled from Dunedin: Queenstown,
Arrow River, Dustan, Tuapeka, Manuherikiria Island and Hamilton. In this area the Union
was amongst the leaders of gold purchases.’150 The need to convey a sense of permanence
required an impressive design by a prominent architect:
Ledgerwood states that ‘R. A. Lawson was born in 1833 in a small Scottish country village in
Parish of Abdie.’151 He left for Melbourne from the ‘London docks on July 13, 1854.’152 He
was praised at a service to celebrate the ‘60th anniversary of the First Church of Otago in
Dunedin, which Lawson designed after winning a design competition while in Victoria.’153
Lawson had a varied time in colonial Victoria: ‘He arrived when the goldfields were in full
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swing in Ballarat and district, was resident of several goldfields, and engaged in mining, also
acted as correspondent to the leading Melbourne and Geelong papers.’154 His ambition was to
practice as an architect: ‘He, like so many goldminers, had left the colony to seek success on
the New Zealand South Island during the time of gold discoveries.’155
During the 1870s Lawson designed numerous commercial and industrial buildings. He
moved away from the Gothic Revival influence. His commercial designs drew on an eclectic
classical stylistic vocabulary that incorporated Greek, Roman, Italian and French
Renaissance, Palladian and Baroque motifs.’156 The Union Bank in Dunedin was in the
classical style (see Figure 32): ‘The building is one of the most solid and massive in Dunedin
of its extent, and the foundation are of a specially substantial character.’157 The triumph of the
design was challenged by the parochialism of loyalty to New Zealand banks shown by both
the government and public. There was a movement towards national independence that had
emerged from London and Melbourne that was altering the territorial battle ground in favour
of homeland commerce.

Figure 32. A message of triumph: The Union Bank in Dunedin, New Zealand.

Standing beneath the National Wallace Monument in Sterling, it is hard not feel sense of
Scottish defiance against the English. Its glorious Gothic design outweighs the folly of its
scale to express a pride in Scottish independence and identity. It was built between 1861 and
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1869, some years before the unveiling of the William Wallace monument in the Ballarat
Botanical Gardens in 1889. The purpose of colonial monuments, whether to Robbie Burns in
Camperdown or to Queen Victoria in Ballarat and Clunes, was to give significance to
imperial heritage. This expression of pride in the home country was not directed to First
Nation Peoples, history or culture. This silence and non-acknowledgement from those of
colonial heritage promotes outrage amongst First Nations peoples and is a symbol of
inequality. The Smeaton centenary monument in the centre of town celebrates the
achievement of the pioneer (see Figure 33). This celebration was launched by former
Australian prime minster Joseph Lyons in 1938: ‘He said it was inspiring that he should
honour today those men and women who had developed the land.’158 Recognition was
granted to those who had opened up the land to imperial and colonial interests while those
who once called their land my country had been forgotten.

Figure 33. Pioneers monument at the crossroads, Smeaton.

‘Marvellous Melbourne’ had its exhibitions in 1880 and 1888. The ‘Second City of the
Empire’ celebrated itself with the Glasgow International Exhibition also in 1888. Queen

158. Monument Australia, ‘Pioneer Memorial,’ accessed August 17, 2020,
https://monumentaustralia.org.au/themes/landscape/settlement/display/33421-pioneer-memorial.
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Victoria had opened the Glasgow City Chambers earlier in the year. They are located in
historic George Place, which includes statues of James Watt, Robbie Burns and Walter Scott.
The majesty of the site and its surrounds continues to project achievement and wealth.
Glasgow’s economic success, driven by its imperial shipbuilding industry, had not overcome
problems of poverty or emigration but it did create a legacy of pride and triumph.
The conservative directors of the English, Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank in London
were affected by the boosterism of Melbourne. The Argus reported:
Several banking institutions that are showing a determination not to be outdone are
contributing their fair share to the architectural beauties of the city and buildings
worthy of the importance of the pursuits on account of which they have been erected
now adorn the main Melbourne thoroughfares.159

The boom times were reflected in the design of banks, which conveyed the message of
affluence: ‘The Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank has, however, just taken the first step
towards the erection of premises which, when completed will probably be the finest in the
southern hemisphere.’160 Its location was in the heart of the Melbourne financial district: ‘The
site chosen for the new bank is the north-eastern of corner formed by the intersection of
Collins Street and Queen Street.’161 The financial outlay had burdened the bank: ‘It is
estimated the cost of the building before completion will be close upon £50,000.’162 It did not
go well. The English Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank was suspended on 13 April 1893
and reopened on the 19 August, having lost its Royal Charter.
In contrast, Anderson’s Mill was set in a rural landscape, which had been given a Scottish
appearance, and it is where Scottish traditional oats-processing methods were performed. The
site was an integrated complex of facilities that handled all stages of the production process.
The oats process commenced when sacks were unloaded from wagons onto the front
verandah to be weighed, [before a] hoist raised the sacks to the top floor where they were
worked on before being dropped [onto the] floor of the kiln which ‘may have been heated up
to 230 degrees F. A cylindrical sieve called a reeve cleaned the oats after drying [before they
were] bagged and loaded onto trucks.’163 The flour mill followed a similar process to the oats,
with both mills being powered by either the waterwheel or from an engine run from ‘steam
159.
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generated by a 3 pass Cornish boiler.’164 The complex included the office with its safe where
the administration was conducted. There were other relevant facilities such as the garage,
stables, the carpenter’s and blacksmith’s shops, and the granary.
Smeaton had integrated imperial methods of industry, farming, mining and banking. Entering
the 1880s, expectations were high. Anderson’s Mill (1862) has been listed by Heritage
Victoria. Its classification states:
The Anderson’s Mill Complex is of historical significance as a highly intact and
representative example of a rural industrial landscape associated with the early period
of wheat-growing activity in Victoria up until the mid-1870s. Flour mills were an
important component of the relatively self-generating local economies which
operated in the agricultural districts of Victoria in this period. 165

The graph of the profit and loss of the Anderson’s Brothers ‘shows that the business reached
its peak in 1865 and then experienced an ongoing decline, commencing with a loss from
1876 onwards. The mill was in a very dilapidated condition in 1896.’166 The grand plans at
the opening of the mill in 1862 were embellished with the hubris of the times. The collapse of
the boom would have consequences that tested the effectiveness of the colonial institutions
and its people.
This chapter has identified the imperial reach of the forces of finance that had been built on
the wealth created by the gold discoveries. John Anderson was examined as an exemplar of
the Scottish business tradition of the time. The underlying influence of the Scottish
Enlightenment had been identified in Smeaton. The land boom represented a drift towards
speculation, which became reflected in the styles of architecture that often expressed the
prevailing colonial hubris. The achievement of industry, as symbolised by the Anderson’s
Mill waterwheel, was celebrated in 1880 at the Melbourne International Exhibition that
placed the Colony of Victoria on the world stage. The money game was in train and time
would eventually determine the winners and losers.

164. Ibid., 5.
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A never-to-be-forgotten day. Before leaving, I touched an electric button by which I
started a message, which was telegraphed throughout the whole Empire. It was the
following: ‘From my heart I thank my beloved people; may God bless them. 1
—Queen Victoria Journal, Silver Jubilee, 22 June 1897

The purpose of this chapter is to focus on the final decade of the Colony of Victoria when the
contest of ideas led to conflicts, crises and nation building. It considers the relationship
between leading bankers Edmund Parkes and Frank Grey Smith. This is illustrated in the
battle of the banks in Smeaton and the fate of John Anderson. The emergence of the labour
movement brought struggle to the region, while the credibility of the banking system was
challenged by the financial panic of the 1890s. The turn of the nineteenth century revealed
new forms of sovereignty, ideas for institutional reform, and a family change in the
ownership of Anderson’s Mill. The strengths and weaknesses of colonisation became
apparent. This era reflected the boom-and-bust cycle of the Anderson’s family fortunes.
A crisis in civic society within the colony had produced a contest between unity and division.
The outcome was a federation that incorporated the strengths and weaknesses of the colonies.
These challenges and changes impacted on Smeaton as the optimism of the 1880s faded.
Edmund Parkes, Smeaton Banks and the London Court
The British Empire had not only driven by the industrial revolution but it could be
represented by the mechanics of its industrial machinery. The steam engines that controlled
Tower Bridge on the Thames in London (see Figure 34) were regulated by ‘the Steam
Governor,’2 which controlled ‘the entire movement of all the pistons and everything comes
from that one central system.’3 The ‘whole dance was controlled by one piece of precision
engineering.’ 4
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Figure 34. Symbol of Empire: Steam engine at Tower Bridge, London.

The imperial machinery that ran the colonies was confronted by the challenges from those
who rebelled against the system, but it was also threatened by the uncertainty caused by
random events that might occur at any time somewhere within the Empire.
The actions led by Parkes and Smith in Smeaton was an illustration of branch competition.
The National Bank of Australasia Board Minutes on 16 December 1880 stated that ‘they [the
bank] approved of enquiries made in connection with an opening at Smeaton.’5 Events
moved quickly when on 10 March 1881 the National Bank of Australasia Board Minutes
state that ‘The Ballarat manager attended in connection with Smeaton, and after hearing his
view and deliberating, the directors decided on opening an office there forthwith and
appointed W. A. A. Dyke to take charge.’6 Decisive action was taken and by 31 March 1881,
the Board Minutes stated that ‘Communication was read as follows, viz: From the manager at
Smeaton advising that the office would be opened on the 5th June.’7 Practical steps were
taken to implement the plan. On the 12 May 1881, the Board Minutes state that ‘The Board
considered a letter from the manager at Smeaton: authorised the purchase of the land therein
offered as a site for premises at £150, if less will not be taken.’8 Plans were in place by 19
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May 1881: ‘Letters were read from Smeaton advising that the site for premises had been
acquired at an outlay of £150.’9
From 10 Collins Street, Grey Smith had laid out the challenge to the National Bank of
Australasia. News travelled to Parkes down the road at 394 Collins Street:
On May 23, 1881, Parkes heard that the National Bank of Australasia had opened a
branch in Smeaton and that mining companies in the vicinity, mostly customers of
Australasia at Kingston, were beginning to cash their cheques at the National’s
Smeaton branch.10

The Smeaton business was being threatened by the National Bank of Australasia.
Grey Smith was born in Cambridge in 1827 and migrated with his family in 1839: ‘At 13
Smith joined the Bank of Australasia.’11 In 1869, Parkes appointed him the Melbourne
manager of the Australasia region. He was involved in implementing the expansion strategy
adopted by Parkes: ‘To Smith fell the task, during the next three years, of building up the
Bank’s business, including a more aggressive opening of new branches.’12 His training was
undertaken at the Bank of Australasia, then ‘in 1872 he resigned to become the general
manager of National Bank of Australasia.’13
Parkes had himself learnt about the conventional banking practices while in Britain before
being appointed to the position of inspector in 1867 at the Bank of Australasia, then to
general inspector in 1871 before becoming the superintendent from 1876 to 1887. Parkes had
‘worked in the London and Westminster Bank where he was thoroughly trained in
banking.’14 This bank was the first joint stock bank to be opened up under the Bank Charter
Act 1833. It had the challenge of establishing its credibility: ‘London and Westminster Bank
opened in 1834 with a tough-minded adept manager. The Bank of England engaged in a
protracted legal challenge to try to clip its powers. The private banks declined to let the
unwanted newcomer use the London Clearing House.’15 The Bank of Australasia, even as
joint stock bank but with its court in London, was an establishment institution. Smith, as
9. Ibid., 491.
10. Parkes to Selby, File No. 1996, A/8/55, Superintendent’s Letters May 23, 1881, Bank of Australasia, ANZ
Archives.
11. Blainey, ‘Francis Grey Smith,’ 143.
12. Butlin, Australia and New Zealand Bank, 206.
13. Ibid.
14. Raoul L. Middlemann, ‘Edmund Samuel Parkes (1834–1887),’ in Australian Dictionary of Biography
Volume 5, 1851–1890, Douglas Pike, ed. (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1974), 398.
15. Kynaston, The City of London, 86.
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chief manager, aimed to have a similar reputation for his colonial National Australasia Bank.
He had a cooperative relationship with Parkes. They both signed the Memorandum of
Agreement in 1880 with the Victorian Government. This agreed that ‘the public account (and
Department of Accounts) to be divided in equal proportions among the ten banks.’16 They
were leading bankers in the colonies but when it came to Smeaton, they were in territorial
competition.
Parkes’ defence of his market against another bank was broadened by further expansion to
the booming nearby goldmining town (see Figure 35): ‘It has been found necessary, I regret
to say, for the protection of our business from the Union Bank, that a Receiving House
should be opened in Allendale, situated in the centre of the Creswick and Kingston
goldfields.’17 The site ‘has been purchased for £60 and will be erected without delay’.18

Figure 35. Letter from Parkes to Selby, reporting the purchase of land in Smeaton.

16. Nunn, Select Documents, 183.
17. Parkes to Selby, File No. 2011.
18. Ibid.
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The urgency to establish branches was key to Parkes maintaining supremacy in the financial
sector of the colonies: ‘In the period from Parkes’ appointment in 1876 to the end of 1886, he
opened 37 new branches in Victoria and 79 across the colonies.’19
Parkes had personal knowledge of Smeaton and its hopes as a result of his trip through the
area: In early 1881, he ‘travelled through Smeaton when returning to Melbourne from
Adelaide.’20 The ANZ historian notes that ‘the discovery of gold in Smeaton was well known
by the Bank of Australasia, which had operated a branch at nearby Kingston since 1873.
Parkes told the bank’s directors in 1881 that it was confidently expected that alluvial leads in
Smeaton would be traced to a great distance. He was impressed by the lovely pastoral
country around Smeaton but described the town as a very poor affair.’21 His letter to London
on 19 July revealed his relationship with the Anderson brothers who were active in local
goldmining investments.
The goldmines had not only created hopes of wealth and the growth of the township but had
also affected the banking habits of the Australasia Bank’s clients: ‘In May 1881, Parkes heard
that the National Australasia Bank had opened a branch in Smeaton and that the mining
companies in the vicinity, mostly customers of the Bank of Australasia at Kingston, were
beginning to cash cheques at the National’s Smeaton branch.’22 Prior to this competition
Parkes ‘had little interest in opening at Smeaton’23, but prompted by predictions of gold
discoveries, he was determined to protect his bank’s market share: ‘He decided to open an
agency at Smeaton under the control of the Kingston branch; rented premises were secured
and George Wallace McKie was appointed resident clerk.’24 Smeaton was to be an agency.
McKie was authorised to sign as ‘pro-manager, but the Kingston manager, James Grieg,
visited on a daily basis and had overall charge.’25 The intention of maintaining customers
who were employed in the local goldmines meant that the bank’s viability was to be tested as
goldmining companies failed and miners left the region for other employment opportunities
or headed to Western Australia to pursue their hopes of another goldmining boom.
19. Butlin, Australia and New Zealand Bank, 242.
20. Darnien Cash, Bank of Australasia historical notes, group archive, December, 1991, 1.
21. Parkes to Selby, File No. 2002, A/*/55, Superintendent’s Letters July 19, 1881, Bank of Australasia, ANZ
Archives.
22. Parkes to Selby, File No. 1996.
23. Cash, historical notes.
24. G. W. McKie, Bank of Australasia staff record A/57/2, Register of Officers on the Colonial Establishment,
251.
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The rival building program provided an insight into the manner in which well-respected
banks competed with each other to gain the support of a local community. The Australasia
Bank responded to the initiative taken by Smith when ‘the Smeaton agency opened for
business on May 25, 1881.’26 The ANZ archives reveal the thinking of Parkes:
Although the location of the premises is not recorded in the bank’s correspondence, it
is clear that the building was very simple. The rental of £26 per annum was cheap and
Parkes held the view that there was no need at the time the branch opened for any
‘special banking accommodation’ in the township. He was confident that the
National’s attempt to undermine the Bank of Australasia would not succeed, and
wrote to the directors in London on 19 July 1881.27

It is at this stage that Parkes made his comments to London about his loyal clients: ‘Our very
old customers Messrs Anderson Brs, freeholders and saw mill owners, are old traders in
Smeaton, and the National is not likely to draw much business from us.’28
On 8 August 1881, the National Bank of Australasia Board Minutes state that ‘permission
was given to call for tenders for the erection of one part of the projected premises at Smeaton,
the estimated cost of the whole being £1450, and of that to be now erected £800.’29 Smith had
taken the lead (see Figure 36).
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Figure 36. Plans for the National Australasia Bank branch in Smeaton.

Parkes responded to this business challenge to his nearby Kingston branch. He reported his
move to Selby, the Secretary of the Court in London on 27 September 1881. The battle was
in part about the style and the substance of the bank building, for ‘Parkes did not count on the
National being determined enough to erect their own substantial building in Smeaton. About
September 1881, the Bank of Australasia paid £160 for a site on the corner of Daylesford and
Creswick roads at Smeaton.’30 In his letter to Selby, Parkes says: ‘Tenders were called for a
brick building to be constructed and one for £639 19s and was accepted in January 1883.’31

30. Parkes to Selby, File No. 2011.
31. Ibid.
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Parkes went further by engaging the leading architectural firm in the colony, the designers of
his own head office building in Collins Street. On 15 November 1883, M. Blundelf wrote the
following letter to Messrs Reed + Barnes, Architects Melbourne:
Dear Sirs, I return herewith rough plan of the Smeaton premises which I approve of
with the exception of the size of the desk in the public office which is to be 8ft
instead of 5ft in length, the length of the counter being proportionately reduced. Will
you be good enough to send in as quickly as possible a specification of the work
connected with the erection of these premises in order that the tenders may be called
without delay32

The speed of the tender process reflected the size of the challenge. The National Bank of
Australasia had engaged Leonard Terry, another leading architect, and a capable builder. The
National Bank of Australasia Board Minutes on 16 January 1882 state: ‘The Bank accepted
Mr Seeley’s tender for erection of premises at Smeaton for £1411 all included.’33
Parkes responded: ‘Tenders were called for a brick building to be constructed and one for
£639 was accepted by January 1882.’ 34 The ANZ historian notes: ‘This amount was much
more than the Bank of Australasia had wanted to spend at Smeaton, but there was little
alternative. The Bank of Australasia did not want its building to compare unfavourably with
the National’s.’35 They achieved their aim: ‘The Australasia’s premises were completed
quickly prior to October 1882 when overall expenditure of £1200 was recorded in the
superintendent’s yearly summary. 36 Parkes had met the challenge from the younger Smith. It
was not only a battle between a British and a colonial bank but a shared vision of a financial
sector that contrasted with the emerging speculative institutions.
The goldmining era in the Smeaton area was coming to an end in the late 1880s. The wealth
made from the gold discoveries had left the area and the town was in decline: ‘The bank
never recovered these costs. The Smeaton agency did not progress in June 1888 (see Figure
37) and the bank inspector, C. J. Henderson, reported that it was of ‘very little use.’37

32. M. Blundel Letter to Messrs Reed + Barnes, November 15, 1883, 1881 Letter Book, ANZ archives.
33. ‘National Bank of Australasia Board Minutes January 16, 1882,’ National Bank of Australia Archives,
240.
34. Parkes to Selby, File No. 2033, A/8/56, Superintendent’s Letters January 31, 1882, Bank of Australasia,
ANZ Archives.
35. Cash, historical notes.
36. Parkes to Selby, File No, 2072, A/8/57, Superintendent’s Letters February 20, 1883, Bank of Australasia,
ANZ Archives.
37. C. R. Cowper (for the Superintendent) to Secretary, London, File No. 2624, A/90/29, Superintendent’s
Letters July 13, 1888, Bank of Australasia, ANZ Archives.
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Figure 37. Former Bank of Australasia building, Smeaton.

The Bank of Australasia loss in Smeaton was consistent with the view forming in London:
Selby and the directors were pessimistic about the economic future. As the months of
1888 slipped by, this chorus of doubt and apprehension increased. Selby wrote: ‘It
will be a marvel if the next two years pass without serious bank failures’. 38

By this time, Parkes had been tragically killed in a train accident, while Grey Smith’s
colonial bank maintained its operations well into the next century.
The correspondence between the Australasian Bank’s head office in Melbourne and the Court
in London highlights the power balance that had developed between the two capital cities.
The Traditional Owners’ connection to land and country had been confronted by the
consolidation of not only Crown sovereignty but also by the rising influence of the capital
city. The capital cities exercised financial, political and legal authority, which meant that
there was a disconnect between decision-making and local control. The impact on the
already-shattered Traditional Owner communities was amplified by their non-recognition in
the Australian Constitution and their absence from power bases in the capital cities. Colonial
policy regarding First Nation Peoples of Australia had been formulated in the corridors of
power at Westminster. Bank policy was debated by the Court of London without documented
consideration or input from Australia’s First Nations peoples. Policy decisions were made,
transcribed in English, and then generally mailed by ship to the Australian colonies. Over
38. Butlin, Australia and New Zealand Bank, 281.
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time the telegraph shifted power back to imperial head offices, leaving First Nations peoples
disconnected and completely isolated from the source of authority. The implications of terra
nullius had been set in stone.
As well as the imperial machinery that had been running the colonies being confronted by
challenges from those who were rebelling against the system, it was also being threatened by
the uncertainty of random events that might occur at any time somewhere within the Empire.
Such a random event happened when Edmund Parkes died on 11 May 1887 as the result of a
train accident. In the ANZ bank archives, there is a letter from the Bank of Australasia
London court to the Melbourne head office that touches on the subject of Parkes’ death:
The disturbing details of the injuries sustained by this gentleman, which resulted in
his untimely death, have been read with deep concern by the directors who quite
approve of the arrangements made by you in reference to the funeral; but their
telegram to you on 13th May on the subject had evidently not reached you at the time
of writing.39

The expression of sympathy may have been sincere, but it resulted in the court restoring its
policymaking power from the colonial head office, which included the end of the Parkes’
strategy of bank expansion. It also meant that the banking sector had lost its leadership from
its most respected member during the 1893 colonial financial panic. Parkes’ unfortunate
demise highlights how a random event can alter the functioning of the machinery of Empire.
A train crash in colonial Brighton was communicated to London, which resulted in a change
of policy that impacted in a detrimental manner on John Anderson and the livelihood of
Smeaton’s citizens.
The court perceived an opportunity to reclaim is role in setting policy. The directive aimed to
use rates to target clients: ‘To my mind there is one effective course and one only. Do now
what I have shown the banks should have done long since – lower rates.’40 This strict
approach was meant to protect the interests of the banks not those of individuals or the
colony: ‘Sell dead securities while the boom lasts. Shake off speculators and doubtful
customers.’41 The court was critical of Parkes’ past practices: ‘I believe had such a course
been followed by us in 1881 we should have had, perhaps even over the seven years, a larger

39. Selby to Sawyer, 17 June, 1887. London Letter Book 1887. ANZ archives.
40. Butlin, Australia and New Zealand Bank, 282.
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and more safe and profitable business.’42 The colonial command had resulted in errors that
had now to be fixed by those at 4 Threadneedle Street, London. The decisive break from the
Parkes’ era was to be drastic but kept hidden from view: ‘Never desirable per se to make
enemies. Much could be done by degrees without causing active talk. But the risk of a rate
war must be faced.’43
The implications of the new policy had repercussions for Smeaton: ‘On 13 May 1889, the
Smeaton agency was closed and its business transferred to the Kingston branch.’44 The bank
had lost money on a deal: ‘In September 1889 the bank accepted an offer of £220 for the
premises, a sum John Sawyer admitted was “a large deficiency on the total cost of the
building”, but he deemed it to be “full value” for it “taking the declining condition of
Smeaton”.’45 This decision had followed the bank’s closure of the Smeaton Reserve United
goldmine. The relationship between the Australasian Bank and the Anderson brothers ended
with the death of Parkes, along with his policy of expansion. The imperial legacy in Smeaton
included the closing down of its bank and goldmines, which directly resulted in a downturn
in commercial activity in Smeaton.
On 14 May 1887, The Argus reported that ‘the funeral of E. S. Parkes was attended by a very
large number of gentlemen, among them being many of the leading bankers and merchants of
Melbourne. The pallbearers included a former bank superintendent, a prominent government
minister, an establishment business leader: ‘D. C Macarthur, Colonel Sargood, M. F.
Grimwade and Grey Smith.’46The funeral not only marked the respect given to senior
bankers within the colonial community but also provided an insight into the unusual
relationship between Parkes and Grey Smith that brought both of them together, while
commercially dividing them in the streets of Smeaton. With Parkes gone, Grey Smith became
a key player in determining a response to the looming banking crisis, but before that the
colony was thrown into turmoil as the forces of capital and labour came into conflict.
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The 1890s Strikes and the Labour Movement
Smeaton and the surrounding district was directly involved in the early days of the union
struggle (see Figure 38). The Melbourne Leader had the headline: ‘Threatened Strike of
Shearers.’47 On 17 September 1890, the Creswick correspondent wrote: ‘Telegram today
from Sydney from Mr Spence, president of the Amalgamated Shearers’ Union, stating it had
decided as a last resource to call out the shearers, stevedores and carriers.’48

Figure 38. Signature of Spence and unionists in the Shearers’ Union rule book: National Library of Australia,
Canberra.

The Smeaton region was being asked to engage in industrial action. Local union officials
became active: ‘The order was sent locally by D. Temple, Secretary Australian Shearers’

47. ‘Threatened Strike of Shearers,’ Melbourne Leader, September 27, 1890 (sent by wire from correspondent
in Creswick 17 September), Trove.
48. Ibid.
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Union Creswick.’49 The intent to strike was a direct challenge to employers: ‘Important
notice to members – the great Australian strike. All members of the Amalgamated Shearers’
Union and all labourers employed at the shearing sheds are requested to cease work on
Wednesday next. To remain out until further notice.’50 This was not isolated industrial action
but a broad revolt against the authority of the employers to manage labour. The British
Master and Servants Act 1823 provided the legal framework for the colony’s Master and
Servants Act. Based on Crown sovereignty, these Acts empowered employers over their
employees. They effectively contracted the employee to the employer, thus limiting worker
rights. The Shearers’ Union had challenged this authority with its rules that gave a
management role to union officials and branches. Spence recalled:
This notice had splendid effect. I was president of the Shearer’s Union at the time,
and that fact no doubt added to the loyalty of the shearers, as the wires were sent in
my name. 16,000 men ceased work at once on the day fixed.51

The battlelines had been set by support for the Freedom of Contract which had been passed
‘at a conference in Adelaide between bakers and employers.’52 It gave the employers ‘the
right to discharge any man without being asked the reason for so discharging, employ whom
they please, and pay what they choose without being questioned.’53 This assertion of
employer authority was the cause of the conflict: ‘The aim of the employers is to crush
unionism in Australia and overthrow labour.’ 54
Spence states that ‘the strike started in 1890, when the Marine Association in Victoria, in
pursuance of claims for increased wages, decided to affiliate with the Melbourne Trades Hall
Council.’55 Spence had ‘met representatives of the maritime unions in Sydney and the latter
decided to refuse to handle the wool shorn by non-union labour.’56 These actions against
employers set up a struggle that had been building up, particularly since the victory of the
British unionists in the 1889 London dock strike, which had been financially supported by
many in the Australian colonies. The implications of these union disputes went beyond their
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working conditions to become a turning point in the emerging growth of the labour
movement. Union action became widespread across the colonies.
This form of local action was not dependent on colonial borders. The union activity had an
‘Australasia’57 focus. The campaign across colonial borders was enhanced by developing
communications. In Queensland during 1891, Spence explained the process by which local
union struggles could strengthen a federal movement. He telegraphed a graphic account of
the alleged disturbance to his paper, and it was published under big cross-heads next day: ‘As
all papers are associated, the same account was sent south, and every reader in Australia next
day had the excitement of reading about the alleged outrage.’58 This vision of Australasia as
being more than the sovereign colonies had become intrinsic to unionism well before the
formation of the Commonwealth of Australia. Spence had been clear about this view: ‘From
the beginning the union has been federal in spirit. It ignored the political boundaries of
colonies.’59
However, the solidarity and unity of Australasia, sketched in outlines of a national identity,
had a limitation – it was based on race: ‘The union draws the line at coloured aliens – no
Chinese, Japanese, Kanaka, or Afghans or coloured aliens other than Maoris, American
negroes and children of mixed parentage born in Australia shall be admitted to
membership.’60 Meanwhile many unionists and members of the public did rally behind the
strikers:
The government took a decisive action to preserve the peace. A mass meeting of
strikers had been convened for Sunday, August 23, at Flinders Park, under conditions
which might precipitate rioting and disorder. All available police from the country
were called to the city – two hundred of the Mounted Rifles under Colonel T. Price.
Two thousand special constables were sworn in, and a proclamation was issued by
the Governor under provisions of the Unlawful Assembly Act, urging citizens to
assist in preserving law and order. There was a large attendance at the mass meeting,
probably from 50,000 to 60,000, but nothing of a riotous character occurred.61

The proclamation read to the civilians who had organised in support of the union struggle
was ‘given under my hand and seal of the Colony of Victoria, at Melbourne, this twenty-
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ninth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in
the fifty-fourth year of Her Majesty’s reign:

Hopetoun
By His Excellency’s Command
D, Gillies, Premier
God Save the Queen!’62

The proclamation warned ‘certain persons have [been] combining and acting together [that]
after the making of this proclamation all persons illegally assembling together and
committing a breach of the peace or otherwise violating the law will be rigorously
prosecuted.’63 The people were instructed to cease showing union support.
Union folklore has demonised Tom Price, Colonel of the Victorian Mounted Rifles, who
commanded the military: ‘Mr W. E. Murphy at a meeting at the Trades Hall Council stated
that Colonel Price had said: “Now men, when I give you the word ‘fire,’ aim low, and fire
regardless of whether it was brothers, sisters or any others that were in their ranks.” ’64 His
words to the crowd had been disputed, but he admitted later to the State Board Inquiry that he
said to the troops ‘to lay them out.’65 The inquiry found ‘he was a humane and capable
officer.’66
It was an ‘Order in Council [that] authorised the appointment of the Board of Inquiry.’67
Sovereign power had been behind the proclamation and the inquiry. For unionists and the
public, it was an illustration of how the state could use the military against them. It was a
lesson that was to change the colony’s political culture. The pressure from the streets arrived
onto the floor of the parliament, but members failed to respond to the issues, which exposed
the existing political elites as out of touch. There was a political crisis, but it was focused on
government finances rather than the challenges of unionism. The parliament refused to
intervene to resolve the conflict between the employers and unionists.
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The labour movement had little direct representation in either the Legislative Assembly or the
Legislative Council of Victoria. Political representation was dominated by trade interests:
By the 1880s, the Parliament of Victoria was a parliament of businessmen. Of some
90 various members of the 1880s Assembly, 60 were professionals or businessmen,
and 24 were involved in pastoral and land matters. In the Council, 21 of 30 members
pursued pastoral or land investment careers while another four were professionals. Of
some 48 MLCs in the late 1880s and early 1890s, 30 were land speculators.68

The employers had been prepared for the industrial conflict: ‘I believe that never before has
such an opportunity to test the relative strengths of capital and labour arisen.’69 The unions
were defeated. The Melbourne Trades Hall Council conducted a review of the dispute and its
conclusion foreshadowed changes that were to impact on the history of the colony and nation.
The report by the Trades Hall concluded: ‘We have marked carefully each new development
in our history; we have seen the side of capital espoused by a conservative government and
conservative institutions.’70 The labour movement recognised the power of Parliament and its
disconnect from it: ‘We have noted the progress of that class to positions of honour and
emolument in public service and also that the men have no sympathies nor interests in
common with the great mass of people.’71
The government was under attack: ‘The Gillies ministry was again challenged on 31 October
1890 by a vote of want of confidence moved by the persistent James Munro, and this time
was defeated.’72 The issue was not the industrial dispute but the state finances. The leader of
the attack was Munro, who gave notice of a ‘Want of Confidence in Minister vote in the
Legislative Assembly on 28 October 1890.’73 The issue was not the industrial dispute but the
state finances. Munro argued: ‘If I had not called attention to the state of the finances last
week, the House would not have heard a word about them. If I had not called the attention of
the House to the state of affairs last November.’74 Hansard recorded the moment:
Mr Gillies: ‘Oh!’
Mr Munro: ‘I ask members of the House are they justified in allowing the honorable
gentleman to continue in charge of the finances of the colony?’
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The House then divided on the question that this House has no confidence in the
Government.
Ayes 55, Noes, 35. Majority against the Government – 20.’75

Munro formed the new government for a short term then he left for London to be agentgeneral before his financial interests collapsed, which left him bankrupt back in the colony.
It was an ‘Order in Council’ that ‘authorised the appointment of the Board of Inquiry.’76
Sovereign power had been behind the proclamation and the inquiry. For unionists and the
public, it was an illustration of how the state could use the military against them. It was a
lesson that was to change the colony’s political culture.
In principle, the labour movement had not been inclusive in relation to race and in particular
of the rights of First Nations peoples. In practice, unions did not fight for coverage of the
First Nations peoples: ‘In the late 19th century, First Nations people were made to work on
cattle stations without remuneration.’77
Spence documented the early days of the labour movement in which he played a pivotal role:
‘In 1880 we selected the general secretary of the A.M.A. (to run for Creswick and Clunes, the
workers undertaking his expenses. I put in a fortnight’s wages to help, but we failed to secure
his election.’78 Spence said that ‘the great turning point in the history of Australian labour
was undoubtedly the maritime strike, as it was termed, in 1890.’79 The labour movement
accepted the Westminster system and pledged to take control of parliament and exercise its
authority in the implementation of its policies. It meant working within the colonial
democratic structures to have elected its own members.
The labour movement based its organisation on the unions and formed internal democratic
structures to establish an independent political party. It adopted union discipline, expressing
solidarity through personal commitment:
I hereby pledge myself not to oppose the candidate selected by the recognised
political organisation, and if elected will do my outmost to carry out the principles
embodied in the federal Labour platform and on all questions affecting the platform
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to vote as a majority that the parliamentary party may decide at a duly constituted
caucus meeting.80

Policies of the labour movement were outlined by the Progressive Political League of
Victoria in 1891. The comprehensive document stated: ‘The object of the League is to secure
for all classes such legislation as will advance their interests.’81
The policies supported ‘progressive legislation, electoral reform, manhood suffrage [and] the
repeal of that portion of the Employers and Employees Act.’82 They advocated amendments
to the ‘Factories and Shops Act and for improvements in working conditions, maximum
labour day of eight hours [including] ventilation and safety in goldmines, and coalmines.’83 It
maintained its position on race with the ‘prohibition of the importation of Chinese and Coolie
labourers under contract.’84 It supported referendums on social reforms and approved of
‘Courts of Conciliation [and the] Federation of the Colonies on a Democratic Basis.’85 The
labour movement gained support from all the Australian colonies and after Federation, the
Australian Labour Party won government, led by Chris Watson in 1904 and, again, in 1908
under the leadership of Andrew Fisher. The election of the British Labour Party did not take
place until 1924 when Ramsay MacDonald won government. The labour movement had
achieved sovereign power in the Commonwealth of Australia years before it was attained in
Britain.
The class struggle in Smeaton appeared to have calmed when in 1916 a jovial reference to
strike activity appeared to reflect a more cordial time between employer and employee:
A pleasing ceremony took place at Mr D. Anderson’s flour mill, Smeaton, when Mr
Anderson was entertained by his employees at a social evening, and was presented
with a handsome smoking outfit and a pair of slippers on the occasion of his
approaching marriage. Mr J. G. Archibald made the presentation, assuring Mr
Anderson that they were not there to declare a strike unless perchance he might
persist in remaining a bachelor.86

Times had changed but labour political leaders did emerge from goldfields towns not only
involving John Curtin but also James Scullin, who, in 1929, became the first Australian prime
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minister of Irish heritage. He was born in Trawalla to the west of Ballarat and worked on
farms and in mines before he ‘ran a grocer’s shop in Ballarat and worked as an organiser for
the Australian Workers’ Union.87
What stands out when looking at the Trades Hall building in Carlton and the Trades Hall
building in Ballarat are the Corinthian columns. The classical style had been used by the
Trades Hall in Glasgow, which had been designed by the Adam brothers. The grand
Corinthian columns were used again by James and Piper when they designed the Ballarat
Trades Hall building in 1887. These buildings conveyed the message at the time that union
leadership was here to stay. A militant wing of the labour movement believed in the
overthrow of the state but the broad labour movement organised to take over the sovereign
state. This objective was achieved with remarkable speed in the colonies and arose out of the
struggles of the 1890s. Next, came the banking crisis, which threatened all that had been
achieved in the colony.
The Panic
The dynamics of a banking panic have been clear since classical times. When I was standing
by the treasury near the Via Sacra in the Roman Forum, there is no evidence of the panic of
33 AD (see Figure 39). It began when Publius Spencer asked for financial assistance:
When Publius Spencer requested 30 million sesterces from his banker, Balbus Ollius,
but the firm was unable to fulfil his request and closed its doors. This led to a bank
panic and the closure of several banks along the Via Sacra.88

Imperial power reacted when Emperor Tiberius sent a letter to Rome with measures to
alleviate the crisis: ‘Monetary measures had created stability.’89
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Figure 39. Government, treasury, traders and a panic: Via Sacra, Roman Forum, Italy.

Though there were a few banks that never recovered from the panic, most continued business
as usual, and the financial panic ended as quickly as it began.’90
The physical appearance of Anderson’s Mill, operating on a daily basis with nearby steam
engine pumping water out of goldmines dotted around the Smeaton landscape, would have
disguised the commercial viability of these operations. The lack of transparency surrounding
debt would have made it difficult for the people in Smeaton to know the risk of a financial
crisis. In the same way, it would not have been clear to colonial and British investors that the
property boom of the late 1880s was being kept afloat through borrowed capital.
Parkes understood that the sentiment of a panic would cause a sudden loss of confidence. He
told the Victorian Royal Commission into Banking Laws that ‘it would be better to pay the
note-holders immediately on the stoppage to allay any turmoil.’91 He was questioned: ‘Would
this have the effect of frequently preventing a panic?’92 He expressed praise for the colony:
We are free of panics were that I cannot really say that such a thing ever happens; but
in London, where I have been for many years, a panic is easily raised; but here the
public seems to have a contented mind. 93

An earlier panic took place in London when a note was pinned on a door:
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On Thursday, May 10, 1866 at 3 pm, Overend, Gurney &Co., pinned on the door on
Lombard Street a note: ‘Sir, We regret to announce that a severe run on our deposits
and resources has compelled us to suspend payment. William Bois, secretary.94

Finance was pumped back into the system to maintain liquidity. Parkes was a banker in these
years and believed the appearance of stability assisted in maintaining stability because
‘persons in a panic are very unreasonable, and will not be allayed by anything.’95 His analysis
was to be put to the test after his death.
The ongoing creation of profit from the gold discoveries had given the Colony of Victoria a
reputation for wealth beyond reality. The Scottish paper, the Ross Shire Journal, had printed
an Australian letter, from Ballarat, January 18, 1892: ‘The Hon James Munro, Premier and
Treasurer’96 who had just ‘appointed himself as Agent General in London.’97 The writer was
proud of Munro’s Scottish background, noting that he had been ‘a printer in Edinburgh’98
before coming to Victoria ‘some 35 years ago.’99 His colonial life reflected the booming
Victorian colony. Months before the panic, the article on Munro would have convinced
British investors that the colony still had a promising future. Drawing on its golden legacy, it
is claimed that ‘Victoria is indeed a land flowing with milk and honey.’100
Premier Munro introduced the Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation) Bill on 3
December 1891.’ He had ‘made immediate use of his act. The very day after its passage, he
announced that his federal building society would suspend trading in cash and issue instead
receipts for deposits.’101 His bluff continued when ‘in February 1892, Munro announced that
he had resigned the premiership and off he sailed, leaving stricken shareholders, duped
creditors and a network of companies riddled with embezzlement, fraud, lies, and huge,
unrecoverable debts.’102 Once back in Britain, Munro was able to maintain his reputation as
being successful in commerce and politics. The risk of debt had been hidden; however, the
consequences would unravel as a panic as financial institutions lost their liquidity and asset
values crashed. By the end of the year, with his financial empire collapsing, James Munro, on
94. Neil Irwin, The Alchemists: Three Central Bankers and the World on Fire (New York: Penguin Books,
2014), 27.
95. ‘Victorian Royal Commission into Banking Laws 1884/7,’ 19.
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his return to the colony, was questioned about Victoria’s reputation in London. He
responded: ‘They think you are all a parcel of thieves.’103
Nunn says that ‘the first stage of the depression was the collapse of the land boom; the
second was the tightening of credit, with stringency in London accentuated by the Baring
crisis; and the third was the liquidity problems of the banks.’104 The moment of truth had
come when the speculative institutions were allowed to fail:
According to Grey Smith, the Commercial Bank ‘went on advancing to these
concerns – H.G. Turner came to see me, laid the situation bare before me’. Smith
persuaded his rival to make these building societies bear their own burdens, and if
necessary face their creditors. And so, late in 1891, the Commercial called in
overdrafts, and forced many societies to close their doors.105

The key economic drivers of trade and finance were in crisis.
The absence of a central bank had created coordination problems between banks. The
Associated Banks of Victoria group was established 1887, which involved 10 banks and was
at one stage chaired by Grey Smith in 1888. The association began to split and ultimately its
actions had little impact on the outcomes of the crisis or the fate of the individual banks:
Cooperation between banks in their dealings with governments gave rise to an
informal association in the 1850s and 1860s that acted as a forum and mouthpiece for
the industry.106

The problem was that when action was required they lacked the authority, unity, confidence
and cash to be decisive. The 10 associated banks ‘at the end of March 1892, agreed that any
member suffering loss of coin could receive an advance of £750,000 in order to allay
panic.’107
This position produced ‘confidence’ but when confronted with the need for actual financial
support, the banks lost their nerve:
The Anglo–Australian bankers in Melbourne predicted that British depositors might
rightly take alarm when they discovered all the Associated Banks had borne the
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losses of one of their member institutions to conceal the fact that it was absolutely
insolvent.108

Anxiety about London meant that ‘they refused’109 to act. The panic was in process: ‘The
Commercial Bank of Australia resolved to suspend payment unless the associated banks
guaranteed to meet all demands on its depositors. The associated banks rejected a demand
which could involve their respective shareholders in a huge loss.’110 Grey Smith understood
the historic moment: ‘Since the 28th we have lived in a vortex of harassing anxiety,
culminating, as you know in the suspension of the Commercial Bank of Australia – the
greatest event of its kind that ever happened in Australia.’111
On 18 April 1893, Smith talked up his bank: ‘We are immensely strong in London just now
but, unfortunately, cannot sell drafts to other banks for coin. So far public confidence in this
office has been very marked, the number of new accounts opened being considerable, and
none closed.’112 Events were moving quickly as policies were formed to manage the
challenges. ‘Smith was confident during the first half of April, 1893, for his bank had a
higher ration of liquid assets that at any other time of his career.’113 With his eyes on the
imperial centre, ‘suspecting that his London’s office was the most vulnerable link in the
bank’s armour, he had worked for the past year to make that office impregnable.’114 His
weakness was in the colonies: ‘Instead of accumulating coin in Australia, he had sent gold
abroad in order to wipe out his overdraft. In consequence, when all his liquid assets were
wanted in Melbourne, a third of them lay in London.’115 He was in conflict with London:
Smith believed that most of the new deposits should lie in strongrooms as an
additional gold reserve, earning no profit. The directors and London manager were
adamant that the deposits should be channelled out to borrowers in order to increase
profits and ensure the retention of the 15% dividend. And so they overruled Grey
Smith.116

Attached to Grey Smith’s diary entry for May 1, 1893, the day the bank closed its doors,
there was a slip of paper with the heading ‘A. Paton’ (see Figure 40). It stated: ‘Cheque to be
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presented to lodger keeper who said it could not be paid and referred me to F. G. Smith, the
chief manager of the company. I saw Mr Smith and he informed me that by order of the
directors, no cheques are to be honoured as the bank had been obliged to stop payment.’117

Figure 40. Notes from Grey Smith’s 1 May 1893 diary entry: National Bank of Australia Archives, Melbourne.

The diary entry gave details about the stopping of cheques and the effective suspension of the
bank. It read: ‘Bank suspended payment – A. Paton presented a cheque of £100 that which
lodger keeper had referred him to me about. I returned it to him.’118 It was this one action that
triggered the closure and led to the future restructure of the bank.
The Barings Bank crisis resulted in an historical bank rescue that was coordinated by the
Governor of the Bank of England. The index of the minutes of A Court of Directors at the
Bank in 1890 states:
117. Grey Smith, May 1, 1893, diary entry, National Australasia Bank Archives.
118. Ibid.
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Baring Brothers and company. The Governor acquaints the Court with the measures
he has taken in connection with the affairs of Baring Brothers and company. The
Governor lays before the Court a detailed statement of the same – correspondence
with the chancellor of the Exchequer in regard to the financial support promised by
the Government to the bank in the event of their assisting-address from the Stock
Exchange on the bank’s management of the Baring crisis.119

These opaque words, like the institution itself, mystified the inner workings of the British
financial system. The management of the panic of 1890 was conducted by an elite club of
members that involved government, Bank of England officials, and private merchant bankers.
The private merchant Barings Bank had a cash liquidity shortage. The governor of the Bank
of England supported a financial bailout of Barings, which restored economic stability.
Although Barings Bank had been saved, it was restructured and its authority and standing had
become diminished. The power elites of the London financial club had orchestrated a rescue
package to save one of its own.
The threat to the British financial system was managed in a business-as-usual approach. The
key difference was that the Bank of England was able to coordinate the commitment of
adequate capital to maintain liquidity in both the Barings Bank and the economy with ‘a
guarantee fund for Barings, with the Bank itself putting up the first million pounds.’120 The
outcome was to maintain a sense of stability and security, which contrasted with the role
played by the Associated Banks in Victoria. The absence of a central bank in the colonies
contributed to the Victorian financial crisis, which had been aggravated by the turn of events
in London: ‘With the collapse of the House of Barings in Britain in 1890, the British investor
began to doubt the rate of return on overseas investment. The withdrawal of British deposits
became an element in the bank suspensions of April-May 1893.’121 The labour movement
noted the role played by the private banks during this, which resulted in an entrenched
distrust of these institutions.
The more established private banks survived the financial crisis, many required restructuring:
‘The emerging labour parties in the various colonies adopted the establishment of a state
bank as one of their policies from 1891.’122 The expansion of state banking occurred after
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Federation: ‘In November 1911, 18 months after he came to power, former prime minister
Andrew Fisher introduced the Commonwealth Bank Bill into the Federal Parliament.’123 The
Fisher Labor Government had commenced the construction of a central bank which, unlike
the Bank of England was to be managed by a state bank. An independent central bank was
finally established: ‘On 14 January 1960 the Reserve Bank of Australia and the
Commonwealth Banking Corporation commenced their separate and distinct existences.’124
The financial panic had implications for the colonies: ‘Especially striking was the fact than in
this period Britain became the world’s banker.’125 This was because London had falsely
assumed that parity with the British pound, based on the gold standard would effectively selfregulate the colonial financial system. When the time came to confront the panic, the Bank of
England and Westminster turned the other way, leading the colonies to initiate their own
policies, which, step by step, separated them from the Empire.
The financial crashes had reduced prosperity within the colony, which, of course, included
Smeaton. The absence of a colonial central bank had produced a regulation failure that
resulted in a growing lack of confidence as fragile financial institutions began to fail. The
panic identified by Parkes became a driving force for the withdrawal of British investment.
This is represented by ‘the Australasia’s London deposits, which were £2,600,000 in July
1893, being down to £339,000 five years later.’126 The public knowledge of the operations of
the joint stock banks was limited and confused due to the different forms of emerging banks
and financial institutions. In 1885, John Anderson died and his wealth was examined: ‘In
March 1895, when the estate of John Anderson was wound up, the firm of Anderson Bros
transferred the Mill to Lillian and David Anderson to make good some of the loss of their
father’s estate.’127 The story of John Anderson and the Anderson Bros ended in financial ruin.
The implications of speculation had hit Smeaton and the colony.
During this era, the Victorian Aboriginal Protection Act was passed (1869). Its stated purpose
was ‘to provide Protection and Management of the Aboriginal Natives of Victoria.’128 To
achieve this outcome, it gave powers to a Board for the Protection of Aborigines. The Act of
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Parliament meant that ‘it shall be lawful for the Governor from time to time to make
regulations and orders.’129 The intent was to exercise sovereignty to control the lives of First
Nation Peoples. The regulations were ‘for prescribing the place where any Aboriginal or any
tribe of Aboriginals shall reside. [Regulations covered] contracts for and on behalf of
Aboriginals made with Europeans, earnings, moneys granted by Parliament [and] for the
care, custody and education of the children of Aborigines.’130 In principle, the Crown
asserted its legal authority; in practice First Nation Peoples' freedom was extinguished. The
doctrine of terra nullius did not recognise Traditional Owners and their occupation of the
land.
This legislation also impacted on the First Nations peoples, particularly the local Dja Dja
Wurrung in Smeaton and the surrounding areas. The Aboriginal Protection Act of 1869 was
amended in 1886. It involved ‘regulating the removal or dismissal’ of half castes as they were
arbitrarily defined from Aboriginal reserves. 131 When read in conjunction with the 1886 Act,
the 1869 act meant that the Board of Protection of Aborigines could, and did, transfer
children to state “care” when they were not orphaned.132 Ultimately sovereignty enshrined
control over custody of children of First People that continues to have profound practical
implications and ramifications for First Nations peoples in the present day.
Grey Smith: Financial Soothsayer
The letters of warning from Grey Smith provide an insight into the making of a banking
crisis, but he had been unable to control the events that resulted in the closure of his bank. On
29 April 1893, the directors issued this statement: ‘National Australasia Bank announces with
the deepest regret and concern that, in exercise of its discretion, it has resolved that it is
advisable to suspend payment on Monday morning.’133 Grey Smith did not doubt his
prudential management of the National Australasia Bank, nor its capacity to survive the
banking crisis. He addressed his ‘the first meeting of shareholders after the suspension on
Tuesday, 2 May in the hall of the Athenaeum.’134 He recalled the good name of the bank:
‘Ladies and gentlemen, I want to ask: Are we going to allow this bank, which has your
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confidence, which has at all times held a satisfactory position, to remain flattened in the
dust?’135 He focused his attention not on shareholders but on the clients of the bank. Actions
had to be taken ‘as will gain for the bank the full confidence of the depositors; here is an
institution known to be not only solvent but also prosperous, and a parcel of idle gossips get
hold of it and make what they call a run.’136 Trust in the bank had been undermined and Grey
Smith concluded that the suspension of the bank had not been caused by performance but by
false information.
Grey Smith was clear that the restructure of the bank had posed challenges. On 30 May 1893,
he wrote: ‘The official letter I wrote is sent with the object of dissipating the idea that all will
go on as usual.’137 The task ahead for ‘management will be difficult and exacting in the
extreme.’138 The scheme for restructure had to gain support from British shareholders prior to
being approved by the Victorian Supreme Court. Organisations, such as the Glasgow
Association for the Protection of Uninsured Depositors in Australian Banks, were formed:
‘Since the formation of this association three months ago, the committee, in conjunction with
the committee of the kindred association in Edinburgh, has been engaged in considering the
schemes of reconstruction of twelve of the Australian banks.’139 The Melbourne-based board
negotiated a successful outcome: ‘The new National Bank of Australasia Limited was
registered under the Companies Act 23rd June 1893.140
Smith had worked during the alluvial gold rushes and the deep-lead mining era in Victoria.
After almost half a century of banking experience, he was reflective about the civic benefits
of gold discoveries. On 7 October 1898, he wrote to London: ‘I paid a visit inspection to
Western Australia.’141 He noted the growth of goldmining towns: ‘Kalgoorlie had eclipsed
Coolgardie as a gold producing area.’142 His judgement was that geographical elements did
not favour farming due to ‘deficient rainfall, which leads to good soil remaining barren,
checks the advance of pastoral pursuits, and deters settlement generally.’143 Social progress
required more than the wealth created by the gold: ‘We have an example in the present
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instance of the fact that a gold-producing community, pure and simple, cannot fulfil in itself
the objects of colonisation.’144 A banker, whose career spanned the gold era, remained
sceptical that the imperial mission of civilisation could be achieved by gold alone.
A reflection from within the financial industry was published in 1892: ‘As time has shown,
the breakdown should have occurred at the close of 1888, and the wreckage been promptly
cleared away.’145 In retrospect these actions delayed the crisis: ‘There has been no real
confidence since then, the condition in Melbourne being a crisis-in-suspense from that date
until 1891.’146
It noted that despite expectations ‘the crisis did not ‘pass into its acute form, and that the
follies and delusions of 1887 and 1888’ remained despite a downturn. ‘There was no
immediate breakdown of the organisations concerned in it.’ This was because leading players
tapped into the imperial connection. ‘A strong, and at first apparently successful effort, was
made to save if not to strengthen them, and the bold card was played of opening London
offices for the collection of British money.’147
On the 24 October 1887 Grey Smith noted ‘The speculation in the city property, here just
now is at fever heat!’148 By ‘22 November 1887, he is distancing his bank from the activity.
‘The speculation in City and suburban property now exceeds anything of the kind ever
known in Australia. We are keeping out of it!’149 By 21 February 1888, he was identify risk.
‘Land Company of Australia operations in this colony have not been judicious, and will result
in loss.’150 On 14 March he explained that boom ‘speculation in land and silver mines having
reached a level, a well sustained level, such as hitherto would have seemed fanciful and
unreal.’151 His mood darkened: ‘Still an end must come to all this, and woe unto him who is
left last on the field.’152 By 6 July he was in despair about the effect of these conditions on his
bank: ‘I am just now at wits’ end, for the resignations are so numerous, on account of the
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opportunities for self-advancement – this speculative age presents here at this time that we
can hardly keep up numbers.’153
Grey Smith became more reflective about the impact of the boom on the colony. On 4
December 1888 he predicted:
The end must be great losses of expected profits to individual and to companies, but
as the latter will suffer most, and their shareholders are numerous, the ill effects will
be dispersed over a considerable area, and only fall with crushing effect in a few
instances.154

Eleven days later he expressed ethical alarm: ‘I am shocked to tell you that my confidential
clerk has been guilty of great frauds, and has evidently absconded!’155 Three days later, he
notes financial losses: ‘Reckless speculation in the silver boom early in the present year has
absorbed everything; it is said £39,000 is thus gone!156
By 1 February 1889, Smith had become fatalistically philosophical: ‘I doubt if we shall see
its like again!’157 On 28 February he was talking up his banking record: ‘The bank’s
involvement in “boom” transactions is but very slight.’158 On 26 April he is doubling down
on theft: ‘One sad evidence of the baneful effect of these times is afforded in the bank
embezzlements now too frequently brought to light!’159 By 20 August, Grey Smith had made
a judgement on the times: ‘With regard to the greater frequency of fraud on the part of the
bank officials, I do not know whether to attribute this to a lower standard of morality being
accepted as sufficient in the present progressive age.’160 He had articulated the moral
dilemma of the colonial age.
Grey Smith had maintained communication with London. Earlier on 15 June 1887, he had
expressed his feelings about recent bank losses: ‘Times are hard.’161 His Adelaide branch
‘wrote off £80,000 in the year terminating last March!’162 In a rare reference to his duties, he
admitted: ‘I have not therefore been reposing on a bed of roses since I came back.’163 Almost
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two years later, on 14 March 1889, he was telling London optimistically: ‘Legitimate
commerce is not injuriously affected.’164 His hope was that trade and finance would be
strong: ‘Two or three inches of general rain would make the pastoralists right, and start the
farmers well for the present year, putting a really bright complexion on things.’165 He
reflected that despite the “fortunes” lost in the “‘boom”, that were never made in fact, and
very far from deserved in most cases.’166 There was a faith that the guilty would be impacted
while those, like his bank, who had maintained proper practices would escape retribution.
The perception was that London was the centre for legitimate banking practices. The problem
was that the dividing line between investment and speculation was becoming blurred. The
Governor of the Bank of England, William Lidderdale, noted in October 1889: ‘Trade is now
profitable and needs more capital, new enterprises promising speculative results compete
with trade for money. People are now attracted only by the promise of profits beyond
interest.’167 Barings Bank, which had a role in the colonial banking crisis, had taken its
traditional financial practices into the field of speculation, while at the same time cloaking its
actions with an establishment reputation.
The British merchant bank, Baring Brothers, had opened in 1763. It was a private partnership
and considered as a part of the establishment. Its business was based on ‘financing world
trade by means of accepting bills of exchange and … providing capital worldwide by issuing
foreign loans and equities.’168 By December 1888, it was reported that ‘since 1884 Messrs
Baring have been growing bolder and bolder in their invitations to the public.’169 The banks’
practices lacked transparency: ‘Their prospectuses too frequently are not merely meagre, but
quite insufficient to enable anyone to judge the character of the security.’170 They ‘asserted
that Barings was not fulfilling its moral duties and had failed to exercise a restraining
influence upon borrowers, especially upon Argentine borrowers, when it became evident that
they had been piling up debt too fast.’171
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The British treasury believed ‘the Barings are said to be up to the neck in Argentine
securities.’172 Grey Smith had continued to believe that the good reputation of his bank in
London would protect it from risk while not expecting that London could be the cause of a
panic. He wrote to London that his bank should be judged on its good name: ‘I would then
like to tell you that Mr Andrew Williamson of Glasgow, now here, and whom you introduced
to me does not hesitate to say that this bank stands as high in reputation in London as any of
the Anglo –Australian institutions.’173 Grey Smith had faith in prudential banking practices,
aware of the dangers of speculation in the colony, but had not expected that a British
financial establishment would produce its own crisis due to speculative practices of the
Baring Brothers.
The land, which Indigenous people had occupied for thousands of years, had for a short
period become a magnet for capital. Investors within the Empire and the Victorian colony
speculated that this land would be developed for financial gain. Once the land boom had
reached its peak in 1888, it was followed by a period of bust when investments were lost and
assets were devalued. The decline was graduated by further investments that built volatility
into the colonial financial system. This boom–bust cycle based on land speculation had
helped to define the character of the Colony of Victoria in its short history. This form of
crisis was alien to Australia’s First Nations peoples.
Grey Smith was not only behind the opening of the Smeaton National Australasia branch but
he was also responsible for the bank’s restructuring after its closure (see Figure 41). He wrote
to G. H. Daniel, manager of the Smeaton branch, on 18 September 1894: ‘The scheme of
necessary retrenchment in progress within the bank will involve your retirement from the
service – three months leave on full salary.’174 Daniel was granted ‘a further quarter’s
salary’175 above the standard payments.
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Figure 41. Former National Australasian Bank building, Smeaton.

His service had been appreciated and the Smeaton branch stayed open. The building boom
and bust had consequences for the people in Smeaton. The lives of individuals and families
had been shaken by events that could have been avoided if those in authority had responded
to warnings. The waterwheel at Anderson’s Mill still turned but its ownership had changed.
David Anderson and the Turn of the Century
The Parks Victoria publication states:
When John Anderson died in 1895, the net assets of the firm were £803. To make
good some of the loss of David’s estate, the mill transferred to his children, David
and Lillias, and the firm of Anderson Bros was wound up. John Anderson’s family
moved to Numurkah. 176

David was a nephew of John Anderson. He quickly moved to rejuvenate the Mill with plans
to upgrade the production process. He wrote from Smeaton on 17 May 1895 to order new
equipment for the mill (see Figure 42):
Dear Boyd,
You are aware that the mill has changed hands and that my cousin David has taken
over the business. He is anxious of procuring two new stones.177
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Figure 42. Drawings of grinding stones in letter by David Anderson, 1895: University of Melbourne Archives.

Although times were difficult, with export commodity income down and drought conditions
added to the implications of the financial crisis, there was a sense of purpose about the future.
David Anderson’s optimism was shared by the growing voice of the Australian Natives’
Association (ANA), whose members were actively campaigning for the federation of the
colonies. The ANA was also active in Smeaton: ‘Evidently the debating society of the earlier
days gave place to the local branch of the ANA.’178 Its presence was found at Anderson’s
Mill:
Michael Branagan worked at the mill with his son, James, the author of the Centenary
song, “The Dreaming Hills of Smeaton”, who kept a store. Another son, Patrick, was
a clerk in Mr M. C. Donnelly’s office. He was secretary of the ANA, is at present the
178. Smeaton Centenary Committee, Smeaton Centenary, 11.
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oldest member of the Melbourne Smeaton Committee. Mr C. Donnelly came to
Smeaton as a clerk at Anderson’s Mill. He was legal manager for different mines. 179

The foundation stone of the Australian Natives Association at its building at 22 Camp Street,
Ballarat, was laid in 1925 by the president, Victor L. Ginn. The branch had formed in 1874.
The classically designed building exhibits style but the substantial achievement of the branch
had been already achieved in the years prior to Federation. In practice, the colonial
institutions and the ANA had taken a leadership role in forging their future. The movement
towards Federation, which was about the form of sovereign power, was led by men born in
the Australian colonies. From the floor of Anderson’s Mill to communities across all the
colonies, there was a public debate regarding what form should a federated Australian society
take.
The future celebration of the pioneers who were emigrants during these years was in contrast
to the sense of importance shared by those who had been born in the colonies. The eligibility
for membership of the Australian Natives’ Association was not inclusive:
Within a year of its formation, when the name was changed to that which it now
bears, and all persons born in Australia were admitted to membership, the patriotic
element was harnessed, and members began to discus and endeavour to influence the
great national questions of the day.180

This did produce controversy. At the ‘inaugural meeting of the ANA branch in Bunbury, the
Mayor expressed regret that the membership of the ANA was restricted to purely native-born
Australians.’181 The condition of membership remained, representing the spirit of a new
guard of colonials pledged to forge an Australian nation.
Birthplace became a definition of national identity, meaning emigrants were classified with
different and potentially with less rights. This early formation of an Australian identity
needed to borrow a cultural past, so it adopted the Queen, Empire and the defence of the
Crown. The ANA united in a shared belief in nation building: ‘In March 1893, the Annual
Conference of the ANA revived interest in Federation through the formation of Federation
Leagues, which would be open to people who were not native born.’182 The goldfields towns
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were key to the movement for change: ‘On 9 February 1894, a branch of the Federation
League was formed in Ballarat, with Alexander Peacock as chairman. On 12 March, almost
2000 people packed the Alfred Hall in Ballarat to hear Alfred Deakin explain the aims of the
league’183
The momentum toward a Federation was mounting while at the same time maintaining a
loyalty to Britain:
At its meeting on 16 March 1896, the Ballarat branch of the ANA passed the motion:
‘That this Branch at this critical time of the birth of Federated Australia views with
utmost disfavour all references to separation from the motherland and glories in the
heritage of Britons’.184

It was clear that the leadership of the ANA had the support of the public: ‘On polling day,
June 1898, Ballarat voted 97 per cent in favour, the highest percentage in all of Australia, and
Victoria resoundingly approved.’185 The experience of the goldfields had produced
communities open to reform: ‘It was the strength of the pro-federation sentiment in the
Western Australian goldfields which spurred the belated entry of Western Australia into the
federation. The ANA goldfields branches played a crucial role.’186 The 90th Anniversary
History of ANA recalls the ‘hopeful constructive eighties’187 and Brian Fitzpatrick notes that
‘it is interesting to observe how much had survived from that end-of-century ferment that
came out of the little goldfield town of Creswick’188 Fitzpatrick praises the role played by
Alexander Peacock, W. G. Spence, John Curtin, and Norman Lindsay in forming ‘a national
consciousness in the Australian communities.’189
The evanescence of gold facilitated the foundations of the coalmining industry, which had
struggled in colonial Victoria. By the time of Federation, the energy needs of industry had
changed:
At the beginning of this century coal was king. Black coal was the fuel that powered
Victoria’s railway system. Via the railway link, the agricultural wealth of Victoria’s
prosperous farms was dispatched to Melbourne and from here to the greatest of all
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markets – London. The metropolis itself devoured quantities of coal. Melbourne was
the workshop of Australia.190

Colonial Victoria had some coalmines but they were not productive: ‘The Korumburra Mine
1890s’ investigation revealed gross inefficiencies and exploitation in the management of the
mines.’191 The problem had been ‘Victoria’s total dependence on coal from New South
Wales’192 but the founding of Wonthaggi opened up employment opportunities. When ‘in
1909, as the State Coal Mine was brought into production, many of Victoria’s goldmining
towns were economically depressed.’193 The goldfields legacy meant that ‘the State Coal
Mine therefore had a ready pool of skilled labour to draw upon.’194 Wonthaggi did expand:
‘Tents were erected and a township quickly came into being to accommodate the miners, who
continued to arrive, mainly from the goldfields, then in decline’195 but it never achieved the
wealth of the gold towns.
The celebration of minerals, such as coal and iron, distinguished them from gold. They had
‘… been the secret of England’s greatness and her exalted position in the scale of nations.’196
They resulted in the ‘… rapid advancement of art and science …’197 and ‘all other mineral
productions sink into insignificance when compared with the surprising results that have
evolved through the discovery of coal and iron.’198 Their relationship with industry created
‘… wealth, a country’s greatness, comforts and conveniences of life …’199 Iron and coal ‘…
resulted in greater real benefits and usefulness to mankind than all other minerals put
together.’200 These minerals met ‘… the requirements of the civilised world.’201 These claims
were extravagant, but for many colonials, progress was viewed through the ethical prism of
the industrial revolution rather than the wealth generated from the speculation in goldmining.
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Alfred Deakin became a voice for the goldfields and in 1903, as the elected member for
Ballarat, he presented to a cheering local crowd his vision for Australia. It was defined by
race and trade: ‘A white Australia means a civilisation whose foundations are built upon
healthy lives, lived in honest toil …’202 The dominant culture had morphed into a policy
based on racial discrimination: ‘A white Australia is not a surface, but it is a reasoned policy,
which goes down to the roots of natural life, and by which the whole of our social, industrial
and political organisations is governed.’203 The white Australia policy remained formally in
place until legislative changes were made in 1973 by the Whitlam Government. The principle
of racial equality and the end of racial prejudice remain unfinished business. Deakin believed
that the national interest was aligned with the Empire. Together, progress would benefit all:
‘If the Empire is to advance, it must be by the advance of all its parts.’204 The independence
of Australia was dependent upon the nation maintaining its position within the empire.
Deakin, in line with the policy of colonial Victoria, not only advocated tariff protection but
also saw it as core to the advancement of the national spirit:
I hope that men of Australia out of their experience, and the women of Australia, who
at this election are going to cast their virgin vote, will take up the Ballarat battle cry
of National Trade – the cry of fiscal peace and preferential trade for a White Australia
(loud and continued cheering).205

Deakin had experienced the crisis years as a member of the Victorian Parliament and had
survived with a confidence in the system. The years of crisis had led to a recognition of the
fundamental role played by the rule of law in creating stability in the business of trade and
finance. It meant more than the reformed content of company law; rather, it was the rulebased process that gave order to the function of society: The rule of law was enshrined by
sovereign right and enshrined in the Victoria’s Constitution Act, which was proclaimed on 23
November 1855. It gave the people of Victoria responsible as well as representative
government.’206 These colonial constitutions established the framework for the transition of
Australia to a federated nation. It was modelled on the British system of government and
remains an imperial legacy.
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The doctrine of terra nullius was reflected in the debate regarding the franchise for First
People in the proposed federal constitution: ‘Isaac Isaacs argued that until such time as
Aboriginals were thought worthy to vote for state parliaments, members of the
Commonwealth Parliament should not consider them worthy to vote in a federal election.’207
The adopted section 51 (xxvi) of the Constitution gave it power over ‘the people of any race,
other than the Aboriginal race, in any state for whom it is deemed necessary to make special
laws.’208 The recognition of the First Nations people of Australia did not take place until this
section was amended by the Constitution Alteration (Aboriginals) in 1967 after the
referendum. This meant that ‘the people of any race in any state for whom it is deemed
necessary to make special laws.’209
New Zealand, when it rejected the invitation to join the Federation, stated that it objected to
section 127:
One such matters is the provision of the Commonwealth Bill that in the reckoning the
number of the people of the Commonwealth, or of a State or other part of the
Commonwealth, aboriginal natives shall not be counted. The result would be that
New Zealand, if a state of the Commonwealth, would have one member in the House
of Representatives less than she would be entitled to if the Maoris were counted in
the number of the people of the State.’ The Treaty of Waitangi had created a more
inclusive society and it was believed that ‘the exclusion of the Maoris would be a
great injustice to them. 210

The critical stance of New Zealand had no impact on the makers of the Constitution, with the
relevant section remaining unchanged. The 2017 Uluru Statement from the Heart argues for a
voice for Australia’s First Nations peoples in the Federal Parliament. The issue remains
unresolved.
Smeaton, like all of Australia, had its sovereign structure changed when the colonies became
federated. The British Parliament at Westminster passed the Commonwealth of Australia
Constitution Act (UK) 1900 on 5 July 1900. It was given royal assent by Queen Victoria on 9
July 1900 and proclaimed on 1 January 1901. The people of the six Australian colonies voted
to join together to form the Commonwealth of Australia from 1 January 1901, creating a
federal government and parliament for the whole nation. The Constitution for the new
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Commonwealth was approved by voters from each of the colonies in a series of referendums
and was then enacted by the British Parliament.
The popular adoption of the proposed Constitution in 1899/1900 disguised one feature of the
document. The vote was achieved through colonial trade-offs, which produced a system that
divided power in a manner that made it hard to achieve any future amendments to the
Constitution. The many debates, conferences and debates ranged over multiple issues before
a proposal would be accepted by the colonies for approval by Westminster. The years of
advocacy had to confront the democratic reality that the Constitution would need to be
supported by all participating colonies in a referendum. It was this hurdle that produced
concessions required by voting necessities, which produced fundamental limitations in the
evolution in the form of national sovereignty:
The people of the six Australian colonies voted to join together to form the
Commonwealth of Australia from 1 January 1901, creating a federal government and
parliament for the whole nation. The Constitution for the new Commonwealth was
approved by voters from each of the colonies in referendums, and enacted by the
British Parliament, which still had residual, overriding power to make laws for
Australia at the time. 211

The colonies had enshrined their power in the structure of the Australian Parliament: ‘The
Senate shall be composed of senators for each state, directly chosen by the people of the
state, voting, until the parliament otherwise, provided, as one electorate.’212 The democratic
principle built into the election for the House of Representatives had been diluted by the
electoral base for the Senate: ‘The parliament may make laws increasing or diminishing the
number of senators for each state, but so that equal representation of the several original
states shall be maintained and that no original state shall have fewer than six senators.’213
This meant that the states with smaller populations had equal representation in the house of
review with the larger states, thus empowering the role of some of the former colonies at the
expense of the democratic principle of one vote one value.
Isaac Isaacs did not accept that ‘equal representation in the Senate was accepted as a correct
principle.’214 The intention was ‘to prevent their interests as distinguished from their rights
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being imperilled or defeated by larger states.’215 The need for support of all colonies in the
constitutional referendum meant concessions had to be made by Victoria and New South
Wales. The compromises went further, which resulted in a form of sovereignty that became
imbedded into the Constitution that would be difficult to change:
This Constitution shall not be altered except in the following matter: and if in a
majority of the states, a majority of electors voting approved the proposed law, and if
a majority of all electors voting also approve the proposed law, it shall be presented
to the Governor-General for the Queen’s assent.216

The requirement for a majority of states and individual electors to amend the Constitution
meant that the consequences of the colonial boundaries as determined by imperial Britain
would remain a barrier to the reform of Australian sovereignty.
In 1999, a referendum question was put to the Australian people ‘to alter the Constitution to
establish the Commonwealth of Australia as a republic with the Queen and Governor-General
being replaced by a President appointed by a two-thirds majority of the members of the
Commonwealth Parliament.’217 The referendum was lost. The ‘Republic Referendum’ results
in the Division of Ballarat, which included Smeaton was ‘Yes 40.91%: No 59.09%.’218
The appearance of the iconic clocktower on Big Ben and the Palace of Westminster continue
to convey the aura of power that is intrinsic to the former British Empire. It was in this
parliament that the Act for the federation of the Australian colonies was passed. In the offices
nearby Big Ben, the final negotiations took place that resolved the constitutional
arrangements for the Court of Appeal in the proposed Australian constitution. Westminster
did not wish to give up its jurisdiction over all issues of colonial law. The outcome was a
compromise that provided for an Australian High Court and the imperial Privy Council.
British interests in finance and trade were given a buffer against the exercise of colonial
independence. In 1900, the Anderson family, Smeaton and the Victorian community were all
faced with not only a new century but also a new Australian nation, a nation formed from
colonial times that would not be easy to reform. The imperial heritage had formed the basis
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of colonial culture, which, in turn, had laid the foundation for the state of Victoria and its
position within the federation.
In conclusion this chapter examined how colonial sovereignty had managed the weaknesses
of the lawmakers. In doing so it detailed the competition between the bankers in Smeaton
before the land crisis of the late-1880s and banking crisis of the 1890s. It linked union strikes
to the growth of the labour movement. It argued that the causes of the banking panic had
been foreseen and encouraged by legislative failure but that the crisis did ultimately produce
effective legislative amendment and financial reform. It also examined the change of
ownership of Anderson’s Mill with the Anderson family and the ebbing away of imperial
interest in Smeaton as the goldmines in the district failed.
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Conclusion
Nationality Beyond Sovereignty
He ought not merely go to young colonies with no history, no art and nothing but
middle-class English people. 1
—Queen Victoria’s warning against a tour of Australia
by “Eddy”, Prince Albert Victor, 1891

This chapter reviews the dynamic relationship between the British Empire and its colonies. It
examines how this produced a process of colonisation that resulted in change, with ideas
being translated into a local culture. Loyalty to the British Empire is considered as is the
emergence of a hybrid colonial identity. The emergence of an Australian national character
and a distinctive culture is also explained by the inner workings of an imperial machinery that
used finance and trade to extend its reach into Smeaton and other parts of the colony.
From observing children swinging a cricket bat by the ghats in Pushkar (see Figure 43) to
watching the families playing picnic cricket in the Lodhi garden in Delhi (see Figure 44),
there is a striking presence of British imperial heritage. It looks amazingly routine and local.
What was dazzling was the sight of the numerous cultures with their own histories all
existing side by side within India. The Australian and New Zealand colonies gained colonial
sovereignty prior to the creation of a colonial national identity. Independence in India, like
Empire in India, was about the domestic population regaining control of their destiny.
Independence in the Antipodes meant not only sovereignty but defining a homeland
nationality. A further challenge was how would this process engage with the culture and
rights of Australia’s and New Zealand’s Indigenous peoples. It is not a question of no history,
but a question of the recognition of history.
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Figure 43. Batting by the ghats: Pushkar, Rajasthan, India.

Figure 44. Picnic cricket: Lodhi Gardens, Delhi, India.

The contest between the imperial project and the colonial experiment helped form the identity
of Australia’s people. The sovereign colonial borders that had been created by the Crown
defined a geographical area. A sense of nationality began to emerge during the years of the
Colony of Victoria. The perception of the superiority of the motherland was challenged by a
strength of purpose in a sovereign colony that had been based on the doctrine of terra nullius.
The emergence of an emigrant national identity was based on the dynamic tension between
Britain, the Australian colonies and the changing structure of the Empire. There was a contest
of ideas between the inherited culture and the local culture. The Colony of Victoria and
Smeaton reflected this contest between diverse forms of sovereignty.
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Colonial loyalty to the monarchy and Crown was on display during the excited celebrations
during ‘the visit of HRH Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, in December 1867.’2 The
preparations for the royal visit involved the Anderson brothers:
The council had decided to, upon the construction of a permanent memorial to the
prince’s visit, call it Alfred Hall. The hall became an extra arch, joining East and
West across the municipal boundaries of the channel of the Yarrowee. A tender was
let a week later, and in another week, the first joists were in position across the river.
They had been cut by Anderson Bros in the Bullarook Forest.3

The celebration engaged the community: ‘The Alfred Hall, festooned with flowers, tree ferns,
and fern leaves, was the venue for a levee, a banquet for 500, a ball and a gathering of about
7000 children’4
The sovereign connection between the colonies and the mother country ought not disguise the
rising spirit of national identity most clearly expressed through the birth of colonial military
tradition. These military activities had emerged from a series of steps taken to form an
independent local defence force as reliance on the British forces diminished and after there
had been conflict with the British military in the colony: ‘Disputes over licensing led to
miners fighting police and troops at the Eureka Stockade, near Ballarat, on 3 December 1854.
Elements of the 12th and 40th Regiments were in action as a part of the government force.
Believing reinforcements were necessary, Governor Charles Hotham requested that a further
detachment of the 99th Regiment be sent to Victoria.’5 The actions of these troops at Eureka
marked a turning point in colonial independence but the British garrisons continued their role
as the colonial defence force.
Times changed with the outbreak of the New Zealand Wars, which, in retrospect, are viewed
as being an attack on Indigenous lands. They were supported in the Australian colonies not
only in the hope of receiving land for personal benefit but because the rebellion had been
viewed as an attack on sovereignty:
The Argus warned the government that only a total and complete subjugation of
Maori rebels would end all future trouble. We must maintain our claim to absolute
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sovereignty of New Zealand in all things relating to the external government of the
natives, to their intercourse with British settlers.6

The conflict in New Zealand was seen as a test of the mettle of the British Empire:
To submit to anything short of this [is] to abdicate our right to the islands and to
abandon the interests of some hundred thousand British subjects, who, on the faith of
British sovereignty, have been induced to settle in this country.7

These words were followed by action:
The Maori (New Zealand) Wars continued intermittently in New Zealand after 1845
and by 1860, Volunteers took over garrison duties from the British troops. This was
the first time that formed bodies of Australian soldiers went overseas to fight.8

The formation of a colonial nationalism, based on military participation in overseas
engagements, had commenced. The support for British sovereignty brought the Australian
colonial forces into a partnership with British forces, whose role was to advance the interests
of the Empire. Colonial and British troops had adopted a shared military mission. The
imperial military demands in New Zealand had resulted in efforts to develop a colonial
defence capacity:
Following the decision to send the last land forces under their control to New
Zealand, only six British soldiers remained in Victoria and these were the drill
instructors attached to the Victorian Volunteer Corps. In reality, Victoria was
defenceless, for it had neither artillery, nor land forces.9

The Victorian Parliament took action to form its own military defences: ‘At the end of 1863,
the country units included goldfields units. There was the 2nd Corps Ballarat Volunteer
Rangers, Creswick and Clunes detachment.’10 These units were developed and ‘in 1867 the
country forces were: Ballarat Volunteer Rangers; 1st Corps (Ballarat West); 2nd Corps
(Creswick), including Clunes; and 3rd Corps (Ballarat East).11
In 1883, ‘the Council of Defence was appointed and a staff of officers brought out from
Britain to organise and instruct the militia on proper principles. Resolutions were passed for
the gradual disbandment of the volunteer force and enrolment of the militia.’12 This process
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of developing a local militia continued: ‘On 16 January 1888, Regulations for Victorian Rifle
Volunteers (VRC), based on the rifle clubs, were notified and the first elements were
raised.’13 Smeaton was involved in this community-based movement:
In 1888, the Report of the Council of Defence Victoria states: “Name of Club:
Smeaton: Number sworn in on 30th June 1887 – Mounted 0, Dismounted 26, Total
26. Number sworn in on 30th June 1888: Mounted 0, Rifle Volunteers 0, Rifle Clubs
23, Total 23.14

The military presence in Smeaton was part of the necessity for the colony to develop its own
defence capability. Parliament’s accountability was maintained.
The Victorian colony was finding its place in the world and by the 1880s, inter-colonial
defence conferences were taking place bring the colonies together as collective entity: ‘The
British were criticised by Victoria for their inactivity. Anxiety in the colonies about the
possibilities of a Russian attack was the great topic of the hour.’15 Goldfields towns
participated in preparations to defend the colony: ‘In 1885 the military camp was near
Frankston. Nearly 1200 men attended. They included the Ballarat Rangers.’16 The war panic
had produced a response that had brought the colony together but with a spirit that had been
formed within their local communities.
The ongoing anxiety regarding foreign attack impacted on finance and trade. Grey Smith
wrote to Murray Smith, a director in London, on 17 April 1885: ‘The “war scare” is at its
height here, and instances come before me through the branch advice of depositors drawing
their balances in gold “for fear of Russians”!’17 Smith praised the ‘defence preparations of
the government.’18 He predicted that they would ‘deter a possible foe.’19 The Colony of
Victoria was becoming resilient as ‘each day the Port is becoming more impregnable.’20 The
public was becoming aware of the benefit of defence expenditure: ‘the Cerberus and the
gunboats with their torpedo auxiliaries are possessions regarding which their cost is no longer
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begrudged!21 Smith was proven to be correct about the security risk; when the scare turned
into panic, it had not been caused by invasion but by speculation.
The identity of fighting for the Empire had produced a local patriotic spirit. The Australian
paradox is the contradiction between the public respect for the monarchy and the individual
defiance against imposed hierarchy: ‘In 1870, the British Government withdrew its garrison
from Australia.’22 The Colony of Victoria ‘was determined to go it alone and symbolically
adopted a Victorian flag.’23 The emerging relationship between a colonial military force and
a colonial identity had marked the transition of immigrants from looking homeward to local
communities creating a sovereign society.
The crossroads of Smeaton, during colonial times, was a site where people of diverse
backgrounds headed to different destinations by a range of means with many hopes; others
settled locally, but all had been affected by the gold discoveries that had set in motion the end
of isolation, extinguishing Smeaton’s past. However, the signs of finance and trade remain.
The heritage of the colonial times is found in the stylish bank buildings and the bluestone
glory of Anderson’s Mill. These sites indicate the movement of finance and trade through the
town. Some people settled, such as ‘Mrs Calder, the first lady to settle where the township
now is. Mrs Calder arrived in 1857 with her husband and two children. Mr Calder had
pitched a tent in Smeaton.’24 Agriculture developed as travellers and miners made their way
through the town:
Soon the new arrivals had many acres sown with potatoes and oats, securing an
excellent crop, although put in very late. Before summer passed several families came
and settled on the land they had bought and many miners and dozens of Chinese
called at the tent on the way from Ballarat and Creswick to Castlemaine and
Bendigo. 25

The founder of Cobb and Co ‘was George Francis Train, a nineteenth-century American
entrepreneur.’26 This service was recalled in Memories of Early Smeaton by T. Boyes
published in the Smeaton Centenary book:
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I well remember Cobb and Co’s coaches sometimes four and often six in hand. They
ran between Ballarat and Castlemaine and passed each other about 12 o’clock each
day, in the vicinity of Marshall’s corner many a time loaded inside and on top to
capacity.27

Travellers were also given local hospitality: ‘For many years Mrs Calder attending to the
baking of bread.’28 Many nationalities had come to the colony: ‘Pietro Moneghetti arrived in
Melbourne to seek his fortune, leaving Italian-speaking Monte Carasso in the Swiss Canton
of Ticino close to the Italian border. By 1862, he had settled in Springmount just out of
Creswick.’29 There was local employment: ‘He worked as a blacksmith and part time
miner’30 and travelled around the area, ‘walking some seven km at night with the aid of a
miner’s light to the mines at Allendale. He walked twice that distance to Blampied on
occasions to have his mail read to him by other Swiss-Italians.’31 There is no record of him
passing through Smeaton, but ‘members of Pietro’s family settled in the Daylesford,
Creswick and Smeaton areas.’32 The presence of people in Smeaton from all over the world
meant that the town was not an isolated village but a link in an international financial and
trading network.
A second pioneer stone monument that was placed in Smeaton to celebrate its centenary has
the citation: ‘Erected in the memory of the pioneers of the Smeaton District – 1836–1936.’ It
echoes the narrative of sovereignty:
The heroes of old have done their part in discovering and founding the colonies,
heroic pioneers have carried on the work, and it rests with the heroes of today to
keep, which means to strengthen and to develop the land that is theirs.33

A highlight of the centenary was the ‘ceremony of dedicating the two memorial lights to the
memory of the pioneers.’34 A further tribute to the local farmers was expressed in the
centenary song, The Dreaming Hills of Smeaton, which was published in 1938. It gave
recognition to the early colonial settlers:
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And then surged in the pioneers
Transformed the pristine wilderness
On the fertile lands of Smeaton.35

The fate of traditional owners was not included within the scope of Australia’s imperial value
system. The scope of sovereignty affected all elements of country. Terra nullius provided the
legal principle for the authority of the Crown. The imperial heritage went beyond
constitutions and the Westminster system of government. The Australian colonies recognised
the Gregorian calendar with four seasons and Greenwich time came to Smeaton in 1895.
Crown land, waste land acts, and colonial boundaries were all based on sovereign authority.
The imperial concept of urban town planning reached from the Jackson Plan in Singapore to
the Smeaton Reserve. The introduction of the doctrine of riparian water gave the government
control over water, which complicated the legal negotiations as indicated by archival legal
letters36 when ‘the Anderson brothers acquired a lease to (Hepburn) Lagoon in 1895.’37 This
was accompanied by the introduction of foreign species, animals, farming practices, bush
management, medical illnesses, sludge and air pollution from steam machinery.
The language of sovereignty was not caged in terms of repression but rather natural justice as
expressed in the Westminster system of government. Smeaton was in the ‘Clunes and
Allandale Electoral District.’38 This seat was held by Alexander Peacock, who went on to
become premier of the state of Victoria. He was ‘first elected to the Legislative Assembly in
March 1889 for Clunes and Allendale. Peacock held the seat for a record forty-four years.’39
The belief was that “the colonies” had ‘institutions [that] are professedly modelled upon
those of the mother country.’40
The language of such sovereignty was at play during the celebrations for the centenary of
Parliament when there was a presentation by the United Kingdom: ‘This division glass is
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most certainly a symbol of democracy. It is a symbol of division, of being allowed freely to
argue and divide.’41 Political rights were achieved in the text of the Magna Carta in 1215:
No free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or stripped of his rights of possession, or
outlawed or exiled, or deprived of his standing in any way, nor will we proceed with
force against him, or send others to do so, except by the lawful judgment of his equals
or by the law of the land. To no one will we sell, to no one deny or delay right or
justice. 42

This language remained relevant to the British Empire:
By the nineteenth century, the Magna Carta had been enshrined in Western political
thought as a document of great and formative importance to modern ideas of
freedom. It has remained ever since – and in small parts of the constitutions of
nations connected with the former British Empire, from Canada to Australia and New
Zealand.43

There was a tide of colonial identification with the imperial destiny as it rode out its wins and
losses within the Empire and the world. Smeaton, like so many other parts of the Australian
colonies, played a part in being British within the context of its domestic independence.
Across from Anderson’s Mill is Beaconsfield Road, which was named after British prime
minister Benjamin Disraeli (1868, 1874-80), when he was made the 1st Earl of Beaconsfield
by Queen Victoria in 1876. Loyalty in the Empire was not a static occurrence but was
promoted by political symbolism that emanated from Westminster. The key was to overcome
divisions between people from diverse regions of the United Kingdom by stimulating a
common pride in being British. In an act of imperial marketing, Disraeli decided it was time
to make Queen Victoria the ‘Empress of India’.
In June 1872, Disraeli argued that the Liberals had questioned the imperial project but that
this ‘has entirely failed. But how has it failed? Through the sympathy of the Colonies for the
Mother Country.’44 Disraeli built on this loyalty to establish the monarchy as a brand that
would promote the Empire. His ‘great triumph with the Queen (Victoria)was to harness
royalty with British foreign policy. He wanted – and so did she – to return Britain to a
position of dominance in European politics, and he wanted to strengthen India and the
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Empire.’45 Disraeli exercised the sovereign power of Westminster when on February
17,1876, he introduced a Bill for enabling Her Majesty to adopt a new title for the
Sovereignty of India. Disraeli was confident the Bill would glorify the monarchy and
strengthen the position of Britain.
This proclamation was sceptically received within Britain: ‘Hail the Empress of India! This is
to be the Queen’s new title.’46 The reaction to the Bill was more positive in Melbourne:
From the discussions in Parliament and comments of the English press, we learn that
a difference of opinion exists as to the feeling in the colonies in reference to the
Queen’s new title. This shows the profound ignorance in England on colonial
subjects, and the prevalence of what may be called provincialism even among her
most intelligent classes. 47

In a sign of independence, the local press provided a description of colonial thinking: ‘When
an Englishman, or rather a Briton, leaves his country for a foreign shore, he does not leave
behind his national feeling. On the contrary, it becomes intensified.’48 The point was that an
emigrant’s imperial pride could be enhanced after leaving the home country. This meant that
an emerging local identity could develop at the same time as a growing loyalty towards the
Empire.
The reason for this increased sense of British patriotism can be attributed to a change from
regional British loyalty to the concept of being British: ‘Another feeling, however, arises,
which the home Britons seem still less to understand. The colonist loses in a great measure
his individual attachment, or rather an additional one arises. He remains English, Scottish, or
Irish.’49 The Disraeli bill played into this theme and can be seen as a popular, unifying
concept due to its lack of substance. The glory of the Empire meant that the British colonist
‘becomes something more – a subject of the grandest empire the world has known, the
subject of a sovereignty which rules over 240,000,000 of the human race.’50 The colonials
had become fellow travellers to the trials of the British Empire: ‘The colonist cherishes the
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imperial idea to a much greater extent, it appears, than some of our prominent British
statesmen.’51
In time, the colonial military forces joined the imperial battles, fighting for Britain but in the
name of the colonies: ‘We don’t want to fight, but by Jingo if we do … we’re Britons true.52
The notion of fighting for the Empire was accompanied by a belief that this relationship
would be a force protecting the colonies from foreign invaders. The rule of Queen Victoria
had become a symbol of shared.' From a statue of Queen Victoria in Sturt Street, Ballarat, to
the Clunes Jubilee Fountain and the Dunolly Town Hall plaque, the formal expression of
loyalty was clear: ‘Erected by the Burgesses of Dunolly in the affectionate loyalty to the
British Throne and Empire and in the Commemoration of the 60th year of the Illustrious
Reign of Victoria, Queen of Britain, Empress of India.’53
It was this commitment to the Empire that resulted in the Smeaton Memorial Gates, which
remember those who lost their lives in World War I (see Figure 45). It stands at the entrance
to the Smeaton Reserve, which once hosted the Smeaton agricultural show.
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Figure 45. World War I Memorial Gates, Smeaton Reserve.

Nearby is ‘John Curtin [who] was born at Creswick in 1885.’54 ‘His father emigrated from
County Cork and, according to cuttings, Cornelius Curtin and his brother, John (the future
prime minister’s father) had been arrested during the Fenian agitations.’55 The Curtin
government introduced the Statute of Westminster Adoption Act in 1942 after the fall of
Singapore. It enabled the independence of self-governing dominions of the British Empire.
The Act stated that ‘no law hereafter made by the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall
extend to any of the said dominions as a part of the law of that dominion otherwise than at the
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request and with the consent of that dominion.’56 Curtin reflected the spirit of independence,
which had its origins in the goldfields.
The sovereign status of Australia and New Zealand with regard to the imperial defenses were
‘for the most part, based on conventions and practices embodied in Conference resolutions,
and international recognition.’57 The legal status of imperial sovereignty was diminished,
with further acts ultimately fading away without requiring an Australian referendum of the
people: ‘Although their constitutions originated as governmental frameworks of selfgoverning colonies of an empire, their international and political independence was brought
about without any amendment being made to those constitutions in order to achieve that
end.’58 Events shifted the balance of sovereignty as the British Empire came to an end.
The contest of ideas that had led to the independence of Australia was part of the movement
towards nationhood and alliances that drifted into military conflict, which, unfortunately, left
a tragic mark on Smeaton. The world of Queen Victoria would itself become history, as in
time would her Empire.
In conclusion, the character of the colonial township of Smeaton was not only determined by
its imperial heritage but also by its role and function that had been defined by its connection
to the British Empire. Anderson’s Mill was the theoretical central point of this critical
narrative, which was used to integrate the themes of Crown sovereignty, the mechanics of
Empire, industry, trade, colonial society, gold and finance, and colonial sovereignty. This
analysis has revealed how colonial nationality emerged in a land that, initially, was legally
based on the doctrine of terra nullius. This tale from a waterwheel (see Figure 46) has been a
look back in time which has shone a new light on a time and place unknown to British
Empire historiography.
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Figure 46. Anderson’s Mill waterwheel, Smeaton.

The Smeaton historical marker on the Smeaton–Clunes Road details local mining history.
Gazing across the fields and the remains of mullock heaps, it is possible to view a series of
mine sites. The signage reads: ‘You can count eleven mines visible from this site alone.’59 It
highlights the ‘Madam Berry, the Berry mines, as well as the Earl of Beaconsfield and Lord
Harry.’60 It details the size and wealth of these operations: ‘with around 300 men working in
each mine, these mines yielded about 1.7 million ounces of gold, which was brought to the
surface by bucket. Shafts were sunk to a depth of up to 600ft into the basalt buried rivers
below.’61 The signage recalls the time when mining was dominant: ‘Standing here in the
1880s would have given you a very different perspective of those rolling pastoral hills.’62
Where did all the gold go? An answer to this question highlights the raison d’etre of the
British Empire. The chameleon qualities of the imperial form were held together by its
capacity to direct finance, trade and people to any site within the Empire that would serve to
grow its power. Smeaton was not an isolated irrelevant colonial outpost but a an essential cog
in the machinery of the Empire. Through the use of financial institutions and trade, the
British Empire was able to extract resources from the Victorian colony in a more
sophisticated manner than that practised by the East India Company in its imperial rule of
India. Methods had changed but both outcomes were to the benefit of Britain: ‘The state’s

59.
60.
61.
62.

Parks Victoria heritage signage.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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richest deep alluvial gold lead system, known as the Berry Lead System, runs north from
Creswick, slightly to the west of Smeaton. Mining of lead systems took place in the early
1870s.’63 These deep-lead mines produced massive wealth:
These concerns produced 1,697,500 ounces of gold valued at £6,790,000. From this
£2,411,984 was paid to shareholders as dividends, and £366,100 was paid to owners
of freehold land as royalties. The Madam Berry Company was the most important
company on the field. The capital consisted of 18,000 shares of 30/- each.64

The company on the share market had ‘paid up capital £15,975, [with] company shares more
than 20 each.’65
This flow of gold back to London was the key to holding together the imperial financial
structure:
Under the rules of the ‘gold standard’ set by the British Parliament, the value of any
country’s coins was set by a standard weight of gold. London’s Royal Mint bought
and sold gold at that price, and the Bank of England was required to exchange bank
notes and deposits into gold on demand. Gold was exported and imported without
restriction and increases in gold deposits increased the amount of credit that banks
could extend. 66

The heritage of the goldmines remain in Smeaton and the surrounding area (see Figure 47),
but as mining ceased and gold discoveries evaporated, its imperial significance faded and the
machinery of the Empire moved on to other mining ventures such as those in Broken Hill,
Western Australia and Queensland. The current population of Smeaton is around 230 people,
with some heritage sites providing evidence of its role in the colonisation process.

63.
64.
65.
66.

Victorian Heritage Register, ‘Berry No. 1 Deep Lead Gold Mine.’
McGeorge, Buried Rivers of Gold, 35.
Ibid., 35.
Reeves, Frost, and Fahey, ‘Integrating the Historiography of the Nineteenth-Century Gold Rushes,’ 116.
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Figure 47. Success and failure: heritage mining sites, Smeaton.

Federation in 1901 ended the Colony of Victoria as it transitioned into a state of the
Commonwealth of Australia. The intent of the 1856 Victorian Constitution had been to give
form to colonial sovereign government. It stated. 'The parliament shall have power to make
laws in and for Victoria in all cases whatsoever.’67 The government promoted opportunity but
did not advance equal opportunity. It especially failed in its response to the injustices
inflicted on the First Nations peoples. The choice was to use its democratic authority in the
interests of some or to use it for the benefit of all. On balance, it did do both.
This thesis has also argued that Crown sovereignty was the thread that connected Smeaton
and the Colony of Victoria to the British Empire but that its form was ultimately determined
by the colonial democratic parliament. Crown sovereignty meant power for the colonial
parliament. It maintained belief in the fallacy of the doctrine of terra nullius. Anderson’s Mill
in Smeaton was not central to the Empire but without the sovereignty of the Crown, it would
not have existed.
Thinking about what I have learnt in writing this thesis, I have a concluding reflection. In
1886, the Geelong Advertiser ran the story ‘Excavations at Pompeii’, with the first line being:
‘It seems odd to speak of a dead city as a growing one.’68 I found myself quite at home in the
bakery. The site of the bakery ovens, the painting of the bread from Pompeii in the National
67. ‘1856 Victorian Constitution,’ 34.
68. ‘Excavations at Pompeii,’ Geelong Advertiser, September 25, 1886.
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Archaeological Museum of Naples (see Figure 48). All are a part of the tradition of flour
processing that had been undertaken at Anderson’s Mill.

Figure 48. Painting of bread from Pompeii: National Archaeological Museum of Naples.

The archaeological discoveries at the ruins of Pompeii, a satellite township of imperial Rome,
raise questions regarding the ancient archaeological sites of the land now named Smeaton.
Did grindstones turn seeds into flour thousands of years before other civilisations? What was
grown on the land by the Dja Dja Wurrung people in the shadows of the volcanoes named
Moorookyle and Kooroocheang, alongside the flowing Corringarra Creek? How did they live
their lives? There is the meaning to be found from cultural landscapes such as the Bendigo
Historic Reserve in New Zealand (see Figure 49), Anderson’s Mill in Smeaton (see Figure
50), or alongside the flowing Corringarra Creek (see Figure 51). What history remains there
yet to be discovered?
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Figure 49. Bendigo gold diggings: Otago, South Island, New Zealand.

Figure 50. National Trust Anderson’s Mill Heritage Weekend, Smeaton.
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Figure 51. Corringarra Creek, Smeaton.
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